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MEETING
DATE:

March 7, 2017

TO:

City Council

FROM:

Robert Brown, Community Development Director

922 Machin Avenue
Novato, CA 94945
415/ 899-8900
FAX 415/ 899-8213
www.novato.org

PRESENTER: Robert Brown, Community Development Director
SUBJECT:

REVIEW OF THE DRAFT GENERAL PLAN 2035 – PUBLIC INPUT
SUMMARY AND FEEDBACK ON INTRODUCTION, GREAT PLACES
CHAPTER AND DRAFT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES

REQUEST
Consider reviewing the public input received to date and suggested edits, and provide any desired
edits to staff, regarding the Draft General Plan Introduction, Great Places Chapter and Draft
Downtown Design Guidelines including providing direction on the extension of the Urban Growth
Boundary and the inclusion of a program in the Land Use Chapter to disclose total Floor Area
Ratio (FAR) for projects with structured parking.
DISCUSSION
Public Outreach on Draft General Plan 2035
The Draft General Plan 2035 was published on August 1, 2016 which initiated a four-month public
outreach process to familiarize members of the community with the contents of the Draft Plan and
receive initial feedback on the direction and priorities of the Plan. This follows a nearly three-anda-half year public process examining focus areas and white paper topics.
The City solicited community input citywide, in a variety of formats, including advertised
community-wide and neighborhood meetings, a series of drop-in Open Houses, a booth at the
Downtown Farmers Market and by attending regular meetings of various local social,
environmental, and business groups and special district board meetings. To date, staff has
presented the Draft General Plan at 48 community meetings/venues.
The following groups received a presentation and provided feedback:
 Novato Democratic Club
 San Marin Improvement Association
 North Marin Water District Board
 Novato Soroptimists
 Novato Senior Club
 AM Business Women
 Marin Conservation League
 Chamber of Commerce Board
cc17_040
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Sustainable Novato
North Marin Breakfast Club
Novato Unified School District Board
Marin Audubon Society
Novato Mothers’ Club
Novato Sanitary District Board
Novato Historical Guild
Novato Human Needs Center Board
Novato Rotary
Hillside and Village Marin Meadows HOAs
Atherton Ranch HOA
Novato Fire Protection District Board
Sunrise Rotary
Rotary Club of Novato

As part of this effort, staff has also utilized a survey tool that identified 55 major policy and
program initiatives in the Draft General Plan and asked meeting and on-line participants to rank
their level of support/opposition to each and to identify their highest priority policies/programs by
topical area. A copy of the survey form is included as Attachment 1. To date, 284 survey responses
have been received during City presentations.
The results of these surveys have been compiled and attached (Attachment 2), also included is a
spreadsheet with detailed tabulation of the survey results, including a breakdown by individual
group (Attachment 3). In all cases there was strong support for the major policies and programs of
the Draft General Plan, typically exceeding 75% support, suggesting that the Draft Plan is
responsive to the desires of most residents.
The policies which were identified through the surveys as the top priorities of respondents include:


Improve bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure to encourage walking and biking to local
services.



Maintain and expand parks, trails and recreational facilities and promote active living.



Promote reinvestment in the Northwest Quadrant Neighborhood by creating a form-based
code to allow redevelopment of older single family homes and apartments with
appropriately scaled moderate density housing types (e.g., duplexes, triplexes, 4-plexes and
bungalow courts).



Provide a high level of police services to the community.



Recruit and retain businesses that provide locally needed goods, services and high-paying
jobs.



Redevelop properties on Redwood Boulevard between Olive and San Marin into a vibrant
retail/entertainment area with public gathering places and pedestrian-oriented buildings
facing the street frontage.



Maintain and enhance the Downtown as the community’s center of commercial, cultural,
social and civic functions.



Require new and retrofitted roadways to include bike lanes and wide sidewalks when
feasible.
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Encourage residents and employees to take the SMART train by focusing development
near new SMART stations, encouraging shuttle service, and creating new bicycle and
pedestrian path connections.



Reduce waste and increase recycling to achieve a 94% diversion rate by 2025.



Conserve energy and water.



Protect open space and wildlife habitat.



Protect native trees and woodlands and propose new development requirements to
encourage planting of native trees and maximize tree cover and growth.

The attached chart shows that the following policies/programs garnered more mixed reaction,
although still majority support:
 Increasing outreach to and participation of the Hispanic community (14% opposition; 60%
support),


Proposed rezoning of the NW Quad neighborhood to allow infill development with smaller
scale multi-family housing types (13% opposition; 71% support), [note: this proposal was
selected as a highest priority policy by respondents],



Assuming limited amount of new office and industrial development (14% opposition; 53%
support) [note: many participants wished to see more commercial growth, not less],



Encouraging hotels and auto dealerships for economic development (23% opposition; 47%
support)

For those who were unable to attend meetings, our outreach included the ability to weigh-in online
or submit comments in writing. A list of comments from the written surveys is provided as
Attachment 4 and from Open Novato as Attachment 5. Also attached are e-mails and letters the
City received from the public as well as from the Novato Sanitary District, Sustainable Novato,
Age-Friendly Novato and Marin Conservation League and the Marin Audubon Society. The
Planning Commission discussed this public input at their meeting of December 19, 2016, with
draft minutes of this meeting attached as Attachment 7.
Finally, additional City Commissions have weighed-in, including the Bicycle and Pedestrian
Advisory Commission, the Economic Development Advisory Commission, the Design Review
Commission and the Recreation, Cultural and Community Services Commission. Staff has
prepared responses to recommendations from these appointed commissions, as well as special
districts and community organizations, including proposed edits to the Draft Plan (see Attachment
8). These proposed edits will be considered by the Planning Commission at their meeting of March
6, and reported to the Council.
At this point in the process, staff encourages the City Council to identify specific comments or
topics that that they would like staff to address.
Draft General Plan Review and First-Pass Edits
As noted above, during the fall of 2016 staff reviewed the Draft General Plan with several Councilappointed boards and commissions with responsibility for general plan-related issues. At this point
in the General Plan Update process it would be timely to receive any proposed edits by the City
Council to assure that the EIR under preparation accurately reflects the document that will be
subject to hearings for adoption this fall. To facilitate the Council’s review, Councilmembers
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provided questions and suggested edits on the Introduction and Great Places (Land Use and
Community Character) Chapters and the Draft Downtown Design Guidelines. Attachments 9, 10
and 11 contain edits proposed by staff in response to comments from boards and commissions,
special districts and community organizations, technical or text edits that staff has identified since
publication of the Draft Plan last August, and edits proposed by Councilmembers. Proposed edits
from Councilmembers which staff does not support are included in the right-hand column with a
staff response in brackets [ ]. Councilmember questions and staff responses [in brackets] is also
included in the right-hand column.
Urban Growth Boundary Extension
At its meeting of May 13, 2014, the City Council reviewed the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB)
White Paper, discussing the November 2017 expiration of the 20-year voter-approved UGB. The
Council unanimously supported retention of the UGB in its current location for another 20 years.
By a vote of 4-1 the Council directed staff to prepare an ordinance for Council approval to extend
the UGB, which would be adopted at the same time as the General Plan which would extend the
UGB to November of 2037.
Last summer the Greenbelt Alliance began discussions with staff and Councilmembers, requesting
that the UGB extension be placed on the ballot for public vote, since a Council-approved UGB
extension ordinance could be revoked or modified by a future City Council. The Marin
Conservation League also supports this position. At its meeting of January 24, 2017 the City
Council directed staff to bring forward a discussion about placing the UGB extension on the
November 2017 ballot.
Staff intends to prepare the UGB extension ordinance for either Council adoption or placement on
the ballot. This work has begun, and staff has met with the environmental organizations, the
executive director of LAFCO and soon with the utility districts. A draft ordinance will be shared
and available well in advance of the August filing deadline with the County Elections Office.
The cost of putting the measure on the ballot would likely be somewhere between $50,000-94,000
according to the County Election Office. In addition, a City-sponsored measure would have to be
accompanied by an adopted CEQA analysis, which would likely add $20,000-40,000 in consultant
costs.
Another option would be for the environmental organizations to solicit signatures to put the
measure on the ballot themselves, even if the Council chose to adopt the same ordinance, to add
the additional protection provided by public adoption. This option would not require the
preparation of a CEQA document, but the City would still be responsible to pay for the election
costs of an initiative measure.
If the Council wishes to indicate their intent to place the UBG extension ordinance on the ballot,
the text of Program LU 5a could be modified as follows:
LU 5a: UGB Extension. On or before the expiration of the voter approved Urban Growth
boundary, the City Council will consider place on the public ballot extending an extension of
the term of the Urban Growth Boundary to improve the City’s ability to provide municipal
services and discourage urban sprawl and the provision of urban services to property outside
the City limits.
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Program in Land Use Chapter to Disclose Total Floor Area Ratio for Mixed Use Projects
With Structured Parking
At the City Council Meeting of February 7, 2017 Councilmember Eklund requested that a program
be included in the Land Use Chapter for staff to disclose total floor area ratio (FAR) for mixed use
projects that have structured parking. Councilmember Eklund’s rationale was stated as follows:
“The Whole Foods development was presented as complying with the FAR; however,
afterwards it was learned that the 2 levels of structured parking was not included in the FAR
calculation. If it was included in the FAR, it would have doubled. At the City Council meeting
on February 24, 2015, the Council decided on a 4:1 vote to not include either disclosing the
FAR with structured parking for future developments or change the FAR to include the
structured parking.”
The Millworks project includes two floors of above-grade structured parking. The City’s Zoning
Code limits FAR in the Downtown to 2.0 (e.g., total building floor area is limited to an amount
twice the size of the parcel). The Zoning Code’s definition of FAR specifically excludes covered
parking areas or garages.
FAR is a land use restriction that attempts to regulate potential building volume and traffic
generation. Most communities exclude structured parking from the calculation since this space
does not generate additional traffic (the active use area does), and as an incentive to enclose
parking from view (usually below grade).
It is certainly possible for staff to provide a FAR calculation based on different criteria than the
existing Zoning Code definition, and such information can be requested by Councilmembers as
part of their development review process. However, staff does not believe that providing such an
alternate FAR calculation would have altered the publics’ or Council’s understanding of the
Millworks project mass. An extensive public review process included review of project plans, a
project model, and a story pole. The staff analysis made it clear that the Council was being
requested to grant height exceptions for the project.
Staff would not recommend that a staff directive of such specificity be included in the General
Plan, which, by its nature, is a higher-level policy document. If the Council believes such a
requirement is necessary, it would be better to direct that it be included in the Zoning Code. If the
Council wishes to add such an administrative directive in the Zoning Code, it should exclude below
grade structured parking which doesn’t affect building mass.
PUBLIC OUTREACH
The General Plan update has included extensive public outreach, surpassing any previous City
long range planning effort over the past four years. Public outreach efforts have included: public
workshops, design charrettes, walking tours, Commission meetings, presentations to community
organizations, neighborhood associations and special districts, an extensive webpage, use of Open
Novato for surveys, newspaper articles, use of the City’s mailed newsletter, Facebook, and Next
Door.
FISCAL IMPACT
The General Plan update is financed through a surcharge on development applications.
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RECOMMENDATION
Provide first-pass edits to staff on Introduction, Great Places Chapter and Draft Downtown Design
Guidelines.
ALTERNATIVES


Choose not to provide edits to staff until final adoption of the General Plan.

ATTACHMENTS
1. Copy of General Plan Survey
2. &KDUWof Survey Responses
3. 6SUHDGVKHHWof Survey Responses
4. Written Comments from Survey Responses
5. Written Comments from Open Novato
6. Written Correspondence on Draft General Plan
7. Draft December 19, 2016 Planning Commission Minutes
8. Compilation of Commission and Community Organization Feedback with Staff Responses
9. Proposed Edits to the Introduction Chapter and Responses to Council Suggestions
10. Proposed Edits to the Great Places Chapter and Responses to Council Suggestions
11. Proposed Edits to the Downtown Design Guidelines and Responses to Council Suggestions
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1.

Novato General Plan 2035 Survey

Below we’ve summarized the major policies of our draft general plan. Please color in the circle that most
closely reflects your opinion on whether or not you agree with the policy. At the end of each section,
please identify your top priority by checking one of the choices.

How will we respond to our changing community?
1. Provide opportunities for group homes, residential care facilities, senior living facilities, and smaller
homes for seniors wanting to downsize.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

2. Promote universal design recommendations that enable the elderly to continue living in their homes.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

3. Create a circulation system that meets the needs of the disabled and support transit services for the
elderly.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

4. Conduct outreach to encourage more participation from the Hispanic community at City events and
meetings and more representation on City boards, commissions and committees.
1
Strongly Disagree

Atherton Ranch HOA

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

October 24, 2016

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree
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5. Improve bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure to encourage walking and biking to local services.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

6. Maintain and expand parks, trails and recreational facilities and promote active living.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

7. Improve access to healthy foods and promote local food production.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

8. Create design recommendations to share with developers to incorporate active living objectives in
site planning and building layout.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

Your top priority in this section (check no more than two):
___ 1

___2

___3

___4

___5

___6

___7

___8

How will we preserve our neighborhoods and quality of life?
9. Retain our small town character.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

10. Ensure new development is sensitive to the surrounding architecture and topography and to the
scale and character of the surrounding neighborhood.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

11. Continue to limit the extent and location of new development on hillsides and ridgelines.
1
Strongly Disagree

Atherton Ranch HOA

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

October 24, 2016

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree
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12. Retain the Urban Growth Boundary to preserve rural areas.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

13. Promote reinvestment in the Northwest Quadrant Neighborhood by creating a form-based code to
allow redevelopment of older single family homes and apartments with appropriately scaled moderate
density housing types (e.g. duplexes, triplexes, 4-plexes, bungalow courts).
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

14. Enforce property maintenance codes and traffic laws and abate nuisances.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

15. Require new development to pay impact fees that offset the additional burden they place on
existing services and utilities.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

16. Provide a high level of police services to the community.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

Your top priority in this section (check no more than two):
___ 9

___10

___11

___12

___13

___14

___15

___16

Where will we work?
17. Maintain existing commercial centers and commercially-zoned land (i.e., don’t rezone existing
commercial land for residential use).
1
Strongly Disagree

Atherton Ranch HOA

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

October 24, 2016

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree
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18. Recruit and retain businesses that provide locally needed goods, services and high-paying jobs.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

19. Create a hub for tech and life science companies around the Buck Institute and North Novato
SMART station.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

20. Assume limited additional office and industrial development.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

Your top priority in this section (check one):
___ 17

___18

___19

___20

Where will we shop?
21. Redevelop properties on Redwood Blvd. between Olive and San Marin into a vibrant
retail/entertainment area with public gathering places and pedestrian-oriented buildings facing the
street frontage.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

22. Maintain existing neighborhood retail centers but allow for mixed-use redevelopment and housing
on upper floors where appropriate.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

23. Encourage local services and fresh food retail outlets within walking and biking distance from
neighborhoods.
1
Strongly Disagree

Atherton Ranch HOA

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

October 24, 2016

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree
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24. Encourage high tax-generating uses such as auto dealerships and hotels.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

Your top priority in this section (check one):

___ 21

___22

___23

___24

How will we create a vibrant Downtown?
25. Maintain and enhance the Downtown as the community’s center of commercial, cultural, social and
civic functions.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

26. Require Downtown redevelopment to be pedestrian-friendly and compatible with existing small
storefronts.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

27. Encourage outdoor cafes and retail uses on the ground floor.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

28. Enhance public art, outdoor furniture, and gathering places.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

29. Extend pedestrian-oriented zoning regulations north along Redwood Boulevard to Olive Avenue
(e.g., ground-floor retail or restaurants, building frontages at the sidewalk).
1
Strongly Disagree

Atherton Ranch HOA

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

October 24, 2016

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree
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30. Preserve historical and architecturally significant structures.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

Your top priority in this section (check no more than two):

___ 25

___26

___27

___28

___29

___30

How will we get around?
31. Require new and retrofitted roadways to include bike lanes and wide sidewalks when feasible.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

32. Encourage residents and employees to take the SMART train by focusing development near new
SMART stations, encouraging shuttle service, and creating new bicycle and pedestrian path connections.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

33. Support completion of the bicycle and pedestrian path along the SMART rail corridor.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

34. Encourage improvements to the transit system.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

35. Encourage a shift to electric and lower-emission vehicles.
1
Strongly Disagree

Atherton Ranch HOA

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

October 24, 2016
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36. Support emerging transportation services and technologies, such as ride hailing and car and bike
sharing.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

37. Maintain traffic service levels at signalized intersections.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

38. Improve the San Marin/Redwood/U.S. 101 intersections as new development occurs.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

Your top priority in this section (check no more than two):
___31

___32

___33

___34

___35

___36

___37

___38

How will we create a sustainable community?
39. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% by 2020 and 40% by 2035.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

40. Reduce waste and increase recycling to achieve a 94% diversion rate by 2025.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

41. Conserve energy and water.
1
Strongly Disagree

Atherton Ranch HOA

2
Disagree

October 24, 2016
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42. Expand the recycled water system.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

43. Shift to renewable energy sources and electric vehicles.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

44. Adopt progressive green building standards.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

45. Plan for the inevitable impacts of climate change (sea level rise, drought, wildfires).
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

46. Focus new in-fill growth in locations close to transit and services.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

47. Encourage walking, biking, transit use, and ride sharing.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

Your top priority in this section (check no more than two):
___ 39

___40

Atherton Ranch HOA

___41

___42

___43

___44

October 24, 2016

___45

___46

___47
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How will we maintain our environment?
48. Protect open space and wildlife habitat.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

49. Maintain creek setbacks and restore damaged riparian areas.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

50. Protect and restore wetlands.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

51. Maintain tidal areas in their natural state.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

52. Minimize storm water runoff pollution.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

53. Protect native trees and woodlands and propose new development requirements to encourage
planting of native trees and maximize tree cover and growth.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

54. Implement regulations and educational programs to reduce loss of life and property resulting from
seismic, flooding and fire hazards.
1
Strongly Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree

55. Minimize exposure to hazards through emergency planning and training.
1
Strongly Disagree

Atherton Ranch HOA

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

October 24, 2016

4
Agree

5
Strongly Agree
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Your top priority in this section (check no more than two):
___ 48

___49

___50

___51

___52

___53

___54

___55

Are there any other important issues that should be addressed in the General Plan?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Atherton Ranch HOA

October 24, 2016
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0

% Disagree
% Agree

48. Protect open space & wildlife habitat
49. Maintain creek setbacks
50. Protect & restore wetlands
51. Maintain tidal areas in natural state
52. Minimize storm water runoff
53. Protect native trees & woodlands
54. Education & regulations for emergency preparedness
55. Emergency planning & training

39. Reduce greenhouse gasses
40. Reduce waste/increase recycling
41. Conserve energy and water
42. Expand recycled water system
43. Shift to renewable energy
44. Adopt green building standards
45. Plan for sea level rise, drought, wildfires
46. Focus new development near transit & services
47. Encourage walking, biking & transit use

31. New/widened streets include bike/ped improvements
32. Encourage use of SMART
33. Create SMART bike/ped path
34. Transit improvements
35. Support shift to electric vehicles
36. Support new transportation technologies
37. Maintain traffic levels of service
38. Improve San Marin/Redwood/101 intersections

25. Downtown as center of the community
26. Pedestrian-oriented downtown development
27. Encourage downtown cafes/retail
28. Downtown public art & gathering places
29. Rezone N. Redwood (Vallejo to Olive)
30. Preserve historic buildings

21. Redevelop N. Redwood for retail/entertainment
22. Maintain/improve neighborhood retail centers
23. Local services & food near neighborhoods
24. Encourage hotels & auto dealerships

17. Maintain existing commercially zoned land
18. Recruit/retain businesses providing local services & high-…
19. Recruit high-tech/life science firms
20. Assume limited new office/industrial development

9. Retain small town character
10. New development sensitive to surroundings
11. Limit hillside/ridgeline development
12. Retain urban growth boundary
13. Northwest Quad neighborhood rezoning
14. Enforce property maintenance & traffic laws
15. Impact fees for new development
16. High level of police services

1. Senior living opportunities
2. Universal home design for elderly
3. Transportation supporting elderly/disabled
4. Increase Hispanic outreach/participation
5. Improve bike/pedestrian network
6. Maintain/expand parks & trails
7. Access to healthy foods/local food production
8. Active recreation in new developments

I-6
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Summary of General Plan Survey Feedback
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PUBLIC OUTREACH SURVEY RESULTS

I-6
Priority
3.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

2.49%

3.91%

10.32%

42.35%

40.93%

28.61%

6.41%
3.17%
3.87%

18.31%

83.27%
42.25% 32.39 %

14.45%

9.66%

74.65%
42.44% 44.12%

16.47%

3.78%
4. Conduct outreach to encourage more participation from the Hispanic4.63%
8.90%

25.98%

86.55%
32.74% 27.76%

11.27%

13.52%
2.11%
4.93%

13.03%

60.50%
34.51% 45.42%

29.19%

6.79%

79.93%
34.64% 55.71%

33.24%

Question
2

How will we respond to our changing community?
1. Provide opportunities for group homes, residential care
facilities, senior living facilities, and smaller homes for seniors
wanting to downsize.
2. Promote universal design recommendations that enable the
elderly to continue living in their homes.
3. Create a circulation system that meets the needs of the disabled
and support transit services for the elderly.

7.04%
2.10%
1.68%

community at City events and meetings and more representation on City
boards, commissions and committees.

5. Improve bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure to encourage
walking and biking to local services.
6. Maintain and expand parks, trails and recreational facilities and
promote active living.

7.04%
2.48%
1.07%
3.55%

7. Improve access to healthy foods and promote local food
production.
8. Create design recommendations to share with developers to
incorporate active living objectives in site planning and building
layout.

2.11%

4.26%

6.37%
3.56%
4.98%

90.36%
17.73%

40.43%

25.27%

76.60%
42.35% 23.34%

8.54%

36.17%

11.85%

8.67%

66.19%

How will we preserve our neighborhoods and quality of life?
9. Retain our small town character.
10. Ensure new development is sensitive to the surrounding
architecture and topography and to the scale and character of the
surrounding neighborhood.
11. Continue to limit the extent and location of new development
on hillsides and ridgelines.

12. Retain the Urban Growth Boundary to preserve rural areas.
13. Promote reinvestment in the Northwest Quadrant
Neighborhood by creating a form-based code to allow
redevelopment of older single family homes and apartments with
appropriately scaled moderate density housing types (e.g.
duplexes, triplexes, 4-plexes, bungalow courts).
14. Enforce property maintenance codes and traffic laws and
abate nuisances.

3.27%
5.71%
8.98%
1.21%
0.81%
2.02%
1.86%
1.40%
3.26%
0.82%
3.27%
4.08%
6.53%
6.12%

12.65%
0.40%
1.21%
1.62%
1

17.14%
7.29%

32.65% 41.22%
73.88%
45.34% 45.34%

9.77%

90.69%
32.56% 54.42%

16.73%

86.98%
30.61% 52.24%
82.86%
38.78% 31.84%

11.74%

70.61%
45.34% 41.30%

13.06%

13.95%
13.52%

14.59%

10.52%
15.45%

86.64%
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7.94%

PUBLIC OUTREACH SURVEY RESULTS
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Priority

15. Require new development to pay impact fees that offset the
additional burden they place on existing services and utilities.

1.61%

4.02%

11.24%

38.96%

44.18%

8.37%

16. Provide a high level of police services to the community.

5.62%
0.81%
2.03%
2.85%

13.82%

83.27%
34.55% 48.78%
83.33%

15.67%

2.99%

5.98%

22.65%

35.90%

32.48%

12.83%

8.97%
0.45%
0.00%

4.50%

68.38%
32.88% 62.16%

43.40%

8.85%

95.05%
34.07% 52.21%

35.57%

4.87%
4.89%
8.89%
13.78%

32.89%

38.67

2.10%

6.30%

10.50%

29.41%

51.68%

45.42%

8.40%
1.67%
6.28%

12.97%

40.17%

81.09%
38.91%

24.52%

7.95%
0.41%
2.48%

10.33%

79.08%
43.39% 43.39%

19.05%

29.88%

86.78%
34.85% 12.45%

10.62%

Question

Where will we work?
17. Maintain existing commercial centers and commercially-zoned
land (i.e., don’t rezone existing commercial land for residential
use).

18. Recruit and retain businesses that provide locally needed
goods, services and high-paying jobs.
19. Create a hub for tech and life science companies around the
Buck Institute and North Novato SMART station.
20. Assume limited additional office and industrial development.

0.45%
1.33%
3.45%

86.28%
14.67%
53.33%

6.42%

Where will we shop?
21. Redevelop properties on Redwood Blvd. between Olive and
San Marin into a vibrant retail/entertainment area with public
gathering places and pedestrian-oriented buildings facing the
street frontage.
22. Maintain existing neighborhood retail centers but allow for
mixed-use redevelopment and housing on upper floors where
appropriate.
23. Encourage local services and fresh food retail outlets within
walking and biking distance from neighborhoods.
24. Encourage high tax-generating uses such as auto dealerships
and hotels.

2.89%
9.96%
12.86
%
22.82%

47.30%

How will we create a vibrant Downtown?
25. Maintain and enhance the Downtown as the community’s
center of commercial, cultural, social and civic functions.
26. Require Downtown redevelopment to be pedestrian-friendly
and compatible with existing small storefronts.
27. Encourage outdoor cafes and retail uses on the ground floor.
28. Enhance public art, outdoor furniture, and gathering places.

29. Extend pedestrian-oriented zoning regulations north along
Redwood Boulevard to Olive Avenue (e.g., ground-floor retail or
restaurants, building frontages at the sidewalk).

0.43%

2.60%

6.06%

38.53%

52.38%

31.86%

3.03%
1.24%
2.07%

5.79%

90.91%
43.80% 47.11%

18.88%

3.31%
1.75%
0.44%
2.18%
2.60%
3.46%
6.06%
0.90%

1.81%

2.71%
2

4.80%
16.02%
14.93%

90.91%
38.86% 54.15%
93.01%
38.96% 38.96%
77.92%
45.70%

36.65%

82.35%

20.94%
10.62%
17.70%
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PUBLIC OUTREACH SURVEY RESULTS
Question
30. Preserve historical and architecturally significant structures.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Priority

1.30%
3.46%
4.76%

18.61%

38.10% 38.53%
76.62%

19.76%

1.79%

15.63%

41.96%

37.95%

19.73%

4.46%
5.36%
2.23%

16.07%

79.91%
29.02% 47.32 %

33.11%

7.59%
4.44%
1.78%

16.89%

74.34%
34.22% 42.67%

17.39%

12.11%

76.89%
46.19% 39.46%

17.39%

How will we get around?
31. Require new and retrofitted roadways to include bike lanes and
wide sidewalks when feasible.
32. Encourage residents and employees to take the SMART train
by focusing development near new SMART stations, encouraging
shuttle service, and creating new bicycle and pedestrian path
connections.
33. Support completion of the bicycle and pedestrian path along
the SMART rail corridor.

34. Encourage improvements to the transit system.

35. Encourage a shift to electric and lower-emission vehicles.
36. Support emerging transportation services and technologies,
such as ride hailing and car and bike sharing.

2.68%

6.22%
1.79%
0.45%
2.24%
2.67%
4.00%
6.67%
2.21%
3.10%

29.78%
32.30%

5.31%
37. Maintain traffic service levels at signalized intersections.

38. Improve the San Marin/Redwood/U.S. 101 intersections as new
development occurs.

0.46%

0.92%

1.38%
1.35%
1.35%

85.65%
29.33% 34.22%
63.56%
34.51% 27.88%

12.37%
6.35%

62.39%
23.04%

51.15%

24.42%

11.37%

15.25%

75.58%
47.53% 34.53%

18.73%

2.69%

82.06%

How will we create a sustainable community?
39. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% by 2020 and 40% by
2035.
40. Reduce waste and increase recycling to achieve a 94%
diversion rate by 2025.

2.06%

4.53%

6.58%
1.63%
2.04%

15.64%

36.21%

41.56%

19.57%

6.53%

77.78%
37.96% 51.84%

23.91%

43. Shift to renewable energy sources and electric vehicles.

3.67%
0.83%
0.00%
0.83%
0.83%
0.41%
1.24%
1.24%
3.72%

21.49%

89.80%
36.93% 56.85%
93.78%
33.88% 59.50%
93.39%
35.12% 38.43%

44. Adopt progressive green building standards.

4.96%
0.83%
2.49%

16.18%

73.55%
41.08% 39.42%

41. Conserve energy and water.
42. Expand the recycled water system.

5.39%
5.37%

3.32%
45. Plan for the inevitable impacts of climate change (sea level rise,
drought, wildfires).

1.64%

3.28%

4.92%
3

23.91%
17.75%
14.86%

7.61%

80.50%
9.43%

38.93%

46.72%

85.66%

19.57%
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PUBLIC OUTREACH SURVEY RESULTS
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Priority

46. Focus new in-fill growth in locations close to transit and
services.

2.10%

4.20%

20.59%

37.39%

35.71%

19.20%

47. Encourage walking, biking, transit use, and ride sharing.

6.30%
0.00%
0.52%
0.52%

16.15%

73.11%
44.27% 39.06%
83.33%

13.77%

0.0%

5.37%

30.73%

47.45%

Question

How will we maintain our environment?
48. Protect open space and wildlife habitat.

49. Maintain creek setbacks and restore damaged riparian areas.
50. Protect and restore wetlands.
51. Maintain tidal areas in their natural state.

52. Minimize storm water runoff pollution.
53. Protect native trees and woodlands and propose new
development requirements to encourage planting of native trees
and maximize tree cover and growth.

0.49%

0.49%
0.00%
0.89%
0.89%
0.0%
1.35%
1.35%
0.45%
0.45%
0.90%
0.44%
1.33%
1.77%
0.00%
1.79%

8.93%
13.45%
14.80%
7.96%
8.52%

1.79%
54. Implement regulations and educational programs to reduce
loss of life and property resulting from seismic, flooding and fire
hazards.
55. Minimize exposure to hazards through emergency planning
and training.

0.44%

63.41%

94.15%
41.52% 48.66%
90.18%
36.77% 48.43%
85.20%
41.70% 42.60%
84.30%
45.58% 44.69%
90.27%
34.98% 54.71%

11.76%
25.10%
4.31%
11.37%
29.80%

89.69%

0.89%

19.56%

44.00%

35.11%

11.37%

1.33%
0.0%
0.89%

11.11%

79.11%
48.00% 40.00%

17.25%

0.89%

4

88.00%
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SURVEY COMMENTS
























I-6
4.

Maintain REST Program
Knock down old Pini building on Grant, convert to parking garage. Will pay for
itself in seven years. Need more downtown parking
Create community based programs that are centered on caring for elderly and
poor. Make a better Novato by lifting up the disadvantaged and giving them
positive alternatives instead of ignoring them.
Provide ways for employment opportunities for homeless - to keep community
clean and safe.
Encourage all community groups to band resources together to benefit all.
Encourage utilities to go underground where ever possible.
Workforce/affordable housing - interesting no question under the heading "where
will we live?" only housing statements address senior and physically impaired
there are others that need to be considered.
The Plan assumes that Homeward Bound facilities meet all needs of homeless
(unhoused) persons. However, the GP ignores the needs of "street persons" that
are not be by Homeward Bound. The "Rest" program is partially effective to
provide shelter & meals during winter months. CP ignore rest and Homeward
Bound. The growing population of Novato Residents living on the street must be
considered. Local ordinances are ineffective if they only restrict "camping" and
"Panhandling". A more proactive plan is needed.
After filling out this survey, I realized that seniors really need transportation for
recreation & classes as well as getting to Dr appts in a way that doesn't take long
periods of time.
New community center asked for the past 20+ years for our community
Stop ridiculous demands on new business proposals, the multi-year time spans
to get approvals.
Re-develop vintage oaks, it is irresponsible to have only on congested
entrance/exit to/from a major business shopping area, an only city hospital, move
theater, and huge office bldgs.
A beautiful open-space, wetlands park like area is lost from view, access by
being hidden behind huge buildings and service areas. Instead the whole space
could be a public walking space with side-walk cafes. As vintage oaks is today it
is dangerous for customers to walk from parked cars to business entrances.
North Redwood - Redwood blvd - consider NYCs Highline idea
Streetscape around the neighborhood
Grey water is import for landscape

1
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Encourage/attract larger , higher paying jobs, really look into NN redwood and N
Redwood area
We need more police in school as school resource officers.
Encourage millennials to stay in Novato to keep population younger
Encourage meeting places for senior and young people to interact
Keep the roads in better condition
Make parking spaces wider and less/fewer handicap spaces
Homeless population/panhandling/resulting trash.
Hamilton Field utilization (USCG Spanish Hsg redevelopment)
Fill empty office /commercial space BEFORE allowing development
Promote composting
Yes! Could you please consider addressing millennial housing needs w/ senior
housing facilities? This was addressed in an article in "The Week" magazine
Also - the idea of consciously planning a community where elder adults are living
next door to single family/parents with children live side by side. Helps both creates a "built in" grandparent/baby-sitting familial situation
Access behind Costco to serve as a workable exit from Vintage Oaks
Concert for future SFD purchasing older home, tearing down, building mega
house
Plan traffic circles
Group homes for seniors - small facilities which are actually assisted living
facilities with up to 20-25 seniors, each having a private bedroom/bath, with
shared living rooms. There would be one paid employee on duty round the clock
(in case of emergencies). Activities during the day & speakers, common eating
facility for meals.
Need larger setbacks for wetland, creeks, and riparian areas --- perhaps 100 ft.
Have adequate transportation at SMART Train depots to get to downtown. I
believe developing the merchant corridor could be good for old downtown area.
Too far for walking for 40-70 yrs.
Improved parking throughout the town(downtown, parks)
Don't turn the NW Quad into a ghetto - there are some nice little homes and
some ghetto like structures (In downtown Boise, ID they ave turned an area like
the NW Quad into a place both young & elderly want to live - close to stores,
restaurants, Transportation, etc)
Keep train fare down so people will take the train instead of using their cars
More shuttle service!!
Remember most senior don't ride bikes to dangerous
Remove trees on Grant Ave for parking
Remove Grant Ave trees. I don't shop downtown because of them.
Limit cars per unit of housing
Adequate controlled parking. Shuttle service to various sections. Group home for
seniors partially disabled.
2
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Recycling is very important. We are NOT doing a good job today as a
community. Novato Sanitary needs to up their game or leave.
Parking Downtown!
Always Parking!
We need a user friendly train station downtown & a parking garage at the old pini
Hardware site. It can be bought - and this brings the other side of town together.
Too much infill creates too much congestion. We need more one story homes 1500-2000 sq ft for seniors. The condos we have are two story and not avail by
seniors with bad knees. Most seniors have to leave town to find one-story
housing - 800 sq is too small
Would like to see public input (which was determined through the North-North
Redwood Blvd Focus area study results) for the "Preferred Land Use Concepts
under LU 33 -Sites 1-7. A few of the designated sites are lacking a "Preferred
Land Use Concept" altogether. See NN Redwood Blvd Corr Wrkshop Participant
Land Use/Design Results.
Coordinate more with school Districts-college & NUSD on integrating information
about plans and finances by having information on both websites.
Is there more need for coordination between Public Works, community
development & economic offices?
What was missing at this workshop was an economic representative
Pave roads. Past surveys always say that citizens feel our roads suck!
Redo this survey - not user friendly
Thank you for taking the time to offer multiple workshops!
It would be helpful if the city council established priorities w/regard to the "general
planning in general" such that if we want improvements to N redwood we agree
to either set aside funds, ask the public for funds, or borrow funds to complete
the work before directions money to other, non-prioritized projects, like (1) The
Theater(2)3rd Smart station
Most individuals plan & prioritize spending. As a city it would be helpful if we did
the same.
When in doubt on priorities we could ask residents to vote on their priorities.
Surveys of several hundred are insufficient to represent a city of 52,000+.
Allow multi-use development in the Downtown area to bring in residential units on
top of existing shops. Explore the idea of expanding the retail lifestyle concept to
the area around Hamilton SMART station to encourage more residents to shop
locally.
Great job!
Parking lots in Novato have way too little shade. Sometimes it’s nearly
impossible to not have my dog with me & it’s so hard to park in shopping centers
& other lots.
I appreciate the free parking in Novato. I love the artistic flair given to old town
with clever benches & statues. The signage has gone overboard.
3
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I’d love to see Novato have a center similar to Sprint Rock Meditation Ctr or a
center like IONS (Noetic Science). That would be lovely cultural/commercial
addition - maybe near the Buck Center
The wetlands recreational path at Hamilton is awesome.
I feel Novato needs some subsidized exercise classes for seniors like other
cities. I know have. The classes at MTSC are expensive.
If the survey had each category on its own page it would be a lot easier to fill out;
otherwise it is well-written and organized, thorough and complete, I enjoyed Mr
Brown's presentation.
Your survey is too long
Novato is notoriously difficult to do business in. We should not enact more
regulations and requirements that make it more costly or time consuming to bring
new jobs & new development to our City. We should be more open to potential
uses/development for North Redwood. I want retail there too, but if the rents don't
justify building exactly what we want, no one will take on the project. Don't let
"perfect" be the enemy of "good".
Novato can't stop climate change. We shouldn't drain our community's piggy
banks trying to. Don't make it more expensive to do business in Novato because
we think we can change the world. As much as I'd like to, we can't.
Parking, parking, parking downtown
More upscale stores and development. Keep working to get Google, etc & Life
Science companies here. Get rid of the low-class, rundown strip malls. Improve
Police services to get rid of gangs in Novato.
Pass policies and enforce existing code that requires home dwellers to maintain
a front yard that excludes dead grass(fir hazard) and parking RV's and boats on
driveway or on lot. Encourage beautification of landscape for businesses and
residents. Maintain the medians and islands throughout the city. Eliminate weeds
growing in the cracks of sidewalks and roadways. Water the city trees and
plantings so they don't die. Site residents and businesses who don't remove
dead trees and plantings. Novato won't attract the businesses they want if, the
impression we leave them with is, that we are ugly and don't care enough to
change our image.
Whatever development plans are initiated/completed - they will require
MAINTENANCE which has been barely mentioned or planned for - our Dept of
PW & Main is particular are understaffed & poorly paid - from engineers to
maintenance workers. We can’t keep employees - they leave for better
paying/better staffed positions elsewhere. The same problem exists with our
Police Dept - Safety & Cleanliness are priorities that need to be addressed more
rigorously.
(1) Consider use of roundabout when appropriate for traffic facilitation and gas
saves (2) Encourage more houses (multifamily) affordable to low, middle income
workers in especially teacher and school employees/administrator. (3) Now that
4
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the world health organization has identified the ingredient in Round-up as
carcinogenic, eliminate the use of it all the city lands by adding glyso?? to
integrated Pest Ordinance’s banned substances.
1. Serious green purchasing /procurement (2) Community municipal/subscription
to MCE's "Deep Green/Loc/Sol" electricity (3)Food waste, commercial-collecting
and composting -> support Marin Carbon Project (4) Time-of-sale efficiency
upgrades of residential and commercial structures (include major remodels (5)
City-backing of "Resilient Neighborhoods" program to voluntarily reduce carbon
footprint. (6) Climate literacy in NUSD schools (7) Roundabouts, where feasible,
at intersection to reduce carbon emissions and calm traffic. (8) Alternatives to
commuting - ride-sharing software, new apps are available. (9) Zeo-net energy
building ordinance. (10) Dark-sky lighting ordinance (cut down unnecessary light
pollution in commercial area like downtown and environs.
Reassess processes and fees surrounding all development & improvements of
real property. Novato is widely known as the most expensive and most difficult
city to deal with in many areas, especially regarding fees, permit, and restriction.
Notorious!
Novato is a commuter city. We need to make it easy for cars to get in, around
and out of Novato.
Minimize any developments leading to greater traffic problems; i.e., retain small
town atmosphere.
No matter how far down the line traffic/bike/ped plans are for 7th/Tamalpais to
Diablo Ave – put in safe, accessible sidewalks now - don't wait until the road can
be widened - it won't happen for too long. It is currently a travesty - my blood
boils every time I walk it 5-7 times per week.
Ban new lawns for housing development. Ban all leaf blowers. Provide
stipend/incentives for lawn removal.
To retain the community, it is important that people can be part of Novato & that
Novato businesses fulfill the needs of residents to keep them here. That means
being a great place for kids, teens, young adults, parents and older adults. Our
teens need a place to hand out and stay out of trouble, but to stay within Novato.
Encourage families to move to Novato. Attract businesses where kids/teens can
hang out.
Abolish BID; no additional SMART stations.
I wish that the City could create a complex (non-profit) like the Redwoods in Mill
Valley. Is it possible to work with a non-profit housing, senior care or churchrelated group to identify possible sites for further development? Maybe even the
Fireman's Fund campus-The idea is that various levels of senior housing/care
would be available on a single campus. From independent living units to various
levels of nursing home case. There are few non-profits in the county in the
nursing home business, and it would be great to have such an organization
under local control.
5
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Highlight interrelationships among these varied policies. Bringing into city govt
seniors & Hispanics -> more resilient community. Cleaner environment ->
healthier people.
Many Novato residents live and work in Ignacio. It should be encouraged to be a
separate "downtown" with its own identity. Good process -thanks for all your
outreach efforts.
Yes, on residential streets where there is frequent speeding (e.g. Santa Maria dr)
Place speed lumps (not bumps) such as those by the "In & Out" Burger in
strategic locations.
'Many of your short statements have very significant issues buried behind them.
Issues that many responders will not understand. Do not claim excessive
significance for the results of this survey
Create parking facilities in downtown and along redwood corridor
Promote & develop much needed OFF STREET parking in old town & downtown
Downtown Parking. Maintaining & supporting downtown activities are essential to
the survival of this very important resource. You have been promising this for a
long time & have not followed through or responded to community desires or
needs. It is your responsibility to take the lead. Do it now or out city as we want it
to continue will not thrive. Example: without adequate parking the new theater
will become an exercise in futility & will fail. I know it’s not "sexy" or you seem to
not have the money but there has to be a way to do it. Take the leadership & the
whole community will follow-don't just put it on the back of the local merchants.
Growth is imperative for Novato. Doing it thoughtfully is also very important. We
have an opportunity to make Novato the "City of Choice" in Marin. Addressing
the needs of Marin - living opportunities for 55+ & young families is what Novato
can be known for. This is a wonderful town for both. We need to grow... Let’s do
it where we keep the "small town feel" yet address our community’s needs.
Thank you.
Maintain/build parks (especially play structures) to encourage outdoor play for
children.
Seriously? (1) Downtown you need to incorporate a real downtown with traffic
flow & parking utilizing the adjacent street. Redevelop the entire area to bring
some commonality * look to enhance. Schedule day & evening events (like
music) to bring foot traffic – much, much more. '(2) Traffic & smart - don't plan
using smart until its functionality is proven. Increase small bus transit to shopping
areas. You need parking to get people out of cars to service destinations. (3) Infill
"The Square" good concept but too much development out of character - 42' is
way too high - require below ground parking, remove [illegible]
More recreational things for teenagers bowling alley, maze, etc
Maintain statistics from surveys such as this and in each GP provide analysis,
how the responses from Community was used in preparing later plans. Also what
was actually implemented.
6
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Downtown parking needs to be addressed
Parking downtown is a very important issue. If we want to attract people to
downtown they need to be able to park. Also - we can't keep building in every
vacant lot. People need space - we need parks in more areas.
Parking, Parking and Parking. Save the Community House - money should have
been put into the community House instead of the Theater - Community House
has a stage and could be rented out.
How can the city help residents share their large houses with working younger
people not necessarily their children who work in Novato? In this age of sharing
(ride share, short-term rentals), shy not rent an empty room to a young person?
Maybe this is just advertising Junior Second Units, or maybe these housing units
are just rooms with access to the kitchen. We need a home & housing match
service.
I felt the plan lacked integration from one section to the next. We focus on senior
housing but there's no plan for the housing needed for the employees in hi=tech
jobs we wish to attract. Also, we want to create a pedestrian friendly area on
Redwood but at the same time would consider a large, heavy traffic retailer like
Home Depot to locate in that area. These are just 2 of the inconsistencies.
I also believe it’s dangerous to build a long-term strategy around 1 company
(Buck Institute in this case). It leaves the city very vulnerable if they have a
change in conditions. We should look at ways to avoid a repeat of the Fireman’s
Fund relocation, not repeat the same mistakes.

7
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GP Topic #1:













The following statement is vague and can mean many different thing.
2) Promote universal design recommendations that enable the elderly to continue
living in their homes.
Print all meetings such as the City Council, Fire, Police, etc in the local City
Advance so that everybody can sit and read them. This would let everybody that
wants to know anything about Novato do so.
I think the city has at times bought into development ideas that follow popular
trends but lack common sense. I tend to distrust propositions that might open the
door to more-onerous building codes.
Seems like over emphasis on the elderly. I'd spend more on schools.
I do not want to see more parks because there is so much crime already at the
park behind the main library and CVS and the police are not dealing with it. You
never see a police car parked behind CVS or officers walking along the creek
and through the park. They do almost nothing about the drug camp that has
infested the entire area for many years. There is nonstop drug dealing both at the
park and across the street by the Goodwill. The city should remove the cement
mini-amphitheaters along the creek because the drug dealers hang out there all
the time and that whole area has knives, needles, drug dealers, addicts,
homeless. It has destroyed that entire area. Businesses have had to put in
cameras and lock down areas that used to be open. Right now there is gang
tagging all over behind Star, behind the old Ideal, under the 7th St overpass. Is
there a Community Services worker from NPD who walks that area and reports
the graffiti? No. The only time I saw a police car pull in behind CVS the main drug
dealer who had been sitting there with his smartphone and earplug walked off
just before the police arrived. Amazing coincidence? Maybe. There is a lot of
police corruption going on and we are not immune. But at any rate the police are
not interested in dealing with the severity of the gangs and drug dealing that has
taken over that entire area. You should set up live cameras and put it onto the
internet for the whole park and behind the shopping center. Or close the park.
Until Novato can figure out how to deal with this you should not add more parks.
Close the park behind the main library because it is a drug camp and has
destroyed the entire area. There are many drug dealers who and drug deals
going on there all the time and no police presence. The police won't even park a
car there or walk the area and report all the gang graffiti.
When public park trees are slated for removal just because they are pine trees, I
am strongly against this kind of policy as evidenced by the plan in Bahia parks!
1
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1. Is the city also aging because there is a lack of affordable housing for middle
income families? Maybe smaller homes for those people too? A lot of the new
homes have been larger but some families are looking in the more 900-1500 sq
foot range price.
In regards to question #1, I strongly agree with having smaller, one level homes
but don't strongly agree with building assisted living facilities., etc..
None of the above is a priority for Novato.
My priorities would be: Improve roads and police retention.
What I think Novato really needs to look at is the traffic congestion, especially
during the morning commute. It has gotten impossible. Novato needs to open
more side streets or maybe extend Redwood Highway as an alternative to 101.
The city should be looking at the unsafe access routes to some of our schools.
It's 2016 and how can we be a decent city if we don't provide safe access routes
for children going to school?
1- Novato Blvd South of Diablo is a disaster with no safe passage for
pedestrians. I see mothers with strollers dodging cars every morning. Shameful
conditions here. Such a big and busy road deserves better and safer options for
pedestrians and cyclists.
I think they will be much needed with the increase in seniors
I would like to see the flashing in-road crosswalk lights installed at certain
crosswalks - especially the one across Diablo that's between the Safeway and
the Panda Express location. I would like the speed limits monitored along high
pedestrian and horse use roads: McClay, Indian Valley, Wilson. I would like a
light at McClay & Novato Blvd.
As global warming occurs, promoting local food production is a high priority.
Having an inclusive community where everyone is bringing their wisdom, skills,
knowledge and kind heartedness is also a priority.
What is the current representation from the Hispanic community in Novato?
Specifically, how many Hispanic individuals are included on our city council, our
police department and our fire department? Where in our community are
Hispanic individuals currently serving in a leadership capacity?
Being a good place for seniors and for children should in itself attract adults.
Is it a foregone conclusion that the population will change in the ways indicated?
What can we do to attract younger people and families? What can we do to
attract businesses/employers so that we don't remain a bedroom community and
so that our residents don't have to commute to faraway places to work?
I am sure this seems trivial but if the city would WEED the existing medians and
sidewalk/crosswalk areas in the city it would give a strong impression of a
thriving community. Our medians look like something you would find in a ghetto.
If you drive into Greenbrae or Corte Madera you see well-tended medians and
sidewalk areas. It creates an impression of a nice place to live and promotes a
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sense of pride which might carry over to other areas - like NOT littering. I don't
think it would cost too much to add this duty to existing task lists.
I would also like to add that except for the Pini Hardware building Old Town looks
great - very inviting! I am sure business would like more customers (universal
need) but the town looks great and has a certain hustle bustle about it. Thank
you!!
While I support seniors aging in their homes, it's not working well in my
neighborhood (Stone Dr area.) We now have large family homes occupied by
only one or two senior citizens while 4-5 member families can only afford the
densely packed apartments down the hill. Part of the issue is the seniors can't
afford to leave and feel like they must preserve their prop 13 tax rate for their
adult kids to inherit. This means the younger homeowners who don't inherit a
prop 13 house pay 4-5 times more property taxes to live on the same street, and
the City increasingly has to rely on the younger taxpayer to cover the public
service expenses for everyone. To make it worse, the seniors in my area have
isolated themselves and don't get out much, and are reduced to constant
complaining about the one family with kids and about the few adults who are still
of working age and get up in the morning and start cars. One retired lady is
always complaining about the noise in the morning. She obviously expects the
whole neighborhood to be retired like she is. So what should be thriving multigenerational neighborhoods are becoming senior living areas where active
families are frowned upon. I've watch three homes with seniors pretty much bully
my neighbor and his family into not letting the kids make any noise at all. I
actually think the sound of laughing children is a good thing. I'm so disgusted by
it that I'm preparing to sell and leave Novato. While my husband and I don't have
kids in the home, I hope to sell to someone who does. How do we find the
balance between seniors staying in their well-earned homes yet building
supportive neighborhoods for K-12 kids? How do we level the taxpayer burden?
Maybe Novato just faces facts and calls itself a retirement community?
While Hispanics do make up a substantial portion of the population in Novato, it
would be nice to reach out to people of other ethnicities also. Diversity initiatives
aren't limited to one or two groups of people.
Big part of encouraging walking to local services involves well-lit streets at night,
and those need a lot of work around town.
I don't like singling out any ethnic community for priority over any other - it's
reverse discrimination - stop labeling everyone - it creates separation, not unity.
Parks, trails, healthy food and bike and pedestrian infrastructure are already
priorities of Plan Bay Area. Novato needs to focus on the basics if they want to
promote healthy living. That begins with maintaining infrastructure around
complete roads.
I am near a senior myself (64y/o) but would rather see Novato plan to attract jobs
and younger workforce families than spend resources accommodating seniors,
3
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many who already have housing but are disproportionately active in community
meetings and planning events.
It would be great to see the city creating policies that work to proactively create
the kind of community we want, instead of simply reacting to the one we think
we'll end up with.
We need more Class-I and Class-II bike paths to promote safer, more
sustainable mobility. Bicycle boulevards, share lanes, and traffic calming like
bulb-outs and roundabouts would be great.
Downtown Novato must become a stopping point for this traveling north or south
along the 101 corridor; and not a "drive by" on one's way to Petaluma or
Southern Marin. Ensure the ENTIRE Grant Avenue corridor is an attractive and
welcoming retail/dining destination location. This can be accomplished by
completing the SMART Train Station and requiring that any Grant Avenue
redevelopment on the west side of Redwood adheres to an architectural design
review requiring an "Old Town" exterior facade that compliments the "Old Town"
look and feel of the eastern end of Grant Avenue.
Like many surveys beforehand, this survey is a Wolf in Sheep's Clothing.
The city is fishing for feedback on Form Based Codes. I urge my neighbors to
read between the lines.
More Sports Facilities for youth. Novato is a town that has a high number of
youth, but no sports facilities that fit their needs. Sad part is that Novato did make
a nice Softball field for adults at IVC, but what has been done for the youths of
Novato?
We need to do a better job with maintaining our streets, long term planning for
the digging up of our streets. We have some areas that have been paved and
immediately dug up and poorly repaved, multiple times. Why not coordinate and
plan for these repairs with other agencies?
our streets should meet a higher standard to accommodate some of these new
policies
Redo all sidewalks so that they are level. Makes it safer for older people who
can't see as well. Improve all infrastructure.
All are good ideas, but do not address the costs, or Form Based code that would
change the downtown and possibly any area with single residents to a higher
density with more bike lanes, narrower main streets, and coerce people not to
have cars due to lack of street maintenance. There would be less public input, or
environmental reviews, or traffic studies. The old zoning needs to be looked at
for its positive approach of involving people and not arbitrary decisions made by
one community director or staff person.
To reiterate: My concern is about the change from a disciplined, commission,
council, and public involvement in a currently working zoning code to one called
a Form Based Code that gives an arbitrary power to a developer and to the
Community Development Director.
It appears not to be in the best interest to those who bought homes in the
4
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downtown area or even to renters as any developer may increase density, lessen
parking spaces, and not have an environmental or traffic study if this code
passes. No public resident may be involved if it is passed- Streets may be
narrowed for more bike lanes, which will reduce parking.
The idea touted is to have residents who will walk, bike, take the train or bus to
work , or for leisure or shopping. Form Based code is the new buzz word for
higher densities and does not fit into Novato's diverse middle and lower-income
areas. Most people need cars, want great schools, and freedom to move with
less stress after their daily jobs at home or outside of them. Form Based Code
will change suburban Novato to a more crowded city or urban area as is now
being done to San Rafael with an increase in its problems of cost and
maintenance of employees and unemployed.
Thank you, Eleanor Sluis 22 year resident of Novato

GP Topic #2:











With respect to policy #5 above, I would stipulate limiting the reinvestments to
homes only and exclude development of new apartments. Further, I would
promote replacing apartment complexes with homes as apartment complexes
distinctly impacts the character of the community.
Water is a critical issue. The recent Standford Earth Science study clearly
indicates we are going to have less predictable water resources. We ha e to build
accordingly.
I am very happy to read that the great majority of housing growth will be multifamily. I view the cost of housing as the #1 problem in the SF Bay Area. It also
ties in to the concern about traffic. As long as we have jobs here, people will
commute from lower-cost areas to fill those jobs.
I would like the city to use its leverage to demand more of developers regarding
impact. Too often, the city seems to accommodate developers too much, leaving
the taxpayers to "pay the price" down the road for example, extra traffic causing
a need for renovated intersections.
Slow growth and low density and enforce zoning limiting the number of people
living in each residence.
The survey is inadequate with no definition of Form Based Code. There needs to
be a more involved discussion of pros and cons of the change from the current
code. Form Based Code will give an arbitrary power to the Community
Development Director and staff instead of local residents. This will be denied as
the push is to get grants for building more units, creating more transportation by
bus and train and for narrowing main streets or frontage roads. Form Based
code will increase density, limit cars and parking, and is neither a promising
reality nor a rational concept for all those who work, play, and shop outside the
downtown. San Rafael is an example of higher densities in the Canal area and its
downtown with more traffic issues, more crime, more costs and a need for
5
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living in those segregated areas






Novato is better- balanced with its diversity and its livability standards for the
most part and for most residents. Yet some newer residential single homes
need to be built and older ones retained and remodeled. This may happen if
residents who want to keep a small town get involved and participate in
discussions of where and how newer single homes may be built. Another reality
is that Novato is not a tourist destination and more of a satisfied small town
willing to make adjustments within limits- not crowding out what is already in the
zoning code and guidelines.
I would be more supportive of form based code if I felt that the city could be relied
on to use good judgment with regard to how the code is interpreted. For example
the city already has codes that define business uses along Grant Avenue and in
areas where businesses abut residential properties. When you have areas
behind commercial businesses that lack adequate set backs, the business use
becomes even more critical, toward creating Good Neighbors.
Currently there is a commercial bakery and an expanded restaurant that both use
dumpsters placed adjacent to a residential fence line. These dumpsters contain
food waste that attracts rats and other vermin. The dumpsters are too close to
the residential neighborhood and have resulted in the establishment of rat
colonies in the backyards of adjacent properties.
The simple solution would be to move the dumpsters to the buildings they serve
but the landlord has chosen to reject that solution. This issue has created
problems for a homeowner that has tried every possible venue through the city,
short of litigation, to solve the problem of rats invading her home and property.
This is a case where local code should have prevented the renting of the
property to a commercial bakery and where local code should dictate a
compatible means of putting the food waste against the buildings that house the
restaurant and or the bakery. Since code doesn't solve the problem, it is up to
city staff to take it seriously. Since city staff say they cannot solve the problem we
have a predicament where code is not sufficient.
I am concerned that the leeway in form based code will present more problems
like the one above because we don't have a consistent means of protecting
compatible building uses and for different reasons staff and the former city
manager have permitted uses on Grant that strain the ability of businesses to be
Good Neighbors with residential neighborhoods.
Novato is already overdeveloped and with the drought it seems reckless to keep
adding more housing. We should seriously limit new housing. In particular if there
is some requirement that Novato add housing then Novato should go back and
ask for the funding for the police that will be needed to service the additional
population.
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The presumption behind all these questions is Novato is a small town. It is a City
and needs to acknowledge its place in the broader Bay Area as a place zoned for
people and work. Of COURSE development needs to be careful and atuned to
the environment, but it is one of the very few places, certainly in Marin that
should allow itself to grow. Let's embrace change, plan for it, and enjoy new
energy rather than be continually fearful of what could go wrong.
It is not clear what "Promoting reinvestment in the Northwest quadrant" means.
That statement needs more detail.
Enforce the Hillside & Ridgeline Protection Ordinance. Create a new map as
requested by city council showing all Novato's hills & ridgelines that should be
protected under this ordinance.
Make parking off Grant more of a reality. Taking up parking spots with trees on
Grant but not offering off-street parking was a questionable move. Invest more
city money in acquiring property for parking. And encourage restaurants to open
on Scown Lane. Look to San Rafael and Healdsburg for inspiration. When the
Novato Theatre reopens let's be ready to welcome guests. And while we're at it,
let's renovate our community buildings at Machin and Blodgett Lane.
Help and encourage development that meets City criteria
1. FBC in the hands of a skilled, ethical, transparent and educated staff can be a
great planning tool. Unfortunately Novato lacks these attributes.
2. The city has stated that the quality of life issues are a critical concern and yet
they allow known nuisances to continue unabated that greatly impacts the quality
of life.
-The city needs to walk the walk and demonstrate that they are indeed
worthy of the public's trust, which they have steadily eroded over the past several
years.
3. Currently a home has to be in total disrepair (which is a subjective term) in
order for it to be demolished for a new home to be rebuilt. They city can save
itself 60+ thousand dollars in consultant fees by simply removing that single
paragraph in their policy.
If they want to limit the building heights from 3 stories to 2, again strike that
paragraph.
This City is the Rube Goldburg of community development. If they can make
something more difficult and expensive than it has to be it takes that track.
FBC strips away some of the very few protections that the public has against the
biased interpretations. It can also be a much more costly procedure because it is
arbitrary + subjective from the point of the 'interpretation' process from the staff +
can cost the city more in time to proceed through the design interpretation
process and cost more for the developer / homeowner who will be subjected to
this subjective process.
An analogy of FBC under an unskilled administration is : It's like a trophy wife,
she is nice to look at but hell to live with.
I strongly believe that we need to address housing needs that are affordable to
single income families and people who work locally. Folks earning higher
7
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incomes commuting to San Francisco are well served with our housing stock.
Others struggle to earn enough to live here, and we need them to live closer to
our town.
We moved here for the small town character and love it. We came from SoCal
where no hill was too high to scrape the top off and build more houses. Novato's
police force is large enough and needs to focus on safety, not revenue collection
through questionable ticketing practices. These practices create a distrust in law
enforcement and do not promote safety. Have you reviewed ticketing practices
lately?
I think it's key to redevelop within the boundaries of Novato, as there are plenty of
abandoned lots and buildings right in the heart of town. Increasing density of
housing (e.g. Whole Foods type developments) is key to creating a vibrant
downtown with thriving businesses, especially now that the Smart Train will have
2 stops in the heart of the city.
New development should not be allowed that puts a large house on a nearly
same size lot with little to none area between homes as was done on Hill rd.
In topic #1, we were asked about single level housing for the elderly population
which will be increasing in the next 20 years more so than population growth.
This topic #2 is now stating new development will largely be apartments, condos
which seems to contradict what we were asked in option #1.

GP Topic #3:






Regarding policy item #3, I would caution to damper expectations with respect to
creating a life science hub as those hubs not only exist but are well established in
South San Francisco, Silicon Valley, and San Francisco. I speak from
experience as I have spent my career in the biotech/pharma industry and am
currently commuting to South San Francisco for work.
Recruit and retain businesses that provide for HIGH PAYING JOBS in the NorthNorth Redwood Blvd. Corridor.
"Locally needed goods and services" should be expanded closer to downtown,
including new hotel proposals.
I'm concerned that any "hub" near the Buck Institute would undermine local
housing nearby, especially given recent plans for an inappropriate high-rise
parking structure and a hotel. I'm concerned that the San Marin corridor, which is
already congested, would become choked off. I think the city and developers
tend to place too much emphasis on the train stop, which I think few workers
would take. I like the idea of high-tech and science centers, but Bel Marin Keys
seems like a much better location for most business development, including tech
and science. It already has the space and infrastructure to support and attract
such businesses. The northern corridor seems best converted to housing.
8
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The definitions of 'home' and 'work' have changed. They are no longer
exclusively fixed, location-centered destinations. They are anywhere, and they
are movable. I think in 20 years the definitions will be more fluid than they are
today.
First priority in Novato should be to fill all the big empty business/commercial
buildings with viable businesses. And the buildings should be upgraded to
current standards if they are not inhabitable.
Overall, the survey is vaguely worded. Here's what we know: Our adult children
with college educations and good jobs can't afford to buy a home in Novato. We
don't know if we can afford to retire here. Many of Novato's retail, educators,
service workers and first responders commute from outside Novato. Some have
really long commutes and may be cut off during natural or other disaster. They
can't afford to rent here, let alone buy a home.
The question about converting retail zoned areas to residential is too general.
Would have appreciated some explanation about which retail areas and what
type of residence is proposed.
Novato has the least amount of zoning for commercial/retail/industrial uses
compared to other similarly populated nearby cities. When looking at the 2015/16
budget, revenue from property taxes is almost equal to revenue from sales taxes,
37% and 32% respectively. We must encourage high end job development along
with high end retail sales to balance out needed revenue to maintain roads and
infrastructure.
If we were to reach out to corporations and businesses located in SF and provide
incentives for them to open satellite offices in Novato, we could reduce our
carbon emissions by taking cars off roads and increasing both productivity and
the quality of life for residents now making long commutes to reach jobs that
provide a living wage. Some commuters drive daily to and from Santa Rosa to
SF.
Novato is ideally situated on bus routes and the SMART route. For employees
who have moved to Sonoma County in order to purchase less expensive homes,
Novato is centrally located. We also have easy access to the county airport
which someday may represent another commute opportunity for high end tech
businesses. Novato needs to capitalize on its location and the quality of life it
provides.
I'd like to see much more detail. I believe Novato has wanted to recruit hightech/bio-tech jobs for some time now, and I'm not seeing much progress in that
direction. I'd like to see the city invest in savvy consultants that will deliver
results, and soon.
I would hope for more retail services, not necessarily more tech companies with
high paid workers who will drive up home prices.
"Recruit and retain businesses that provide locally needed goods, services and
high-paying jobs" and "Create a hub for tech and life science companies around
the Buck Institute and North Novato SMART station" must happen together. We
9
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will need the tech hub to support businesses that provide locally-needed goods
and services, and also pay a living wage.
Do not allow the city community director to arbitrarily allow "ancillary" or
"accessory" uses that clearly will negatively impact the quality of life of the
residents. EXAMPLE _ Rustic Bakery on Grant Ave is specifically NOT zoned
for manufacturing, distribution or wholesaling. Bob Brown allowed this Bakery to
operate a 24 hour a day 7 day a week factory in addition to the regular bakery.
This was an egregious mistake that caused out of control garbage, 24/7 noise, a
neighborhood rat infestation, and disruption to the adjacent homes. This type of
decision should not be allowed by one sole hubric (sic) person.
I am not against rezoning commercial space to housing because housing is
needed in general, while developing commercial in the right places is also
important. There seems to be a lot of vacant commercial space, so efforts should
be made to fill up those spaces before building more commercial, which in the
long run might be better served as building new housing.
Novato Planning lives in a fantasy world. This survey is a totally fixed in a
foregone conclusion rather than looking at recent history. Novato has always
needed to bring a stronger retail base instead of out-sourcing all those tax $ to
San Rafael & Petaluma. Novato has totally wasted the last grand experiment of
AH in Hamilton for public service and retail workers (instead trading it for
unemployed Section 8); these hard working families needed a safe and
affordable environment. Novato has by its own City Council actions allowed new
development without requiring a real % of dedicated AH to help integrate working
class families that cannot afford the market rate housing prices. Get realistic no
one wants to bring business to our fragmented and uncoordinated plan for the
City. Instead of wasting all our redevelopment funds and general funds on a
useless downtown city office building Novato should have built a parking garage,
required design redevelopment of Grant Ave., changed the traffic flow to
incorporate the adjoining streets, and coordinated thru rezoning and
redevelopment the entire Redwood Corridor. We have done none of this. I could
go on forever of our failures but the bottom line is we have no professional
designer plans that achieve our goals and we are mired in poor decisions. btw
our current community development director has done nothing except increase
the divide with our community in his long term plan to bring tons of nonsustainable affordable housing without jobs and integration to make it palatable
to the community at large.

GP Topic #4:


I think it is terrible to have all those vacancies at The Square on Novato Blvd. It
looks like a ghetto shopping mall, and detracts from the appeal of Novato. Why
are small and medium-size businesses shying away from the area? Is the
landlord charging too much rent? The city should investigate.
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The choices are all based on one school of thought and do not allow of issues.
Brick and mortar stores will be going away in many cases. On line retailers such
as Amazon have already made a significant impact and this will accelerate in the
future. Instead of driving to a store and shopping a limited inventory a person
can now go online on Amazon and choose between many different products,
options and pricing later delivered directly to your home. In addition, Amazon
and other sites provide feedback from other customers on the items in question
as well as answering questions on the product, an experience not available with
brick and mortar stores.
The choices are all based on one school of thought and do not allow of issues.
Brick and mortar stores will be going away in many cases. On line retailers such
as Amazon have already made a significant impact and this will accelerate in the
future. Instead of driving to a store and shopping a limited inventory a person
can now go online on Amazon and choose between many different products,
options and pricing later delivered directly to your home. In addition, Amazon
and other sites provide feedback from other customers on the items in question
as well as answering questions on the product, an experience not available with
brick and mortar stores.
More options should be given for development of the land between Olive and
San Marin. Perhaps a combination of current Marin Landscape Materials and a
relocated Novato Lumber (leaving the current Novato Lumber land for use as
parking/commercial.
Encourage local services and hotels to be developed closer to downtown - not
adjacent to neighborhoods.
These should be developed on Redwood between Olive and San Marin Dr. Keep
the vacant land north of San Marin Dr. available for future development that
provides high-paying jobs - not goods and visitor services.
What is the fascination with developing the land between Olive and San Marin?
There are existing empty shopping centers (the Square) and the west side of
Grant Ave (old Pini Building) that if redeveloped could bring additional sales tax
dollars. Developing Redwood Blvd between Olive and San Marin could have the
effect that Petaluma is experiencing now. They allowed the Target Center and
Friedman's Center to be developed at the expense of Local family businesses,
and the result to existing shopping centers has been empty store fronts. (
Washington Square) (Orchard Supply) Sometimes Big Box Businesses are
appealing on paper, but reality may be something opposite.
Adding affordable housing is my number one priority in new/remodeled
development. However, the Redwood Blvd. plan sounds wonderful.
I'd like to see a little more common sense regarding the current function of
Redwood as a major transportation artery from San Marin to the rest of Novato.
Novato is a nice, quiet place to live, generally. When I see terms like "vibrant," I
get nervous. How do we protect the neighborhoods nearby from noise and
traffic? What do we really need along Redwood? What about the businesses that
11
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are already there? Why build new buildings when we can't fill so many of the old
ones? Why do we think that throwing money at something new will fix our current
problems? Again, I don't want to see the city council get swept up in new
development that doesn't really address our current concerns. Further, who
would come to the "public gathering places?" Why? I could see some smaller
stores, like Trader Joe's, and a large park as part of a plan. The park itself would
have to be a destination. Or, we could just have adequate parking. On a related
note, recent city plans regarding the Redwood corridor seem like boondoggles to
me. The idea of increasing traffic but reducing Redwood to one lane is absurd.
Creating a bicycle corridor without any destination on either end also seems
counterproductive and expensive. Again, common sense has often been lacking
in Novato development plans. Nice trees along Grant, but, still, not nearly enough
parking. Alas. Please put first things first: local impact, adequate infrastructure,
actual need. If you need auto dealerships and hotels, put them where no one
lives nearby.
Studies have shown that a City must not create "2" downtowns (retail, etc). It
highly recommends that you take your "asset" (the current Grant Ave. hub) &
build upon it. Walking paths to connect the two will not work, as people will only
walk 5 minutes. If the focused location was adjacent to Grant Ave., ie: The
Lumber yard...it could work. Otherwise, one location will die, which is most likely
Grant Ave. due to its limited parking. Dealing with the many property owners on
Grant Ave. area is problematic. Hence the focus on Redwood. Instead of
planning "competition", focus on Tech, architect, civil engineering, etc offices.
These employees will eat & shop locally (much like San Mateo built). FYI, the
many residents that live above Whole Foods, have not contributed to increase
shopping on Grant Ave.--maybe restaurants.
Low density housing and minimize traffic.
Encourage local services and fresh food retail outlets within walking and biking
distance from neighborhoods.
Redevelop properties on Redwood Blvd. between Olive and San Marin into a
vibrant retail/entertainment area with public gathering places and pedestrianoriented buildings facing the street frontage.
Encouraging more retail on North Redwood is counterproductive. We have
empty retail all over town. Retail is struggling everywhere in the country. Don't
chase a 20th century solution to a 21st century problem of online shipping. We
have had furniture at Vintage Oaks - nice stuff at Macy's and fun cheap stuff at
Pier One, or Costco. A Friedmans would answer some need, but kill two
longtime community supporting businesses, Pini and Novato Builders Supply not worth the loss.
The city is spot on regarding the need (opportunity) to attract new retail in home
furnishings, appliances, building materials, and garden/farm equipment. Before I
buy a sofa, I want to sit on it.
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This is an opportunity to plan and create a core shopping and civic center area
for Northern Novato that is next to the freeway access. We have car dealerships
already on Redwood, not a good use of space. We already have several hotels
and motels. I think any high rises above three stories will get a lot of backlash
even though it's right next to a freeway, and a great use of square footage. I
think mixed use with apartments of condos included into the plan is also a great
idea, as it provides the businesses with clientele and reduces time spent in cars.
Novato is a sleepy town in all the good and bad ways. Businesses need clientele
or they will not prosper. I would love to see new businesses incorporated into
some of the existing businesses in a way that makes sense and works from a
practical, functional point of view. My pet peeve for the new Trader Joes
Shopping area is the terrible flow of the parking lot. It is very difficult to navigate.
The Whole Foods parking garage is also terrible to navigate and is currently an
issue in social media. We have to sweat the small details of navigation and flow
of traffic and effective parking.
Create a building code ordinance for the restoration of Grant Avenue properties
west Redwood to reflect the same "Old Town" appeal of Grant Avenue east of
Redwood. Furthermore, provide redevelopment funds to support and encourage
property owners to create that "Old Town" feel to all of Grant Avenue; making it a
retail/entertainment destination Novato can build upon for generations.
More options should be given for development of the land between Olive and
San Marin. Another option: keep Marin Landscape Materials and add a
relocated Novato Lumber (leaving the current Novato Lumber land for use as
parking/public use)
Even though auto dealerships and hotels generate funds through taxes, it does
precious little to directly help Novato residents. Mostly just visitors to the area will
use the services of hotels. As for auto dealerships, they wouldn’t thrive if they
chose to only serve local residents either. The city has lots of avenues for
growth, especially for the 20s and 30s crowd. As of now, I run to San Rafael for
good ethnic restaurants and to Mill Valley for a wide variety of retail options. I
would really like to not have to travel out there for these things.
I chose the mixed-use redevelopment and housing because our city needs more
housing. It is a shame that our downtown properties have businesses upstairs,
this all should be housing for people. There are enough vacancies in regular
commercial and retail spaces for those upstairs businesses. I'm not including
businesses in multiple floor commercial buildings, where residential use wouldn't
make sense.
Redevelopment of Redwood should include housing. Also, neighborhood
shopping centers should be expanded to include more services, to increase
walkability.
We need good neighborhood grocery stores in Novato--like Sonoma Market in
Sonoma and Brown's Valley Market in Napa. Maybe the City should send
someone to these markets to have a look. The Nugget Market (formerly
13
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Paradise) on Ignacio is a nice store, but very expensive. The Good Earth Market
opened a new store at Tam Junction in Mill Valley, and it is always busy, even
with two Whole Foods stores in Mill Valley. The Square shopping center on
Novato Blvd. would be a good location for such a store.
While encouraging high tax-generating uses such as auto dealerships and hotels
seems like a quick financial fix there are very few areas left to develop for this
kind of use. The more critical issue is developing the North Redwood Corridor
while creating connections from Redwood to Grant such that our entire
downtown becomes a location where people will shop with increasing frequency.
Novato needs to grow selectively by adding larger high end shops and retail
mixed in with individually owned stores, restaurants and bakeries offering wanted
goods and services. (See Plan 1 under North Redwood Charettes which details
potential growth along Redwood Blvd.)
We do not need to create a Linear City Owned Park on Redwood Blvd. (This use
is being debated by the council as part of the Streetscape Plan for North
Redwood Blvd.) There is no money to maintain one and it would conflict with
auto parking needed to support shops.
We do need to add to SMART's promised multiuse path by providing additional
walking areas that allow pedestrians, strollers, wheelchairs, and bikes to traverse
the the whole of our downtown as it develops.
Novato does not currently have sufficient control over mixed use in areas where
housing abuts retail/commercial businesses resulting in problems like dumpsters
containing food waste that are too close to residential fence lines creating a
perfect environment for rats to have a continual food source and then green
areas in backyards, in which to nest and breed.
Mixed use comes with a whole host of problems. Until the city creates and
enforces "Good Neighbor" regulations, mixed use of office over retail is the safer
approach. We need a vast improvement in setbacks and parking to make our
existing horizontal mixed use, compatible uses. Insufficient space for parking and
dumpsters, inappropriate zoning variances and different expectations between
suburban and city dwellers, all contribute to problems with vertical mixed use in
suburban areas like Novato.
Redwood Ave between Olive and San Marin should have lots of residential
above street-level retail, restaurants and entertainment.
The survey is inadequate because usually there is a place to mark “other " I
would mark "other" because the survey is misleading. Novato is a small town
with slow growth- with a demand for on line shopping in the next 20 yearsrelying on commercial new businesses for less than a third of taxes needs to be
re-examined - especially for mixed-use, higher densities, auto dealerships, and
fresh food outlets.
The issue of more traffic and noise from truckers bringing supplies, garbage
issues with rats as well as issues with employees releasing grease into storm
drains has not been resolved. Redevelopment north of Trader Joe's may come
14
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at the expense of the downtown shops- the word, "vibrant," may be an illusion.
The word, " appropriate ," is an arbitrary one with decisions left up to the director
and staff of Community Development Department when Form Base Code is
adopted because there will be less public involvement
I would spend less money on building and economic advisors and more on
workshops that would gather opinions and not push an agenda on the public.
Public Works, safety and Health code enforcement and maintenance should be
priorities.
A hotel is being built north of the Atherton train station. An old fashioned historic
hotel- should be considered near Trader Joe's - restoring Novato to a historic
village of an earlier time might be worthwhile- or to make it a futuristic town are
ideas that have not been explored.
Based on past performance from City Staff and Council, mixed use living
environments are an extremely poor choice for the skill level + abilities of Novato
staff to implement. Novato staff has not been able to adequately manage mixed
use living situations in the past as evidence of the disgusting deplorable
commercial garbage dumpsters placed up against a residential home for years.
The city has clearly demonstrated that it does not know how to manage these
living situations and to add additional living mixed use living accommodations
would be a serious detriment to the quality of life, the environment and the
health, welfare and safety of the residents.
Grant should be the main shopping street but West of Redwood it's an ugly ugly
place. Parking is terrible and the city should find a parking lot for shoppers
(maybe temporarily use the Pini lot).
Nobody needs a bookshop in 2016 and we sorely need a destination restaurant
or place (maybe the theatre?)
Building hotels versus auto dealerships are two very different things and
shouldn't be bundled into one question. While I very much am in approval of
adding hotels to Novato, inclusive smaller boutique properties of up to 150 rooms
either along the Redwood corridor, Costco and even downtown, I don't feel as
positive about car dealerships, which we already have plenty of.
Building hotels versus auto dealerships are two very different things and
shouldn't be bundled into one question. While I very much am in approval of
adding hotels to Novato, inclusive smaller boutique properties of up to 150 rooms
either along the Redwood corridor, Costco and even downtown, I don't feel as
positive about car dealerships, which we already have plenty of.
I don't understand why the big push for developing redwood for retail use when
we have a flailing half empty downtown that could be great. More retail spaces
coming onto market isn't going to fill up our existing downtown vacancies. Also
does every square inch of Novato have to be developed or could we enjoy a
couple trees and some beautiful native grasses between buildings (redwood
blvd). What's with the push for redwood blvd other tj's likely some aggressive
wealthy developer. Let’s work on our existing downtown, the Pini building etc..
15
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Expand downtown development to Scown Lane, between Reichert and Redwood
Blvd. Find a new home for Novato Lumber on Redwood, near Marin Landscape.
Parking is missing and we can take a lesson from Sonoma and other towns
where there are parking lots for downtown shoppers.
The statement above talks about rezoning Vallejo Ave and the redwood corridor
so that the auto services that are provided will become noncompliant and forced
out. To what end?? Are the businesses on Grant driving the majority of sales tax
needed for the city? Will creating a "new" downtown from Grant to Atherton (in
the Grant Ave image) accomplish the Sales Tax goal that the City is desiring? I
think that consideration should be given to all of the businesses in Novato not
just Grant Ave to Atherton. Novato has businesses outside of the downtown core
who provide the city with a substantial amount of sales tax. (which is the goal of
the city. more sales tax more " city services".) Novato is not a destination for
tourists such as Petaluma and Napa. Novato never will be, so why try to make
Novato something it is not. I believe that an increase in sales tax dollars will
come by supporting all of Novato Businesses. Growing business where shopping
centers are already established and valuable space on the West side of Grant.
The Square and the old Pini Building specifically. Grow retail tax dollars with
goods and services that are not obtainable in Novato. The goods and services
that the folks that live here need. Why drive out existing established business
just because they do not fit into the dream of some planner.
I'm not sure why the auto businesses aren't considered compatible. I find it very
nice to be able to get my car fixed somewhere I can go to a cafe if I have to wait.
We do need to focus on our growing senior population thus walking downtown
might not be an option. We may need more handicap spaces, or public
transportation for down town with wheel chair access.
Do not do what Healdsburg has done-destroyed their quaint buildings and look.
Petaluma has managed to keep the old stores/buildings and still have new
development on the edges. Most of my friends and I left Healdsburg because it
was no longer friendly to those who lived there. Maybe take a look at how many
of the same restaurant types we have. Can that be limited?
Storefronts and cafes too close to Redwood won't sustain outdoor gatherings etc.
Parking in front mitigates this, as on Grant. It would be good to come up with a
plan that allows the existing light industrial businesses to continue; perhaps
reserving particular blocks or other areas for these and other areas for retail and
restaurants. It seems unlikely that a large number of existing auto-centered
businesses will close any time soon, because there's a need for them. They're
also part of the character of Novato. Redwood should remain a main artery
between northern Novato and the rest of the town.
There needs to be more parking if downtown is going to be enhanced
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How about a multi-story parking garage like in San Rafael and Petaluma.
Perhaps where the old Pini hardware building and adjacent parking lot are.
There are lots of other downtown areas throughout Novato that should also be
considered. The Oldtown area is just one of many 'neighborhood downtowns'.
The city is missing the boat by putting all its eggs in one basket. This myopic
vision is why Novato is being poorly planned. In a suburban town that is so
spread out having several downtown like areas creates more of the 'small town
feel' within an area that was part of the age of urban sprawl. Hamilton, Ignacio,
San Marin.... etc.. should also be invested in with outdoor cafes, art, farmers
markets and other pedestrian / bicycle paths and should knit the entire city
together as one strong 'emerald necklace' of interconnected downtowns. Take a
clue from successful planning of the past in New England, specifically the Boston
area where interconnecting commons unified by bike paths linked outward lying
neighborhoods together. Study the work by Olmstead, McLaren, Charles
Sprague Sargent. - "Old Town" is a small cog in the larger picture". Novato lacks innovative community based planning vision and its understanding
in how to plan for a town that has already been touched by suburban sprawl. By
focusing only on one area they emphasize the use + dependence of the motor
vehicle to get to this 'one downtown area' instead of spreading a series of
downtowns in existing neighborhoods where people can easily walk.
These policies are good but what really needs to be addressed is the horrible
traffic problem during rush hours on 101 in Novato. Lanes must be expanded
(like they are doing on north 101) or alternate routes through the town must be
developed (such as expanding Redwood Highway to go through south Novato
into San Rafael) because the city is developing a bad reputation due to the traffic
bottlenecks. This to me is more of a priority than making the downtown area look
pretty.
Keep traffic down by redirecting cars onto secondary streets- perhaps a couple
one-way streets in and out of downtown to calm traffic.

GP Topic #6:






The new Redwood bus project makes no sense and was declared unsafe by
over 100 bus drivers. This does not consider the decrease in bus ridership with
the start of SMART.
The SMART downtown station, paid for by Novato, without promised regular
service is an expense and waste of taxpayers’ dollars.
The bike/pedestrian pathway leading to/from the San Marin SMART station
underneath the overpass should be completed asap. Crosswalks and sidewalks
need to be installed adjacent to the train station along Redwood Blvd. to allow for
bicycle and pedestrian safety.
They all sound very good to me.
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Need to find occupant for fireman's fund complex like google and this should be
done asap to help the SMART system get off to a good start. The city probably
can't do much to get this done but it should help if possible.
I think all of it is important. It's hard to assess what the most important elements
are and in what order to implement those. There aren't resources for everything
and in answering these questions I'm not sure where the most bang for the buck
lies. Obviously the overall goal is to improve how we all get around in the most
efficient, cleanest, and healthiest way possible. Achieving this with limited
resources is not easy. As I answered these questions I knew that much of the
nuance of all these objectives gets lost. It's a very very superficial 30,000 foot
view of our priorities. On closer examination and with a lot more data I could
change my responses.
More folks would use the train if the frequency was increased during the noncommute hours. It would encourage "pleasure" riding for shopping, eating, going
to the County Fairs, visiting friends in other locations, etc. instead of driving a car
up the and down the freeway! I myself, am a cyclist and would love to take the
train to another destination and then ride in that area. The fares need to be
reasonable or folks are discouraged to ride the train very often. Also I wasn't
sure what #7 meant!
Smart train is the worst transit system in calif. history. Grossly overpriced and will
underserve.
Taxpayers are going to spend $1,000,000,000 over 20 years so developers can
make hundreds of millions of dollars while continuing to clog 101. Do you really
believe it is going to have any significant positive effect on commuter traffic?
Decibels are ridiculously loud as it is disturbing our peace and quiet I hate the
freaking train. Managers of the "dumb" train are total fools! Aside from the
obvious flaws with the arrogant head of the train having NO experience in transit
management there are side issues that are a total waste of money. For example
hiring "ambassadors" to ride the train and I guess show us stupid users how to
use a single line train with no real connecting services. I have used trains in
foreign countries and had no problem figuring out how to use whether the Metro
in Paris, systems in Italy, Germany, Holland, etc . Total waste of money.
Already planned future development in Petaluma and Santa Rosa are going to
put over 2,500 more cars on our roads.
We are being governed by to many opportunists’ politicians in the pockets of
developers.
What about the Novato city councilman who has purchased property to benefit
from the train? Look into it please.
It looks the equivalent of illegal insider trading in the stock market.
Bob Rice
The policies described in this section are not tied to funding so when you discuss
changes to the existing system you need to also explain how those changes will
be paid for. I would prefer to see a budget that maintains our existing system of
18
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roads and when new development occurs adding bike lanes, widening sidewalks
and making existing transit accessible. I don't believe SMART will have any
impact on freeway traffic because it does not extend to SF. It may help bring
Sonoma residents to Marin but only if the cost is reasonable and if shuttles or
other modes of transit are created to take riders from SMART to their actual
destinations. I prefer to invest in bus infrastructure, to encourage businesses to
create satellite offices and to find alternatives to take cars off the roads. Bike
improvements are primarily for leisure. Bike funding should be secondary to
maintaining roads and providing pedestrians and wheelchairs with adequate path
of travel throughout the city.
 Fix Novato Blvd between 7th and Diablo.
 As a Hamilton resident, I feel we it would be irresponsible to focus on
development around this area beyond what is already approved. The assisted
living center, 48 units, 16 cottages and Oma Village are plenty!
 Bike lanes and sidewalks must be separated from each other and from auto
lanes. Install charging stations for electric vehicles.
 The Smart Train has to offer affordable prices or it will be making trips with fewer
passengers than it should. My initial information suggests the cost to ride is too
high for me to partake.
 Hamilton residents and businesses are paying for a Hamilton shuttle that is rarely
used or could be supplanted by Marin Transit. Please evaluate the effectiveness
of this transportation mode.
 I think the most important transportation issue in Novato is the extreme traffic
congestion on 101 during commute hours. Those of us who work in San
Francisco have watched this commute grow progressively more intolerable over
the past year or two. The SMART train is (unfortunately) not a viable solution
since it does not go far enough. The larkspur ferry is also not a viable solution
since Novato residents must first drive to Larkspur, which from northern Novato
takes at minimum 45 minutes during the am commute. Maybe the city of Novato
could operate or promote fast shuttle buses that pick up in Hamilton and San
Marin, and drop off in Sausalito and SF Presidio. This would address the needs
of many Novato-to-SF commuters who sit, stuck in traffic, every day. Another
option is to pressure for state or federal funding to enlarge the 101 freeway by
adding more lanes between Novato and the Richmond Bridge split. It's crazy that
it can often take 45 mins to navigate that stretch during commute hours when it
takes 15 minutes other times. I think traffic coming over from the East Bay has
definitely been responsible for the gridlock. Maybe they should run more ferries
from the East Bay into SF so those residents will not clog the Richmond Bridge.
During the evening commute from SF to Novato, the backup to get on to the
Richmond Bridge is ridiculous (and narrows down to just one lane!) That road
should definitely be expanded, as well. The growth of self-driving cars will be
great because passengers can relax while being driven, however we will still be
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stuck in traffic unless changes and improvements to the overall infrastructure are
not addressed.

GP Topic #7:


Many of the priorities listed are individual choices that people make because they
care about the environment. I don't want the city to impose their view of choices
people can make for themselves. That being said it is valuable to everyone in the
community when the city creates opportunities to recycle, reuse, conserve, and
provide gray water for landscaping, support accessible transit and plan for floods,
drought, fire and other conditions. I don't agree that infill is the best place to put
housing when the city has much more desirable places to live that are healthier
because they are further from noise and traffic.
 We must reduce all GHG emissions in the city, not just those of the city. This
includes reducing the point-source emissions such as natural gas heating etc.
and shifting to solar heat and electricity as an alternative. Perhaps working with
the landfill to provide biogas as an alternative. We also need to address
transportation as a major source of emissions in Novato. The majority of people
commute out of Novato and there are no viable alternatives to single-occupant
cars for many destinations. Public transit, ride-sharing, expanded class-1 bike
paths all need to be expanded.
 What about wood burning stoves? We got rid of ours 10 years ago. Our
neighbors use them during Fall/Winter. They pollute the environment and cause
health problems. Would appreciate your adding this to the survey. Thank you.
 These are all important but reducing GHG emissions has to be number one and
if we can do this at the same time bringing more opportunities to be a closer
community, all the better! Everyone should be involved in some way.
 Global warming is an existential threat to our children and must be addressed by
all possible means with maximum urgency.
 All of the big businesses should be using electric cars and trucks for travel. All
buses should be electric. All new growth should be on or near bus routes and
bike paths/sidewalks. Working where you live should be encouraged- driving far
distances to work should be discouraged. More business should allow people to
live above the business, and more affordable units should be for single people or
couples without children as those are the people that are driving to work.
 I really worry about wasting water. I want the city to do more to reduce grass
lawns and other wasteful practices.
 I think your survey is a good idea. I served on the Planning Commision in the mid
70's and people don't attend meetings unless they have a vested interest in a
project but with this type of a survey it is easy to express an opinion
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The City should plan to decarbonize all electricity and electrify all heating and
transportation as soon as practically possible. The City should start now to plan
for transition to zero-net-energy buildings in advance of the state's order to do so
in 2020 and 2030 (new residences and new commercial). The City should
eliminate all use of glyphosate (Roundup) because it is a carcinogen. The City
should enact energy efficiency upgrades at time of sale for all homes and
businesses: existing building stock is a large greenhouse-gas emitter and there
is no plan at present to reduce these emissions substantially.
The City should plan to decarbonize all electricity and electrify all heating and
transportation as soon as practically possible. The City should start now to plan
for transition to zero-net-energy buildings in advance of the state's order to do so
in 2020 and 2030 (new residences and new commercial). The City should
eliminate all use of glyphosate (Roundup) because it is a carcinogen. The City
should enact energy efficiency upgrades at time of sale for all homes and
businesses: existing building stock is a large greenhouse-gas emitter and there
is no plan at present to reduce these emissions substantially.
Increase usage of Smart train. Promote use of train and buses to reduce traffic
on 101. Reduce large truck traffic by increasing use of trains. Open Port
Sonoma for hydrofoil ferries to SF and Vallejo and E Bay. Get empty bldgs in
town occupied by major stores like Apple to increase our tax base to pay for the
improvements.
I support the use of recycled water provided there are studies that demonstrate
no harm comes to animals that feed off the areas where this water is used.
The survey is clearly inadequate and doesn't give us the chance to input our
beliefs about HOW we should make these policy changes. I feel like it's rigged,
like I'm voting for Mother and apple pie. The City Council (of the past) has shown
total disrespect for Novato by putting the DUMB train station where it doesn't
belong instead of downtown. Pretending that high density housing for a few
hundred or even thousand people will solve our local global warming contribution
is unscientific...since those people still end up commuting and we haven't solved
the biggest contributor locally... the slow commute traffic! Slow traffic is far worse
than properly moving traffic re: CO2 per mile driven. With regard to my choices,
conserve energy and water, what about a cost benefit analysis re: desalinization?
We can't conserve enough as our water supply diminishes... evaporative loss
and less water mean we will end up destroying landscapes and property values if
we can't have a basic supply. We have the sun power locally to produce enough
energy to desalinate, let's consider that too.... it will make our community FAR
more attractive than it is now.
The shift to more environmentally sustainable ways of life must happen whether
or not we start now or later. I think doing what we can as soon as possible will be
good for our economy and our health.
There is nothing about preserving open space and protecting wildlife.
The housing cannot be high density.
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It is a shame we are aiming for 2020 and 2035. And that the goals are so
modest. We should have addressed this 20 years ago.

GP Topic #8:






I believe we already have strong protections in place and that the next step is
working together to restore the connection between people and the environment.
It would be helpful if we could provide incentives to help homeowners and
commercial property owners landscape with CA natives, drought tolerant and
Mediterranean plants, shrubs and trees. Water is another critical resource. If the
water district could provide more gray water programs to supplement irrigation
using drip systems and teach residents how to shift over to this method of
maintaining a healthy green space it will in turn support birds, bees, and other
wild life. Often people think of the environment as something to observe rather
than engage. Novato has many opportunities to encourage a healthy relationship
with the environment through using nutrient rich homemade compost to amend
the heavy clay soil. The Organic Garden Program at IVC might teach a class with
the Fire Department about defensible space and plants best used in local
gardens. Instead of having the primary focus be about protection, how about
interaction and engagement?
We need to do more than "maintain creek setbacks", we need to enforce and
implement setbacks when projects come before the city. Novato's setbacks are
minimal and they are not enforced on new projects, let alone assuring they are
maintained with existing development.
Another Policy should be added to the 8 listed above. Novato's Hillside &
Ridgeline Protection Ordinance (enacted in 2001) should be considered carefully
prior to approval of development adjacent to our beautiful hills and knolls. The
discretion to deviate from development standards under this ordinance should
not be allowed regardless of any Zoning Ordinance provisions to do so. Height
and mass of buildings should always remain within the key provisions of the
Hillside & Ridgeline Protection Ordinance, i.e., no higher than 35 feet.
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January 9, 2017
To:

Novato City Council

Cc:

Mr. Bob Brown, Community Development Director
Mr. Hans Grunt, Chief Planner

From:

Al Dugan

Re:

Review of revised General Plan

Although a normal citizen does not have time to review long complex
documents like a massive General Plan Revison I have completed a
cursory review. Citizens of Novato rely on good faith from the
employees of Novato that they will always consider the best interests of
current citizens that have voted for the city council members. The issue
in Novato, a small suburban/rural town, is the community development
director, is a well-documented advocate for high density housing that is
out of character with Novato.
I am including the Comparison of the 2035 with the 1996 General Plan
pages for which I am providing comments.

LU 5a – The citizens of Novato have made it clear they do not want any
changes that would alter or weaken the UGB.
LU 5b – This new text potentially adds power to LAFCO. It is not clear
why it is added, but it is new and can have potential impact regarding the
UGB. The citizens are looking to their elected officials to protect the
UGB. LAFCO is a JPA that does not answer to the voters of Novato.
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LU 13a – This new text is of concern, primarily due to Mr. Brown’s
propensity to high density housing. This text appears to be designed to
allow residential on the first floor downtown
LU 22 – Who will pay for this pedestrian/bicycle path that was promised
by SMART?
LU 23 – Who will pay for this service? Given the new downtown
SMART station is this needed as the downtown station will not be full
service. Why wasn’t this shuttle service adequate rather than building a
station without promised service?
LU 28 – This extensive work is being completed adjacent to Council
Member Eric Lucan’s property that is already the basis of a conflict of
interests with the FPPC on his swing vote to approve the downtown
SMART station against the recommendation of city staff.
LU 34 – There is no specifications for parking except to put the parking
behind the structures.
LU 34a – This text clearly outlines the elimination of “sound” single
family homes in the Northwest Quadrant. This same wording was
adapted by Seattle and it destroyed neighborhoods of single family
homes. I was at a city council meeting where I understood the city
council had NOT agreed to this text and I understood it would be
removed.
In closing, I can only imagine how Mr. Brown has changed this General
Plan revision to encourage and facilitate high density housing.
Sincerely,
Al Dugan
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Marin Audubon Society
P.O. Box 599

M[LL VALLIeY, CA 94942-0599

MA Rl N -\lJ orf'RO

.0 RG

February 17, 2017
Bob Brown, Directo'
Planning Department
City of Novato
922 Machin
Novato, CA 94945
RE: COMM EN TS ON NOVATO GENERAL PLAN REViSiON
Dear Mr. Bra n;
Thank you again for meeting witr Ma In Audubon SocIety (MAS) representatives on the Novato General
Plan revisions. We appreciate the opoonu"lity to submit comments on the proposed General Plan. Our
comm en s focus on environmental resources, specifically prOlection of species, wetlands and other
natural resources and habitats.
Open Space Maps and Land Use - Marin Audubon owns several hundred acres of land on several parcels
that are In the and near the boundaries of the city: 74-acres (the peninsulas that were intended for
houses surrounding he Homeowners lagoon and a small parcel at the end of Bahia Drive) at Bahia; 145
acres of diked historic baylands (the lands surrounding the nursery) at Olive and Atherton Avenues; and
182 acres on San Antonio CreeK, north of Redwood la ndfill ana adjacent to the CDFW's Petaluma Marsh.
These should be nOled on Table EL-2 "Open Space in and Around Novato" and the Open Space Inventory
map . Although Marin Audubo Society s not d public agency, the lands we own are encumbered with
conservation easements which pro_ect them as habItat. These lands, therefore, can and should be
shown as protected under one of the city's designafons, but none apply. Also listed should be Marin
County Open Space District's Rush Cree.' Preserve wnlch now Includes several hundred acres of the
former Bahia property, which Marin .4udubon purchased in 2003 and donated to the MCOSD.
MAS does not want any development p )teiltia' cn its properties but the way Novato is defining its land
Jse categories, there does not seerr to oe an "otion for us to do that. The most protective designation
"Open Space" is only for publicaPy owned iand, whe eas tne Conservation designation applies to
privately owned lands (MAS is a private organ·zation). The Conservation designation allows for a density
of up to 1 dwelling units per 10 acres wl,ich we do nor want. We would typically request that the land
use designation for our properties be 'Conservation " but tne way the designations are defined in the
Plan there is no place for these MAS propenies We reqUEst that the definition of one of the
designations be revised so that MAS's oraper ,es can be correctly Identified. Our concern is reflected on
Figure 1 - the "Proposed land Use Map" "",hic,", shows our Bahia property as Low Density Residential and
our Simmon's Slough property as Agnculture. We note that we have already requested that the
Simmons property be designa:ed as Corservation with the County and they have agreed to our request.
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Also MAS owns a section of stream along Arroyo San Jose near the Humane Society property, but it is
too small to show up on the map.
The name of the California Clapper Rail ha s been changed to California Ridgway's Rail (page 3-11).
The discussion of Rush Creek Preserve (page 3-14) is not quite accurate. The MAS actually raised tp.p
$16 million necessary and purchased the 632-acre Bahia oroperty in 2003. $1 million was contributed
by the MCOSD. MAS then donated the upland area to the MCOSD and most of the wetlands to the
CDFW .
To improve natural resource protections, we suggest that changes be made to some General Plan
Policies as described below. We note that many of the policies and programs of the Plan rely on t he
Zoning Code as well as on the actions of regulatory agencies. We suggest some changes in these
references also.
Policy EL 3 Wildlife Habitat. Delete "Endeavor to" because it is vague. To clarify the intent of this policy
it should read : "Preserve and enhance wildlife habitat areas ... and control human use of these areas to
protect them ." This policy shou ld not just apply to habitat in watercourse areas as currently stated. It
should be broadly applied to wetlands, che BaV and upland habitats.
The Genera! Plan should have a separate policy addressing the protection of endangered and other
special status species
Policy EI 6 Wetlands. The policy snould convey a more clear intent by renam ing it "Wetland Protection."
In stead of providing polley directIon for protecting wetlands, it relies on the Wetland Protection and
Restoration section of the zoning code, The entire emphasis of the zoning codes, however, is on
mitigation and monitoring wetlands . There should be a policy in the General Plan, followed up by
changes to the zoning code that clearly state tie preferred alternative for any proposed developments is
to avoid the wetlands. This is the preferred alternative in CEQA and the focus of state and federal
agency regulation . We recommend res',rictlons such as allOWing only uses in or on wetlands that are
water dependent or allOWing uses that are essential for the public safety. If the property is so small that
prohibiting filling wetlands wOl.Jld prevent any use, a biologica! assessment should be required
beforehand to determine the functions and values of the wetlands that would be lost, determine
whether avoidance is possible Qnd. f nc" to identify the least damaging area to be impacted.
Policy EL 7 Bayland Area ProteC{lO ' We ~ecommend a definition that includes all lands that are or were
historically subject to tidal action as well as adjacent uplands 100 feet landward of the wetlands.
Adjacent lands are essential parts of tidal marsh ecosystems, providing critical high tide refugia habitat
for wildlife during high tides.. and they are nestrng and foraging habitat for other species such as Sal t
Marsh Yellowthroat and San Pab,o Song sparrow. These tranSition zones also provide for adaptation for
sea level rise allowing for migrat;on of marshes landward.
Development in baylands should be aVOided wherever possible . Sections of baylands that still have
wetland characteristiCS should not be the oniv areas regulated. All of the diked historrc baylands shou ld
be regulated. As was seen during this year's heavy rarns, these diked historic bavlands basins perform
important flood control functions, water quail V, as well as wetland and other habitat fUnctions. The
underlying soil is bay mud and they COl.. d be restored to tidal or seasonal marsh. These values should
be recognized and protected w'tn po lici",· .
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Simply "discouraging" activitie~ :r,a damage fisheries or other habitats is too weak How many
developers would really respond to being discouraged? What does the city do to discourage these
activities? What forms of regulation would be used?
Policy EL 8 Tidal Areas. Add to mis policy a provision for the Cty to regulate wetlands. Do not j ust.r»ly
on agencies to "regulate tidal marshes, mudflats and open water." This approach contributes t o a more
le'lgthy environmental review, pote'1ja co
cts and unrealistic expectations for developers . Although
they may argue otherwise, you don't ac aevelopers any favor by approving a project locally and lead
him/her to believe they will get approvals rom agencies. Bahia is but one example where applications
were approved by Novato but, after lengthy negotiations, could not get regulatory permits. This is not
'n the interest of the public.
Policy EL 11 Species and Habita! Giversi ..y. This is a commendable policy It should be followed up with
a stronger local program . Cooperating v/th ag~ncies IS fine, but the city should take a proactive role in
the protection of natural diversiLY . Biological diversity and healthy ecosystems are the foundation of a
sustainable community becal.se they provide tor clean air, water, resilience to climate ch ange, habitat,
as well as aesthetic and recreational enjoyment. Biological health should have a prominent place in the
General Plan.
The Plan should no just ensure that ' development does not substantially adversely affects speCial
status species ...." This sounds Ike scme impacts are acceptable. Any adverse effects to endanger and
other special status species should be avoided wherever pOSSible, and this shou ld be clear in a policy.
Policy EL 14 Access to Public Open Space Tnis policy IS beneficial. Preservation of habitat should be top
priority and any public access sf oul.. only be prOVided where impacts would be avoided .
Goal EL 4 Protect Trees and wood ands r"l2t provide, ecological, economic and aesthetic benefits.
Policy E_ 21 The goal of the policy should be to "aVOid removal of native trees wherever pOSSible." The
way it is written sounds like cutting them aown is fine as long as you plant additional trees.
EL 21a Tree Management Prograr:n change "Consider adopting a Tree Management Program ...." to
"Adopt a tree management progra m ....'· This policy should be expanded to include any natural lands the
city owns in the Tree Management Program to ensure protection of lhe native habitats of th e natural
lands ... ?
EL 22 Trees on Private Property
The city should adopt a tree ordmance that restricts the removal of native tree that are over a certain
diameter at breast height.

Policy EL 23 Retaining exiSting native -rees should be required and there should be a preference for
native trees to be planted in new development.
Urban Growth Boundary . We support renewal of the City's Urban Growth Boundary except that the
only exception ShOl;ld be for open space 21'05 hat remain in a natural condition
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Thank you for considering our irput. Please add Marin Audubon Society to the mailing list to receive
notices of opportunities for comment and meetings.
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I-6
7.
Planning Commission Meeting
Location: Novato City Hall, 901 Sherman Avenue
December 19, 2016
Present:

Susan Wernick, Chair
Curtis Havel, Vice Chair
Dan Dawson
Justin Derby
Robert Jordan
Jay Strauss

Mayor
Denise Athas
Mayor Pro Tem
Josh Fryday
Councilmembers
Pam Drew
Pat Eklund
Eric Lucan

Late:

Peter Tiernan

Staff Present:

Robert Brown, Community Development Director
Steve Marshall, Planning Manager
Christine O’Rourke, General Plan Update Manager

City Manager
Regan M. Candelario

CALL TO ORDER / PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE / ROLL CALL

922 Machin
Novato, CA 94945
415/899-8900
FAX 415/899-8213

www.novato.org

APPROVAL OF FINAL AGENDA: M/s: Dawson/Strauss; passed 6-0-1
(Tiernan late).
PUBLIC COMMENT: None.
CONSENT CALENDAR:
1.

APPROVAL OF PC MINUTES
(DD,JD,CH,RJ,JS,PT,SW)

OF

JUNE

6,

2016

M/s: Havel/Derby; passed 6-0-1 (Tiernan late)
2.

APPROVAL OF PC MINUTES OF OCTOBER 17, 2016
(DD,CH,JS,PT,SW)

M/s: Dawson/Havel; passed 3-1-1-2 (Strauss nay; Tiernan late; Derby &
Jordan abstained)
3.

APPROVAL OF PC MINUTES OF NOVEMBER 7, 2016
(DD,JD,CH,RJ,PT,SW)

M/s: Havel/Dawson; passed 5-0-1-1 (Tiernan late; Strauss abstained)
CONTINUED ITEMS: None.
12pm1916
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NEW ITEMS: None.
GENERAL BUSINESS:
4.

NOVATO GENERAL PLAN 2035 (BB)
Feedback on the Draft 2035 General Plan.
Commissioners received a presentation on the public input received from community groups
and individuals on the Draft General Plan, highlighting feedback from 48 meetings/venues
where the Draft Plan was presented to over 630 people, and responses from 284 surveys
received. In addition, the Commissioners reviewed the 6 appendices included in the Draft Plan.
Commissioners offered the following comments regarding the public outreach:


One Commissioner expressed concern that the survey instrument may have been written
in a way to deemphasize areas of potential controversy. Examples: Alternatives to a
lifestyle retail center for North Redwood weren’t presented; the lack of anticipated
development to fund public services also wasn’t highlighted; controversy related to
downtown parking wasn’t addressed). In response, the Community Development
Director pointed out that the land use alternatives for the North Redwood Corridor were
publically discussed at the community workshops, and therefore only the Councilpreferred alternative is presented in the Draft Plan. The disconnect between declining
revenue from new development and increasing infrastructure maintenance costs was
highlighted in the General Plan presentation that accompanied the survey. The
downtown parking issue wasn’t addressed in the survey since the White Paper has yet
to go public, but future Council direction re: downtown parking will be incorporated into
the Draft Plan prior to adoption.



Another Commission noted that the General Plan is, by its nature, a high-level policy
document, and is not conducive to laying out land use debates.



Additional efforts could have been made to extend outreach efforts to the Hispanic
Community.



It would have been helpful to have known the ages of the survey takers to see if there
are generational differences in their feedback.



There is a need to prioritize citywide park improvements with consideration of on-going
maintenance costs.



Two Commissioners noted that at a recent educational conference a speaker highlighted
Temple City’s new General Plan which contained internet links to other City documents,
such as the budget. Staff indicated they would research this idea.

UPCOMING AGENDAS AND QUORUMS: None.
ADJOURNMENT: Meeting adjourned at 9:20 PM.

12pm1916
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I-6
8.

Proposed Edits to Draft General Plan from City Commissions and Community Organizations (2/25/17)
Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

Bicycle & Pedestrian Advisory Commission
CW

Add a call-out box
referencing the
California Complete
Streets Act.

CW

CW

Edits proposed to call-out
box on page 6-4.

Complete Streets are designed to meet the
needs of all users, including motorists,
pedestrians, bicyclists, children, persons with
disabilities, seniors, movers of commercial
goods, and users of public transportation.

The State adopted the California Complete
Streets Act in 2008, which requires cities to
plan for a balanced, multimodal
transportation network. Complete Streets
are designed to meet the needs of all users,
including motorists, pedestrians, bicyclists,
children, persons with disabilities, seniors,
movers of commercial goods, and users of
public transportation.

Modify text of Program Edits proposed.
MO 6b Complete
Streets Exception
Process (page 6-46) to
include consideration of
broader community
benefits as well as
localized impacts.
Encourage use of
survey tools to
ascertain community
desires.

MO 6b: Exemption Process. Create a formal
exemption process where documentation
and supporting data indicate the cost of the
improvement would disproportionately
exceed the need or probable future use of
the facility over the long term, there is an
absence of current and future need, or if
significant adverse impacts of the proposed
infrastructure outweigh the positive effects
associated therewith.

MO 6b: Exemption Process. Create a formal
exemption process where documentation
and supporting data indicate the cost of the
improvement would disproportionately
exceed the need or probable future use of
the facility over the long term, there is an
absence of current and future need, or if
significant adverse local impacts of the
proposed infrastructure outweigh the
positive community benefits effects
associated therewith. The use of community
survey tools to ascertain public opinion is
encouraged.

Modify Program MO
17b Route Maps (page
6-49) to include
provision of physical
route maps. An
interactive cell phone
application for local
bike routes may be

MO 17b: Route Maps. Post information
depicting Novato’s bicycle routes on the
City’s website and use other technology to
provide information to potential users.

MO 17b: Route Maps. Post information
depicting Novato’s bicycle routes on the
City’s website and use other technology to
provide information to potential users. To
the extent practical, also provide copies of
route maps and/or links to cell phone
applications identifying local bicycle routes.

Edits proposed.

1
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

LW 14b: Universal Design
Recommendations. Consider the creation of
universal design recommendations to share
with developers and the public to facilitate
the ability of the elderly to remain in their
homes.

LW 14b: Universal Design
Recommendations. Consider the creation of
universal design recommendations to share
with developers and the public to facilitate
the ability of the elderly seniors to remain in
their homes.

MO 21: Accessibility Improvements. Create
an accessible circulation system that is
consistent with guidelines established by the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA),
allowing mobility-impaired users such as the
disabled and elderly to safety and effectively
travel within and beyond the City.

MO 21: Accessibility Improvements. Create
an accessible circulation system that is
consistent with guidelines established by the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA),
allowing mobility-impaired users such as the
disabled and elderly seniors to safety and
effectively travel within and beyond the City.

available and could be
promoted.

Recreation, Cultural and Community Services Commission
IN

Consider adding “Civic
Engagement” as one of
the General Plan
themes in Section 1.6
(page 1-11).

Staff does not recommend
a change. The General Plan
themes relate to
overarching priorities that
affect policies and
programs in multiple
chapters of the Plan. Civic
Engagement is addressed
specifically in the City that
Works chapter (page 6-42).

LW

Change the term
“elderly” to “older
adult” consistent with
County terminology.

Edits proposed to change
“elderly” to “seniors” (not
“older adults”) for
consistency with
terminology used in the
General Plan and the
Novato Municipal Code,
and in general usage by the
City (e.g., Margaret Todd
Senior Center, “senior
citizen housing,” etc.).
Where the general plan
references “residential care
facilities for the elderly”,
which are regulated
through the California
Residential Care Facilities
Act (Health and Safety
Code Division 2, Chapter
3.2), no change is

2
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

proposed.
The County’s Area Plan
2016-2020 Area Agency on
Aging uses both terms
(“senior” appears 52 times
and “older adult” is used
147 times in the
document).
LW

Modify text in Section
4.4 Healthy Eating
Active Living (paragraph
4, page 4-8), to change
the City’s commitment
to “healthy eating and
active living”, and not
“obesity prevention”.

Edits proposed.

Novato’s commitment to obesity prevention
includes making every effort to plan and
construct a built environment that
encourages walking and biking by providing a
network of sidewalks, paths, and bike lanes
and routes that connect residential
neighborhoods, schools, parks, recreational
facilities, shopping areas, employment
centers, and transit centers. The City also
strives to provide an ample number of parks,
playgrounds and recreation facilities
throughout the City so access is easy and
close by.

Novato’s commitment to obesity prevention
active living includes making every effort to
plan and construct a built environment that
encourages walking and biking by providing a
network of sidewalks, paths, and bike lanes
and routes that connect residential
neighborhoods, schools, parks, recreational
facilities, shopping areas, employment
centers, and transit centers. The City also
strives to provide an ample number of parks,
playgrounds and recreation facilities
throughout the City so access is easy and
close by.

LW

Recommend adding a
new policy emphasizing
the importance of
pocket parks within
walking distance to
homes in a
neighborhood,
particularly in higher
density area such as the
Northwest Quadrant.

Edits proposed.

LW 2b: New Neighborhood Parks. Explore
creation of new neighborhood parks in
underserved areas, such as the Northwest
Quadrant Neighborhood.

LW 2b: New Neighborhood Parks. Explore
creation of new neighborhood parks in areas
which are underserved and/or higher
density, such as the Northwest Quadrant
Neighborhood.

3
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

LW

Modify Program LW 2f
Park Use and
Maintenance (page 419) to eliminate
“reduce maintenance
costs.”

Staff does not recommend
a change since looking for
opportunities to reduce
maintenance or water use
saves both City costs and
natural resources.

LW 2f: Park Use and Maintenance. Examine
methods to improve parks to maximize use,
reduce maintenance costs, and improve
access and opportunities for recreation,
including new products, systems and
technologies.

LW

Modify Program LW 5c
Promote Trail Use
(page 4-20) to include
provision of physical
trail route maps,
including reference to
accessible trails.

Edits proposed.

LW 5c: Promote Trail Use. Promote trail use
by educating community members on trail
locations and accessibility.

LW 5c: Promote Trail Use. Promote trail use
by educating community members on trail
locations and accessibility posting
information depicting Novato’s trails,
including accessible trails and, to the extent
practical, also providing copies of trail maps
and/or links to cell phone applications
identifying local trails.

LW

Modify Policy LW 10
Access to Healthy
Foods (page 4-21) to
encourage locating
community gardens in
higher density areas
and a program for
working collaboratively
with the school district.

Edits proposed.

LW 10: Access to Healthy Foods. Promote
convenient locations to purchase fresh fruits
and vegetables throughout the community,
including local-serving grocery stores and
community gardens, where feasible and
appropriate.

LW 10: Access to Healthy Foods. Promote
convenient locations to purchase fresh fruits
and vegetables throughout the community
including local-serving grocery stores and
community gardens, particularly in areas
with higher-density housing, where feasible
and appropriate. Work collaboratively with
the school districts in siting community
gardens.

CW

Modify Policy MO 19
Safe and Convenient
Pedestrian Facilities
(page 6-50) to add a
reference to sidewalk
condition.

Edits proposed.

MO 19: Safe and Convenient Pedestrian
Facilities. Promote, provide and maintain a
safe and convenient pedestrian system,
including consideration of lighting, road
surface conditions, access points, signage,
shade landscaping and roadway crossings.

MO 19: Safe and Convenient Pedestrian
Facilities. Promote, provide and maintain a
safe and convenient pedestrian system,
including consideration of lighting, sidewalk
condition, road surface conditions, access
points, signage, shade landscaping and
roadway crossings.

4
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

CW

Modify Program MO
21d Paratransit (page
6-51) to promote
convenient bus service
for seniors to service
locations such as the
Margaret Todd Senior
Center.

Edits proposed.

CW

Add a new program
calling for community
volunteerism and a
more coordinated City
recruitment/ placement
effort.

Edits proposed.

AP

In Appendix A (page A16), change Program
LW 2b New
Neighborhood Parks
from long term to short
term.

Edits proposed.

Existing text

Proposed Text

MO 21d: Paratransit. Encourage the transit
agencies to provide cost-effective paratransit
and other transit options that enable the
mobility of the disabled and older adults.

MO 21d: Paratransit. Encourage the transit
agencies to provide cost-effective
paratransit and other transit options that
enable the mobility of the disabled and older
adults. Work with transit providers to
provide bus stops at facilities providing
senior services, such as the Margaret Todd
Senior Center.
[Add new:]
GV 7: Volunteerism. Encourage and support
residents and businesses to volunteer with
the City. Create volunteer opportunities
within City departments and foster
community projects through partnerships
with neighborhoods and service groups.

____
Short

Economic Development Advisory Commission
GP

Concern that the
lowered projections for
jobs and housing in the
new General Plan will
not provide sufficient
opportunities for
economic development
in Novato. The text
should make clear that
the projections are

Edits proposed to text on
page 2-21.

Development projections for the General
Plan are determined by analyzing vacant and
underutilized parcels within the City and the
development potential that is allowed under
the applicable land use designation.
Development projections for residential
units and commercial, industrial and office
use square footage are shown in Table GP-4.
The development projections include the
development potential of the General Plan

Development projections for the General
Plan are determined by analyzing vacant and
underutilized parcels within the City and the
development potential that is allowed under
the applicable land use designation.
Development projections for residential units
and commercial, industrial and office use
square footage are shown in Table GP-4. The
development projections include the
development potential of the General Plan
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Chapter Comment

Staff Response

simply that, and not an
assumed cap on
development.

GP

In Table GP-1
Population and Job
Growth Forecasts (page
2-13 & 14), verify that
the 2035 population
forecast is consistent
with the anticipated
number of dwelling
units.

ABAG and MTC are
currently updating
forecasts for Plan Bay Area
2040. At this time, the only
updated forecasts that are
available are for
households and
employment for the year
2040. Full forecasts
including population, the
number of employed
residents, and jobs by
sector are expected to be
released by the end of
2017. In light of this, staff
has estimated data for
years between the 2010
and 2040 data points using
linear interpolation, and
has estimated population
using the average
household size assumed for
each 5-year increment in
PBA 2013. When the fully
detailed forecasts are
provided by ABAG, staff
will modify Table GP-1 to
be consistent.

Proposed Edits
Existing text
focus areas, as well as the housing
development potential in the available land
inventory of the Housing Element in
Appendix C.

Proposed Text
focus areas, as well as the housing
development potential in the available land
inventory of the Housing Element in
Appendix C. Development projections do not
imply a cap on development.

The City is not expected to grow much over
the next twenty years, adding about 3,200
residents between 2015 and 2035 according
to the Association for Bay Area Governments
(ABAG) latest forecasts. ABAG is a regional
planning agency comprising the counties,
cities and towns of the nine-county San
Francisco Bay Area. ABAG uses the 2010 US
Census count as a starting point for
population and the number of households,
and then projects growth in five-year
increments as shown in Table GP-1. For
employment statistics, ABAG draws on a
number of sources, including the US
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, US Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, and California Department
of Finance.
ABAG’s forecasts have been controversial in
the past, particularly because they are used
in developing the Regional Housing Needs
Assessment, which identifies the number of
housing units, by income level, for which a
city must plan over an eight-year period.
ABAG updates its projections about every
two years taking into account changes in
labor force demand, age and ethnicity.
Economic cycles are impossible to predict,
but they have had a significant impact on the

The City is not expected to grow much over
the next twenty years, adding about 3,200
2,800 residents and 620 households between
2015 and 2035, as shown in Table GP-1. The
City developed these estimates using U.S.
Census data for population and number of
households in 2010, and Plan Bay Area
estimates for households in 2040 and jobs in
2010 and 2040. according to the Association
for Bay Area Governments (ABAG) latest
forecasts. ABAG is a regional planning
agency comprising the counties, cities and
towns of the nine-county San Francisco Bay
Area. ABAG uses the 2010 US Census count
as a starting point for population and the
number of households, and then projects
growth in five-year increments as shown in
Table GP-1. For employment statistics, ABAG
draws on a number of sources, including the
US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, US Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, and California Department of
Finance.
ABAG’s forecasts have been controversial in
the past, particularly because they are used
in developing the Regional Housing Needs
Assessment, which identifies the number of
housing units, by income level, for which a
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Chapter Comment

GP

Continuation of
comment above

Staff Response

The population and
household forecasts in
Table GP-1 (page 2-14) is
consistent with the
projected number of
dwelling units in Table GP-4
(page 2-21).

Proposed Edits
Existing text
Bay Area’s technology sector-driven
economy since the dot-com bubble of the
early 2000s. Projections are also informed
by local land use, growth policies and
expected infrastructure investments.

Proposed Text
city must plan over an eight-year period.
ABAG updates its projections about every
two years taking into account changes in
labor force demand, age and ethnicity.
Economic cycles are impossible to predict,
but they have had a significant impact on the
Bay Area’s technology sector-driven
economy since the dot-com bubble of the
early 2000s. Projections are also informed by
local land use, growth policies and expected
infrastructure investments.

Table GP-1 Population and Job Growth Forecasts
2010
2015
2020
2025

23,890

52,500
52,400
20,470
20,430
25,090

53,200
53,000
20,680
20,590
26,380

53,900
53,500
20,880
20,740
26,270

54,700
54,200
21,070
20,890
26,140

55,700
55,200
21,250
21,050
26,340

3,200
2,800
780
620
1,250

%
Change
20152035
6%
5%
4%
3%
5%

20,890
26,380

21,770
26,700

22,710
27,020

23,040
27,340

23,410
27,660

23,870
27,980

2,100
1,280

10%
5%

Population

51,904

Households

20,279

Employed
Residents
Jobs

2030

2035

Change
20152035

Source: U.S. Census; Association for Bay Area Governments for Plan Bay Area 2013 2040; City of
Novato

GP

In Table GP-4
Development
Projections (page 2-21)
verify that the 2035
population forecast is
consistent with the
anticipated number of
dwelling units.

ABAG and MTC are
currently updating
forecasts for Plan Bay Area
2040. At this time, the only
updated forecasts that are
available are for
households and
employment for the year

686

22,155
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

The office market is beginning to recover
after a long slump following the recession
that began in 2008, when some office
building vacancy rates were 30 percent or
higher. Existing office vacancies will
continue to absorb new demand in the
short-term. The new SMART stations at
Atherton Avenue and Hamilton are expected
to increase the city’s attractiveness for new
office space, particularly at Hamilton Landing
and in northern Novato, where the Buck
Institute could anchor a bio/life sciences
industry hub.

The office market is beginning to recover
after a long slump following the recession
that began in 2008, when some office
building vacancy rates were 30 percent or
higher. Office building vacancies are high –
around 30 percent—and have not yet
recovered from lows experienced during the
recession of 2008-2010. Existing office
vacancies will continue to absorb new
demand in the short-term. The new SMART
stations at Atherton Avenue and Hamilton
are expected to increase the city’s
attractiveness for new office space,
particularly at Hamilton Landing and in
northern Novato, where the Buck Institute
could anchor a bio/life sciences industry hub.

2040. ABAG expects the
number of households to
increase from 20,279 in
2010 to 21,200 in 2040.
Using linear interpolation,
staff estimates a total of
21,047 households for
2035. Assuming a 5%
vacancy rate, this
translates to 22,155
dwelling units in 2035.
Edits proposed.
EV

Revise the text in
Section 5.3 Office and
Industrial Market (page
5-5) which states, “the
office market is
beginning to recover.”
The office vacancy rate
in now up to 30%.

Edits proposed.

EV

Add a policy and
program calling for the
study and eventual
disposition of the City’s
land holdings at
Hamilton since

Edits proposed.

[Add new:]
EV 5: City Holdings at Hamilton. Restore
historic buildings, remove blight and
economically utilize the City’s properties at
Hamilton.
8
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

Hamilton was not
considered as a Focus
Area in the new
General Plan.
EV

Add a program to
Policy EV 1 Economic
Vitality (page 5-7)
calling for a strategy to
address the leakage of
retail sales to other
communities in
identified retail sectors.

Edits proposed.

[Add new:]
EV 1f: Retail Leakage. Develop a strategy to
proactively address the leakage of retail sales
to other communities in identified retail
sectors.

CW

Add a policy to the
Mobility section calling
for long-term
improvement of
Highway 37 to
withstand the impacts
of sea level rise due to
the importance of this
corridor on the
movement of goods
and personnel to and
from Novato.

Edits proposed.

[Add new after MO2 and renumber
remainder:]

CW

MO X: Highway Improvements. Support
Caltrans and regional efforts to improve
Highways 101 and 37 to accommodate
needed capacity and sea level rise given the
City’s reliance on regional transportation
links.

There should be a
Edits proposed.
policy or program
calling for consideration
of an infrastructure
bond or similar revenue
measure to balance
future budgets due to
the fiscal disconnect
between a much slower

[Add new:]
GV 3c: Infrastructure Maintenance.
Consider establishing new revenue sources
to adequately fund infrastructure
maintenance. Such funding would require
voter approval and a broad-based
community campaign.

9
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

growth rate and costs
of maintaining aging
infrastructure.

Design Review Commission
GP

Modify Policy LU-14
Entertainment and
Cultural Facilities (page
2-29) to incorporate
plazas to the list of
desired entertainment
and cultural facilities in
the Downtown.

Staff does not recommend
a change. Policy LU 17:
Gathering Places addresses
gathering places, which are
differentiated from
entertainment and cultural
facilities addressed in
Policy LU 14.

LU 14: Entertainment and Cultural Facilities.
Encourage cultural facilities, such as
theaters, museums and galleries to stimulate
nightlife. Encourage outdoor cafes.

GP

Modify Policy LU-15
Civic Center (page 2-29)
to include repurposing
of the surrounding
historic structures
owned by the City in
the proposed Civic
Center Plan.

Edits proposed.

LU 15: Civic Center. Retain government
functions Downtown in a compact civic
center. Consider expansion of the City Green
into a more usable space, and improvement
of Sherman Avenue to function on occasion
as a continuation of civic space.

GP

Modify Policy LU 26
Railroad Depot (page 231) by adding possible
uses for the former

No change recommended
since no reuse concepts for
the depot building have
been developed.

LU 17: Gathering Places. The Downtown
should be comfortable and festive for a wide
variety of public gatherings. New
development should attempt to incorporate
outdoor dining or small seating areas,
alcoves and other inviting public spaces. The
City should provide a larger community
green, either by expanding the existing City
Green in the Civic Center, possibly utilizing a
portion of the very wide North Redwood
Boulevard right-of-way, or other appropriate
locations.
LU 15: Civic Center. Retain government
functions Downtown in a compact civic
center. Consider expansion of the City Green
into a more usable space, and improvement
of Sherman Avenue to function on occasion
as a continuation of civic space, and
repurposing of viable historic structures
owned by the City.
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

depot building.
GP

Add a program to
Policy CC 12
Compatibility of
Development with
Surroundings (page 245) calling for the
preparation of design
guidelines for parking
lots and street
landscaping.

No change recommended
since Program CC 17a
Parking Lot Landscaping
(page 2-46) calls for
updating parking lot
landscape regulations
including parking lot trees
and screen landscaping.

CC 17a: Parking Lot Landscaping. Update
parking lot landscape standards to
encourage tree growth and shading.

DDG

Add a reference in
Downtown Design
Guidelines III A1e (page
10) for the need for
depth and relief on
building facades along
sidewalks (recessed
doors, cornices,
awnings, inset
windows) to avoid a
“flat” elevation.

Edits proposed to
Guideline III 5 (page 14).

Downtown Design Guidelines III 5: Visual
Interest. Building facades, particularly
facades that face public spaces, shall include
high quality design elements that provide
visual interest from the ground level to the
roof or cornice.

Downtown Design Guidelines III 5: Visual
Interest. Building facades, particularly
facades that face public spaces, shall include
high quality design elements that provide
visual interest from the ground level to the
roof or cornice. A sense of depth and visual
relief shall be provided through design
elements such as recessed doors, cornices,
awnings and inset windows to avoid a “flat”
elevation.

DDG

Modify Downtown
Design Guideline III
A9a Building Base
(page 16) to not require
raised display windows.

Edits proposed.

Downtown Design Guidelines III A9a:
Building Base. The base of buildings should
address the following design considerations:
a. The base should serve to raise the
interior display area up to view and
protect the building and display windows
from damage.

Downtown Design Guidelines III A9a:
Building Base. The base of buildings should
address the following design considerations:
a. The base should serve to raise the interior
display area up to view and protect the
building and display windows from
damage.
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Chapter Comment
DDG

Add a provision in the
Downtown Design
Guidelines to
discourage or preclude
disruption of the
pedestrian-oriented
building facades on
Grant Avenue with
parking lots or parking
structures.

Proposed Edits

Staff Response
Edits proposed to
Downtown Design
Guideline II C (page 6) and
to Policy LU 25 Parking
(page 2-31)

Existing text

Proposed Text

Downtown Design Guideline II C: Continuity
of Streetscape/Parking Behind Buildings.
The continuity of pedestrian oriented
facilities and space along street frontages
shall be maintained. Avoid, and where
feasible, eliminate parking lots fronting the
street(s).

Downtown Design Guideline II C: Continuity
of Streetscape/Parking Behind Buildings.
The continuity of pedestrian oriented
facilities and space along street frontages
shall be maintained. Avoid, and where
feasible, eliminate parking lots fronting the
street(s) and driveways across the public
sidewalk along Grant Avenue and Redwood
Boulevard.

LU 25: Parking. Facilitate the provision of
adequate parking, emphasizing a
combination of public and private parking
facilities. Parking should generally be
located out of or screened from public view,
but convenient to find via appropriate
signage.

LU 25: Parking. Facilitate the provision of
adequate parking, emphasizing a
combination of public and private parking
facilities. Parking should generally be located
out of or screened from public view, but
convenient to find via appropriate signage.
Driveways crossing the public sidewalk along
Grant Avenue and Redwood Boulevard are
discouraged; access to parking is encouraged
from side streets where feasible.

Planning Commission
GP

Consider revising Figure
GP-1 Novato Areas
(page 2-6) to include
area north of Novato
Blvd. into North (San
Marin) neighborhood.

Staff concurs. Revised map
attached.

GP

Concern that more jobs
are being added than
housing. Address by
increasing densities on
available housing sites?

No change recommended.
Potential housing sites are
addressed in the adopted
Housing Element and
ample sites are identified
to accommodate
12
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

household growth
projected by ABAG.
GP

Add a footnote to Table
GP-4 Development
Projections (page 2-21)
to explain the negative
Industrial number.

Footnote text proposed.

[Add new footnote to Table GP-4:]
“Industrial” is negative due to the projected
conversion of existing industrial buildings on
North Redwood Boulevard, including the
Birkenstock warehouse.

GP

Question re: statement
in Policy LU 2 Growth
Management
Objectives (page 2-24)
re: Novato being a
small town - was
something similar to
this in the 1996 General
Plan? Suggest making
this policy more
consistent with
language in the Vision
statement.

No changes recommended.
While “small town
character” is not defined
(and would be difficult to
do so), the Vision
Statement (page 1-7)
endorsed by the Planning
Commission and City
Council, includes reference
to the city’s “natural
beauty, quaint downtown
and small town character,”
which formed the basis for
this proposed policy
language. The Planning
Commission and City
Council should discuss this
policy language in their
deliberations on the Draft
General Plan.

LU 2: Growth Management Objectives. The
City shall seek to manage its growth so that:
A. The natural environment will be protected
to the extent feasible.
B. The relatively high level of services and
infrastructure enjoyed by City residents is
maintained or enhanced.
C. The City’s small town character is
retained.

GP

Concern that Program
LU 3c: Impacts of new
Development on
Infrastructure and
Services (page 2-24)
subsection (a) is too

No change recommended.
LU 3c provides options for
modifications to
development proposals
that exceed infrastructure
capacity per CEQA review.

LU 3c: Impacts of New Development on
Infrastructure and Services. Analyze project
impacts on infrastructure capacity and
services as part of CEQA review, and require
design and mitigation measures in
consultation with provider agencies. If CEQA
13
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Chapter Comment

GP

Staff Response

limiting for increases of
traffic in infill areas.

Note that CEQA has been
revised to exempt infill
developments within a
half-mile of major transit
facilities (e.g., SMART
stations) provided that
specific environmental
conditions do not exist
(e.g., historic structures,
archaeological resources,
endangered species, slope
failure, etc.)

Modify Policy LU 16:
Automobile-Intensive
Uses (page 2-29) to add
a prohibition on new
drive-through
windows/ATMs in the
Downtown.

Edits proposed.

Proposed Edits
Existing text
review or other analysis of development
projects concludes that a proposed project
would result in a significant deterioration of
service or would cause available capacity to
be exceeded, respond in one or more of the
following ways as permitted by state law:
a. Require project redesign in order to
prevent service from deteriorating or
capacities being exceeded, provided
that all economic use of the property is not
prevented;
b. Condition the project on developer
funding of improvements needed to
maintain services and/or provide additional
infrastructure capacity;
c. The project may be approved if it can be
found that the project will do one or more of
the following:
i. generate substantial overriding public
benefits,
ii. be in compliance with all of the other
goals and policies of the General Plan,
and
iii. benefit the public health, safety, and
general welfare of the community.
d. Deny the project.

Proposed Text

[Add new:]
Program LU 16a: Drive-through Facilities.
Consider modifications to the Zoning Code to
prohibit new drive-through windows and
automated tellers in the Downtown Retail
Core District.
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

GP

Modify Program LU
19a: Mixed Use
Rezoning (page 2-29) to
allow future
improvements to nonconforming gas station
facilities (3-2 vote).

No changes recommended.
This would require a sitespecific modification of the
City’s non-conforming use
provisions in the Zoning
Code. Administering such
property-based exceptions
would be challenging and
could easily be overlooked.
Both gas stations have
recently been fully
renovated, so further
modifications/expansions
are unlikely for many years.

LU 19a: Rezoning. Rezone and change the
General Plan Land Use Map for properties
along Redwood Boulevard between Vallejo
Avenue and Pinheiro Circle, as identified as
Site 1 in Figure GP-7, from General
Commercial to Downtown Core.

GP

Add a legend to Figure
GP-7: Downtown (page
2-30).

Legend text proposed.

GP

Update Policy LU 22:
SMART Corridor (page
2-30) to add the
Downtown SMART
station.

Edits proposed.

LU 22: SMART Corridor. Encourage
installation of the planned pedestrian/bicycle
path along the SMART corridor, connecting
the Downtown with the North Novato train
station.

LU 22: SMART Corridor. Encourage
installation of the planned pedestrian/bicycle
path along the SMART corridor, connecting
the Downtown with the North Novato and
Downtown train stations.

GP

Update Policy LU 23
Shuttle Connection
(page 2-30) to add the
Downtown SMART
station.

Edits proposed.

LU 23: Shuttle Connection. Support the
operation of convenient shuttle service
between the North Novato SMART station
and Downtown.

LU 23: Shuttle Connection. Support the
operation of convenient shuttle service
between the North Novato and Downtown
SMART stations and employment centers and
the Downtown.

GP

Modify Policy LU 25
Parking (page 2-31) to
encourage/require
access to parking lots
from side streets.

Include “where feasible”

LU 25: Parking. Facilitate the provision of
adequate parking, emphasizing a
combination of public and private parking
facilities. Parking should generally be located
out of or screened from public view, but

LU 25: Parking. Facilitate the provision of
adequate parking, emphasizing a
combination of public and private parking
facilities. Parking should generally be
accessed from side streets and located out of
or screened from public view where feasible,

[Add new legend to Figure GP-7:]
1 – Site referenced in Program LU 19a
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Chapter Comment

Staff Response

GP

Consider eliminating
pedestrian upgrades in
Policy LU 28 Scown
Lane (page 2-31).
There is a need for
service vehicles.

Edits proposed to eliminate
the policy since the vision
of pedestrian
improvements in the
alleyway is inconsistent
with the current and
anticipated service
commercial/industrial uses
which require truck
deliveries.

GP

Add a legend to Figure
GP-8: North Redwood
Corridor (page 2-35).

Legend text proposed.

GP

Modify Policy LU 33
North, North Redwood
Corridor (page 2-38) to
add description of
proposed land use
change for Sites 3, 4, 5
and 6.

Edits proposed.

Proposed Edits
Existing text
convenient to find via appropriate signage.

Proposed Text
but convenient to find via appropriate
signage.

LU 28: Scown Lane. Encourage pedestrian
improvements such as connections to Grant
Avenue between buildings, and consider
making Scown Lane one-way with a striped
or elevated pedestrian walkway and
improved lighting.

LU 28: Scown Lane. Encourage pedestrian
improvements such as connections to Grant
Avenue between buildings, and consider
making Scown Lane one-way with a striped
or elevated pedestrian walkway and
improved lighting.

[Add new legend to Figure GP-8:]
1 - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
2 - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
3 - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
4 - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
5a - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
5b - Site referenced in Policy LU 32 and
Program LU 32a
6 - Site referenced in Policy LU 32 and
Program LU 32a
Site 4
Design Guidelines
 Respect existing wetlands and oak trees
in project design.
 Take into account slope stability and the
presence of gas transmission pipelines in
project design and siting of buildings.
Site 5
Design Guidelines
 Respect existing oak trees in project

Add:
Site 3
Preferred Land Use Concept
 Research and development use and
office buildings.
Site 4
Preferred Land Use Concept
 Research and development use and
office buildings.
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text
design.
Site 6
Design Guidelines
 Take vehicular access to the site from
Redwood Boulevard.
 Respect existing wetlands and oak trees
in project design.
 Take into account slope stability and the
presence of gas transmission pipelines in
project design and siting of buildings.

Proposed Text
Design Guidelines
 Respect existing wetlands and oak trees
in project design.
Site 5
Preferred Land Use Concept
 Research and development use and
office buildings.
Site 6
Preferred Land Use Concept


GP

Add a legend to Figure
GP-9: North, North
Redwood Corridor
(page 2-39).

Legend text proposed.

GP

Correct Policy LU 33
North, North Redwood
Corridor (page 2-40):
third bullet should be
Site 7, not Site 2.

Edits proposed.

Research and development use and
office buildings.

[Add new legend to Figure GP-9:]
1 – Site referenced in Policy LU 33 and
Program LU 33a
2 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33 and
Program LU 33b
3 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33 and
Program LU 33c
4 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33
5 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33
6 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33
7 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33
In conjunction with redevelopment of Site 2,
connection of East Campus Drive to the Rush
Creek Landing Road/Redwood Boulevard
intersection, including pedestrian and bicycle
facilities to promote access by office
employees to the SMART station and to
create a location for the retail/personal
service uses described above, while
respecting existing wetlands in making the

In conjunction with redevelopment of Site 2
7, connection of East Campus Drive to the
Rush Creek Landing Road/Redwood
Boulevard intersection, including pedestrian
and bicycle facilities to promote access by
office employees to the SMART station and
to create a location for the retail/personal
service uses described above, while
respecting existing wetlands in making the
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Chapter Comment

Staff Response

GP

Add a legend to Figure
GP-10 Northwest
Quadrant
Neighborhood (page 243).

Legend text proposed.

GP

Modify Policy CC 9 New
Commercial
Development (page 245) by adding
“providing direct access
to businesses from
adjacent public street.”

Edits proposed.

Proposed Edits
Existing text
roadway connection.

Proposed Text
roadway connection.
[Add new legend to Figure GP-10:]
1 – Site referenced in Program LU 34d
2 – Site referenced in Program LU 34e

CC 9: New Commercial Development.
Encourage new commercial
developments to provide the following to
enhance the pedestrian experience:
a. physical separation of vehicular and
pedestrian movement wherever possible;
b. street trees to create a safer and more
pleasant environment for walkers,
c. pedestrian-oriented lighting to improve
security and the sense of safety,
d. convenient, secure pedestrian access from
parking lots and entrances to commercial
uses,
e. pedestrian walkways and street furniture
at street level adjacent to buildings, public
transit and parking facilities,
f. landscaped open areas, outdoor furniture
and public art in areas to be provided as
gathering places for employees and
customers in commercial office and
industrial areas, and
g. clustering of commercial buildings to
create pedestrian zones and avoid wide
expanses of parking between building
entrances.

CC 9: New Commercial Development.
Encourage new commercial
developments to provide the following to
enhance the pedestrian experience:
a. physical separation of vehicular and
pedestrian movement wherever possible;
b. street trees to create a safer and more
pleasant environment for walkers,
c. pedestrian-oriented lighting to improve
security and the sense of safety,
d. convenient, secure pedestrian access from
adjacent public streets, parking lots and
building entrances to commercial uses,
e. pedestrian walkways and street furniture
at street level adjacent to buildings, public
transit and parking facilities,
f. landscaped open areas, outdoor furniture
and public art in areas to be provided as
gathering places for employees and
customers in commercial, office and
industrial areas, and
g. clustering of commercial buildings to
create pedestrian zones and avoid wide
expanses of parking between building
entrances.
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

GP

Modify Policy CC 10
New Development in
Residential
Neighborhoods (page
2-45) to change
“adequate” parking to
“sufficient.”

Edits proposed.

CC 10: New Development in Residential
Neighborhoods. Preserve, enhance and
maintain the residential character of
neighborhoods to make them desirable
places to live. New development should:
• Enhance neighborhood image and quality
of life,
• Incorporate sensitive transitions in height
and setbacks from adjacent properties to
respect adjacent development character
and privacy,
• Preserve historic and architecturally
significant structures,
• Respect existing landforms and natural
features,
• Maintain acceptable infrastructure service
levels, and
• Provide adequate parking.

CC 10: New Development in Residential
Neighborhoods. Preserve, enhance and
maintain the residential character of
neighborhoods to make them desirable
places to live. New development should:
• Enhance neighborhood image and quality
of life,
• Incorporate sensitive transitions in height
and setbacks from adjacent properties to
respect adjacent development character
and privacy,
• Preserve historic and architecturally
significant structures,
• Respect existing landforms and natural
features,
• Maintain acceptable infrastructure service
levels, and
• Provide adequate sufficient parking.

GP

Modify Policy CC 18
Parking Standards
(page 2-46) to
encourage shared use
where practical.

Edits proposed.

CC 18: Parking Standards. Reduce the
visibility of parking facilities and the amount
of land necessary for them to the maximum
extent feasible.

CC 18: Parking Standards. Reduce the
visibility of parking facilities and the amount
of land necessary for them to the maximum
extent feasible. Encourage shared parking
facilities where practical.

EL

Modify Table EL-1
Special Status Animal
and Plant Species (page
3-12) to highlight
“Mammals” and
“Plants” as section
headings.

Staff concurs.

EL

Revise description of
Bel Marin Keys and
Hamilton Wetlands

Edits proposed.

Section-head text will be highlighted with
bold font in the final document.

The Bel Marin Keys and Hamilton Wetlands
form a buffer between developed areas and
the San Pablo Bay. In 2014, a wetlands

The Bel Marin Keys and Hamilton Wetlands
form a buffer between developed areas and
the San Pablo Bay. In 2014, a wetlands
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Chapter Comment

Staff Response

(page 3-14) as being
“underway.”

EL

Modify Policy EL 7
Bayland Area
Protection (page 3-27).
The phrase “does not
encroach” is too
limiting.

Edits proposed. Note that
Program EL 6a (page 3-26)
already addresses
evaluation and regulation
of development setbacks
from wetlands.

EL

Modify Program EL 10a Edits proposed.
Integrated Pest
Management (page 327): Concern that the
wording is too directive,
and should suggest
seeking alternative
means to management
of invasive species there is a balance
needed involving cost
and effectiveness.

EL

Consider adding a
program to consume

Proposed Edits
Existing text
restoration project returned nearly 650 acres
of seasonal and tidal wetlands to the
Hamilton area, providing new habitat for a
diverse array of plants, wildlife and
waterfowl. A new section of the Bay Trail
runs along the western border. The second
phase of the project, which will restore the
Bel Marin Keys wetlands, is underway. Much
of this area is currently farmed.

Proposed Text
restoration project returned nearly 650 acres
of seasonal and tidal wetlands to the
Hamilton area, providing new habitat for a
diverse array of plants, wildlife and
waterfowl. A new section of the Bay Trail
runs along the western border. The second
phase of the project, which will restore the
Bel Marin Keys wetlands, is underway
planned but currently unfunded. Much of
this area is currently farmed.

EL 7: Bayland Area Protection. Regulate
development in the Bayland Overlay Zone so
that it does not encroach into wetlands or
sensitive wildlife habitats, provided that this
regulation does not prevent all use of a
property. Discourage human activity that
damages fisheries, or habitat for birds, fish
or other wildlife.

EL 7: Bayland Area Protection. Regulate
development in the Bayland Overlay Zone so
that it does not encroach, discouraging
encroachments into wetlands or sensitive
wildlife habitats, provided that this
regulation does not prevent all use of a
property. Discourage human activity that
damages fisheries, or habitat for birds, fish or
other wildlife.

EL-10a: Integrated Pest Management.
Utilize integrated pest management
techniques to reduce or eliminate use of
potentially toxic chemicals in City operations.

EL-10a: Integrated Pest Management.
Utilize integrated pest management
techniques to reduce or eliminate use of
potentially toxic chemicals in City operations
where financially feasible and effective.

No changes recommended.
The proposed update of
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

Novato’s commitment to obesity prevention
includes making every effort to plan and
construct a built environment that
encourages walking and biking by providing a
network of sidewalks, paths, and bike lanes
and routes that connect residential
neighborhoods, schools, parks, recreational
facilities, shopping areas, employment
centers, and transit centers.

Novato’s commitment to obesity prevention
active living includes making every effort to
plan and construct a built environment that
encourages walking and biking by providing a
network of sidewalks, paths, and bike lanes
and routes that connect residential
neighborhoods, schools, parks, recreational
facilities, shopping areas, employment
centers, and transit centers.

less and encourage
reuse of materials.

the City’s Environmentally
Preferable Purchasing
program will address
consumption/reuse of
materials for municipal use.
Trying to address
community consumption in
terms of source reduction
is very difficult.

LW

Change “obesity
prevention” to “active
living” in the first
sentence of the fourth
paragraph in Section
4.4 Healthy Eating,
Active Living (page 4-8)

Edits proposed.

EV

Add a program or callout box to Policy EV 1
Economic Vitality (page
5-7) referencing the
Housing Element and
the need for workforce
housing for a wellfunctioning economy.

Text for call-out box
proposed.

EV

Modify Policy EV 3:
Business Support,
changing “create” to
“foster.”

Edits proposed.

EV 3: Business Support. Create a
collaborative relationship between the City
and local businesses to support their success.

EV 3: Business Support. Create Foster a
collaborative relationship between the City
and local businesses to support their success.

CW

Revise text of Roadway
and Freeway

Edits proposed.

Roadway and Freeway Operations

Roadway and Freeway Operations

[Add new:]
Affordable housing for Novato’s workforce is
critical for a well-functioning economy.
Policies and programs to encourage
workforce housing are contained in the
Housing Element in Appendix C.
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Chapter Comment
Operations (page 6-10)
to address the existing
a.m. LOS conditions on
U.S. 101, not just the
TAM LOS standard.

Staff Response

Proposed Edits
Existing text
Several roadway and freeway segments in
Novato are part of the Marin County
Congestion Management Program (CMP)
network. The Transportation Authority of
Marin, which serves as the region’s
congestion management agency, has
established LOS standards for designated
roadways in Marin County. Unlike the LOS
standards set by the Novato General Plan,
which focus on intersections, the CMP LOS
standards focus on roadway segments. The
standards affecting Novato include a LOS E
requirement for US 101 and a LOS D
requirement for SR 37 and designated CMP
major arterial segments of Novato
Boulevard, South Novato Boulevard and Bel
Marin Keys Boulevard.

Proposed Text
Several roadway and freeway segments in
Novato are part of the Marin County
Congestion Management Program (CMP)
network. The Transportation Authority of
Marin, which serves as the region’s
congestion management agency, has
established LOS standards for designated
roadways in Marin County. Unlike the LOS
standards set by the Novato General Plan,
which focus on intersections, the CMP LOS
standards focus on roadway segments. The
standards affecting Novato include a LOS E
requirement for US 101 and a LOS D
requirement for SR 37 and designated CMP
major arterial segments of Novato Boulevard,
South Novato Boulevard and Bel Marin Keys
Boulevard.

The General Plan Existing Conditions Report
evaluated road segment and freeway
operations for the weekday PM peak period.
All of the designated road segments in
Novato operate at LOS A or B. The study
freeway segments are currently operating at
LOS E or better. All roadway and freeway
segments meet the thresholds required by
the Marin County CMP.

The General Plan Existing Conditions Report
Transportation Authority of Marin evaluateds
road segment and freeway operations
biennially. for the weekday PM peak period.
All of the designated road segments in
Novato and the State Route 37 segment
operate at LOS A or B. The Highway 101
segment in Novato (north of Atherton
Avenue to the Sonoma County border)
operates at LOS A during the AM peak period
and southbound PM peak period and at LOS
F during the northbound PM peak period.
LOS F reflects forced-flow, “bumper-tobumper” congested conditions. Because this
highway segment is “grandfathered,” it is not
required to meet the LOS E standard. The
study freeway segments are currently
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Chapter Comment

CW

Modify Table CW-3
Reported Crimes and
Arrests (page 6-32) to
eliminate the
percentages or include
a longer period of data.

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Table CW-3 will be
replaced with a bar graph
showing crimes per
thousand for a 20-year
period (1996-2015). Edits
to the accompanying text
on page 6-32 proposed.

Existing text

Proposed Text
operating at LOS E or better. All roadway
and freeway segments meet the thresholds
required by the Marin County CMP.

Currently, Novato experiences historically
low crime rates, with more than a 45 percent
drop in total crime over a 20-year period.
There were a total of nearly 3,500 crimes
reported in 2014, a 5 percent decrease from
the previous year. A comparison of 2013 and
2014 reported crimes and arrests are shown
in Table CW-3.

Currently, Novato experiences historically
low crime rates. There has been an overall
decrease in the crime rate over the past 20
years as shown in Figure CW-6. , with more
than a 45 percent drop in total crime over a
20-year period. There were a total of nearly
3,500 crimes reported in 2014, a 5 percent
decrease from the previous year. A
comparison of 2013 and 2014 reported
crimes and arrests are shown in Table CW-3.

Existing Table:

Proposed chart:
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

Crimes per 1,000 Population
40
35
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CW

Modify Program MO 1b Edits proposed.
Roadway
Improvements (page 644) to incorporate
language re: exploring
opportunities for
innovative traffic
management
techniques such as
roundabouts when
considering intersection
upgrades.

MO 1b: Roadway Improvements. Adopt a
list of improvements (Table CW-2) that
accommodates future growth consistent
with the General Plan, enabling the roadway
system to operate safely and efficiently.
Prioritize construction of roadway
improvements based on consideration of
relevant factors including, but not limited to,
funding availability, periodic analysis of
traffic service levels, the location of new
development, and safety considerations.

MO 1b: Roadway Improvements. Adopt a list
of improvements (Table CW-2) that
accommodates future growth consistent with
the General Plan, enabling the roadway
system to operate safely and efficiently.
Prioritize construction of roadway
improvements based on consideration of
relevant factors including, but not limited to,
funding availability, periodic analysis of
traffic service levels, the location of new
development, and safety considerations.
Explore opportunities for innovative traffic
management techniques where appropriate
when considering intersection upgrades,
such as roundabouts.

CW

Modify Policy MO 2
Level of Service
Standards (page 6-45)

MO 2: Level of Service Standards. Establish
traffic Level of Service (LOS) standards as
follows for use in evaluating the impacts of
24

MO 2: Level of Service Standards. Establish
traffic Level of Service (LOS) standards as
follows for use in evaluating the impacts of

Edits proposed.
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Chapter Comment

Staff Response

to clarify that LOS
standards are now
outside of the CEQA
review process.

Proposed Edits
Existing text
proposed development projects so the
project can be redesigned or effective
mitigation measures can be implemented,
making improvements to the roadway
system, and determining appropriate traffic
impact fees. Continue to consider LOS
standards in evaluating traffic impacts in
addition to any consideration of standards
associated with Vehicle Miles Traveled
(VMT).
a. At intersections with signals or four-way
stop signs: operation at LOS D,
b. At intersections with stop signs on side
streets only: operation at LOS E.

Proposed Text
proposed development projects so the
project can be redesigned or effective
mitigation measures can be implemented,
making improvements to the roadway
system, and determining appropriate traffic
impact fees. Continue to consider LOS
standards in evaluating traffic impacts the
merits of proposed development or traffic
infrastructure projects in addition to any
consideration of standards associated with
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) in the required
environmental review process.
a. At intersections with signals or four-way
stop signs: operation at LOS D,
b. At intersections with stop signs on side
streets only: operation at LOS E.

CW

Review text of Program
MO 6b Complete
Streets Exemption
Process (page 6-46) to
assure compliance with
MTC’s complete streets
requirements.

No changes recommended.
Consultant has verified that
the proposed text complies
with MTC’s directive.

CW

Modify Policy MO 9:
Vehicle Parking,
replacing “adequate”
with “sufficient.”

Edits proposed.

MO 9: Vehicle Parking. Provide adequate
vehicular parking and discourage installation
of excess parking to minimize land area
devoted to paved parking.

CW

Revise Policy MO 10
Higher
Density/Intensity Land

No change recommended.
“Direct” suggests a firm
requirement, which may

MO 10: Higher Density/Intensity Land Uses
Adjacent to Public Transit. Encourage higher
density/intensity land uses such as offices,

MO 9: Vehicle Parking. Provide adequate
sufficient vehicular parking and discourage
installation of excess parking to minimize
land area devoted to paved parking.
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Chapter Comment

Staff Response

Proposed Edits
Existing text
mixed use, multiple family residences, public
services and commercial retail centers near
transit routes and facilities to reduce vehicle
trips.

Proposed Text

Edits proposed.

MO 17: Comprehensive Bicycle Path
System. Establish and maintain a system of
bicycle facilities that are consistent with the
adopted Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan.

MO 17: Comprehensive Bicycle Path System
Network. Establish and maintain a system of
bicycle network facilities that are is
consistent with the adopted
Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan.

Edits proposed.

GV 5: Community Participation. Encourage
and support public participation in the
formulation and review of policies, new
development and City operations, especially
neighborhood level planning. City
communications should be easily accessible
to the public, including those with special
needs.

GV 5: Community Participation. Encourage
and support public participation and civil
discourse in the formulation and review of
policies, new development and City
operations, especially neighborhood level
planning. City communications should be
easily accessible to the public, including
those with special needs.

The City’s Zero Waste
resolution currently calls
for 80% reduction by 2012
and “zero waste” by 2025,
although zero waste is not
defined. Staff has received
examples of waste
reduction goals from other
agencies and will share
with the Sanitary District
and their new waste

EL 27: Solid Waste Reduction. Encourage
solid waste reduction methods towards
achieving a 94% diversion rate by 2025.

uses Adjacent to Public
Transit (page 6-47),
changing “encourage”
to “direct.”

not always be appropriate
given the locale.

CW

Modify Policy MO 17:
Comprehensive Bicycle
Path System, changing
“system of bicycle
facilities” to “bicycle
network.”

CW

Modify Policy GV 5
Community
Participation (page 658) to Incorporate “civil
discourse.”

Novato Sanitary District
EL

Modify Policy EL 27:
Solid Waste Reduction,
changing the diversion
rate goal to 80% by
2025, consistent with
Novato Sanitary
District’s goal.
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

NSD’s collection system consists of over 240
miles of sewer lines and 40 pump stations.
The District continues to work on upgrades
of the collection system and provides grants
to homeowners to upgrade their sewer
laterals.

NSD’s collection system consists of over 240
miles of sewer lines and 40 pump stations.
The District continues to work on upgrades of
the collection system and provides grants to
homeowners to upgrade replace their sewer
laterals.

Where the general plan
references “elderly” when
referring to residential care
facilities for the elderly,
which are regulated
through the California
Residential Care Facilities
Act (Health and Safety
Code Division 2, Chapter
3.2), no change is
proposed. Other edits
proposed to change
“elderly” to “seniors,”
consistent with
terminology in the General
Plan and the Novato
Municipal Code, and in
general usage by the City
(e.g., Margaret Todd Senior
Center, “senior citizen
housing,” etc.).

LW 14b: Universal Design
Recommendations. Consider the creation of
universal design recommendations to share
with developers and the public to facilitate
the ability of the elderly to remain in their
homes.

LW 14b: Universal Design
Recommendations. Consider the creation of
universal design recommendations to share
with developers and the public to facilitate
the ability of the elderly seniors to remain in
their homes.

MO 21: Accessibility Improvements. Create
an accessible circulation system that is
consistent with guidelines established by the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA),
allowing mobility-impaired users such as the
disabled and elderly to safety and effectively
travel within and beyond the City.

MO 21: Accessibility Improvements. Create
an accessible circulation system that is
consistent with guidelines established by the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA),
allowing mobility-impaired users such as the
disabled and elderly seniors to safety and
effectively travel within and beyond the City.

Edits proposed.

LW 14: Senior Services. Support and
promote the provision of comprehensive

LW 14: Senior Services. Support and
promote the provision of comprehensive

contractor prior to
recommending edits to the
Council in April.
CW

Modify sentence on
page 6-38, changing
“upgrade” to “replace.”

Edits proposed.

Age Friendly Novato Steering Committee
LW

LW

Change wording in the
Plan from “elderly” to
“older adults” in
keeping with County
terminology.

Modify Policy LW 14
Older Adult Services
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Chapter Comment

Staff Response

(page 4-22) to add
coordination with the
“County and non-profit
older adult service
providers” and add a
program encouraging
training programs for
all city staff in “best
practice” programs and
services for seniors as
they are developed.

Proposed Edits
Existing text
senior programs and services in coordination
with senior service providers.

Proposed Text
senior programs and services in coordination
with senior service providers the County and
non-profit senior service providers.

LW

Add to Program LW 14a Edits proposed.
Older Adult Services
(page 4-22) “Novato
Village and Novato
Independent Elders
Program.

LW 14a: Senior Services. Promote available
senior services and programs at the
Margaret Todd Senior Center and through
other City communication tools.

LW 14a: Senior Services. Promote available
senior services and programs at the Margaret
Todd Senior Center, Novato Village and
Novato Independent Elders Program and
through other City communication tools.

CW

Modify Policy MO 13:
Transit Facilities (page
6-48) to address the
lack of a bus stop at the
Margaret Todd Center.

Edits proposed to Program
MO 21d: Paratransit (same
as above, under comments
from the Recreation,
Cultural and Community
Services Commission).

MO 21d: Paratransit. Encourage the transit
agencies to provide cost-effective paratransit
and other transit options that enable the
mobility of the disabled and older adults.

MO 21d: Paratransit. Encourage the transit
agencies to provide cost-effective paratransit
and other transit options that enable the
mobility of the disabled and older adults.
Work with transit providers to provide bus
stops at facilities providing senior services,
such as the Margaret Todd
Senior Center.

LW

Consider adding a
policy or program
encouraging
coordinating existing
school programs close
to Margaret Todd to
engage in
intergenerational

No change recommended.
Past City efforts to
coordinate
intergenerational programs
between seniors and
school-age youth has not
been successful due to
logistical issues
28
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Chapter Comment
opportunities and
encourage older adult
mentorship and
volunteerism.

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

LU 27: Former Mission Lodge site.
Development should address the street
frontage and sidewalk with windows and
entries, and visibility of parking should be
minimized. Building scale and height should
be compatible with its location as a gateway
site, but should be considerate of the
adjacent single-family homes. Retain mature
trees to the maximum extent feasible,
acknowledging the need for visibility of
tenants. Protect the adjacent residential
neighborhood from potential impacts such
as noise from a potential drive-through and
loading/refuse areas, and screen parking and
loading areas. Consider vacating and
possible sale of portions of Front Street for a
desired development as appropriate.

LU 27: Former Mission Lodge site.
Development should address the street
frontage and sidewalk with windows and
entries, and visibility of parking should be
minimized. Building scale and height should
be compatible with its location as a gateway
site, but should be considerate of the
adjacent single-family homes. Retain mature
trees to the maximum extent feasible,
acknowledging the need for visibility of
tenants. Protect the adjacent residential
neighborhood from potential impacts such as
noise from a potential drive-through and
loading/refuse areas, and screen parking and
loading areas. Carefully evaluate any grading
proposal to assure that no appreciable
increase in flood water levels would occur in
the surrounding area. Consider vacating and
possible sale of portions of Front Street for a
desired development as appropriate.

(transportation of students
to senior center, need for
security clearance/TB
vaccines, etc.) and the
presence of school district
volunteer program offering
opportunities for senior
involvement in the
classroom.

Marin Conservation League
GP

Former Mission Lodge
site (page 2-31) is in a
flood zone that
prohibits fill due to
displacement of water
to neighboring
residential properties.
This would require new
commercial/residential
uses being located on
the second floor,
increasing their
visibility.

Edit proposed. The former
Mission Lodge site is within
the large Flood Zone AE.
Adding fill to these
properties is not
prohibited, but is required
under City code (Section 531.006) to be carefully
evaluated as part of a
grading permit process to
assure that the fill area
does not increase the
water surface area
appreciably in the
surrounding flood zone.

GP

Suggest that Site 5a
(ROIC property) of the
North Redwood Blvd.

No change recommended.
There would be no legal
nexus to require
29
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Corridor (page 2-34)
include a requirement
for daylighting the
creek behind Nova-Ro
III where it is piped
through site 5a.

development of a different
site across Redwood Blvd.
to fund very costly
environmental
improvements on another
property. This might be an
option to consider if
wetland mitigation is
required as part of a future
environmental review for
the new development.

GP

The proposals for the
Birkenstock warehouse
(page 2-38) address
reuse of the building.
Additional development
should be limited due
to the hills, adjacent
open space and as an
entry to Novato.

No change recommended.
The City’s Hillside
Ordinance significantly
limits development
potential due to slope
conditions. Site is within
the Urban Growth
Boundary, slated for
development.

AP

Site 4 (Campus
Properties) of the
North, North Redwood
Corridor shows a
housing overlay and no
site constraints in Table
46 (page C-77). The site
has a wetland and the
slopes are very
unusable and should be
identified as site
constraints.

No change recommended.
Table 46 (Available Land
Inventory) is part of the
Housing Element in
Appendix C which was
adopted in 2015. No
changes are recommended
to the Housing Element
which would necessitate
review and recertification
by State HCD. The site is
flat and does not contain
slopes. Wetlands exist on
the perimeters of the

Existing text

Proposed Text
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

housing site and will be
addressed by the City’s
Wetland Protection
Ordinance requirements.
EL

Figure EL-1 Waterways
(page 3-5) shows no
creeks flowing off Mt.
Burdell. This map
should reflect the same
waterways as the
County’s Novato Creek
Watershed Study, plus
the Rush Creek
Watershed.

No change recommended.
Figure EL-1 is identical to
that contained in the 1996
General Plan and is based
on USGS mapping of
waterways (“blue line
creeks”). Staff concurs
with the need to update
this map, which is called for
in Program EL 1c Update
Creek/Stream Map, which
will be based on new
mapping data and updating
definitions of creeks,
streams and significant
tributaries, which is called
for in Program EL 1b
Update Definitions. This
work is substantial and will
occur as an
implementation measure
subsequent to adoption of
the new General Plan.

EL

Figure EL-2 Watersheds
(page 3-6) is not
accurate. The
watershed identified in
green as San Antonio
Creek watershed should
be identified as Rush

Figure EL-2 has been
revised to separately
identify the Rush Creek
Watershed.

Revised figure attached [to come].
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Chapter Comment

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

Creek Watershed,
consistent with the
1999 Stream
Management
Guidelines prepared by
Questa Engineering.
EL

The City should
recognize the County’s
Baylands Corridor on
the maps identifying
environmentally
sensitive areas.
Comparable areas
within the City’s
jurisdiction should be
identified and similarly
protected.

No change recommended.
Novato established its
Baylands Overlay District as
well as Wetlands
Protection,
Waterway/Riparian
Protection and Scenic
Resources Protection
ordinances in 2001 to
protect undeveloped
baylands. Staff has asked
MCL to clarify the specific
protections provided by
the County’s regulations
that they believe are
lacking in Novato’s current
overlay district and
ordinances.

EL

It should be noted that
woodlands along
Novato Creek
northwest of town is a
remnant of a California
Bay, Oak forest.

No changes recommended.
The text is describing
general areas of
woodlands. There are
many areas containing
Oak/Bay woodlands in
Novato, including the
upper reaches of Novato
Creek, as shown in Figure
EL-3 Vegetation.
32
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Chapter Comment

Staff Response

Proposed Edits
Existing text

EL

Figure EL-6 Ridgelines
and Scenic Resources
(page 3-18) should
identify O’Hair Park as a
scenic resource.

No change recommended.
O’Hair Park is already
identified as a scenic area
in Figure EL-6.

EL

Consider including a
policy or program
requiring new
development to use
pervious surfaces for
parking lots and
driveways.

PW?

EL

Include a
goal/policy/program to
encourage Novato to
continue as a Tree City
and to encourage the
planting of trees,
especially along streets.

No changes recommended.
Several policies in the Draft
General Plan promote
street trees and trees in
general including LU 16, 18,
24, 27, 32, 33, and 34, CC 9,
14, 16 and 17, EL 22 and
23. In addition, Program EL
21a calls for the creation of
a citywide Tree
Management Program to
foster urban forest health
and replacement.

EL

Modify Program EL 26a
Zoning for Solar
Facilities (page 3-30) to
include large and
medium size solar
installations.

Edits proposed.

EL 26a Zoning for Solar Facilities. Consider
preparation of zoning regulations for siting
and design of large-scale solar energy
facilities.

EL

Modify Policy EL 27
Solid Waste Reduction

Staff concurs. The Marin
County Solid Waste JPA is

EL 27: Solid Waste Reduction. Encourage
solid waste reduction methods towards
33

Proposed Text

EL 26a Zoning for Solar Facilities. Consider
preparation of zoning regulations for siting
and design of large and medium-scale solar
energy facilities.
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Chapter Comment

EL

Staff Response

(page 3-31). 94% solid
waste diversion may be
too idealistic by 2025,
since Novato has barely
attained 50% diversion
and neither the City nor
Novato Sanitary District
have control over the
entire discards stream.
Appendix F Greenhouse
Gas Reduction
Measures references
96% diversion by 2035.

reevaluating its 2025
diversion goal. Staff has
done research and will be
discussing a revised goal
with Novato Sanitary
District staff. New waste
hauler (San Franciscobased Recology) may also
offer input.

Energy efficiency could
be promoted by
encouraging energy
audits and upgrades at
the time of property
sale, at the buyer’s
request.

In March 2015 the Council
considered and rejected a
mandatory resale
inspection/upgrade
program. Staff could try to
promote PACE and other
energy efficiency programs
through the Board of
Realtors.

Proposed Edits
Existing text
achieving a 94% diversion rate by 2025.

Proposed Text

Marin Audubon Society
EL

The land holdings of
Marin Audubon and the
County’s Rush Creek
Preserve should be
listed in Table EL-2
Open Space In and
Near Novato (page 315) and on Figure EL-5
Open Space Areas
(page 3-16).

Marin County’s Rush Creek
Open Space Preserve is
listed in Table EL-2. The
Audubon’s parcel APN 143151-23 is shown on Figure
EL-5 and listed in the Open
Space Inventory in
Appendix E because it is
designated Conservation.
The Audubon’s larger

143-151-24

X

X

X

Novato

R1

9
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Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

parcel APN 143-151-24 is
currently designated Low
Density Residential (R1).
Staff proposes to add this
parcel to the Open Space
Inventory in Appendix E
and include it in the map
on page E-10.
GP

Marin Audubon
requests that its
properties have a
General Plan Land Use
Designation which
precludes all
development potential.

The only land use category
that precludes almost all
development is Open
Space, which is defined
(page 2-20) as applying
only to publically owned
lands. This definition could
be broadened to apply to
private property upon
request of the property
owner as well. In addition,
Map GP-1 Land Use
Designations (page 2-17),
Figure EL-5 Open Space
Areas (page 3-16), the
Open Space Inventory
(Appendix E), and the Open
Space Inventory Map (page
E-10) would have to be
revised for the Audubonowned properties (APN
143-151-23 and 143-15124).

Open Space: The Open Space land use
designation applies to publicly-owned land
that is largely unimproved and devoted to
the preservation of natural resources,
agriculture, and outdoor recreation.
Additionally, caretaker quarters and utility
uses may be allowed.

Open Space: The Open Space land use
designation applies to publicly-owned land
and privately-owned land subject to
conservation easements that is largely
unimproved and devoted to the preservation
of natural resources, agriculture, and
outdoor recreation. Additionally, caretaker
quarters and utility uses may be allowed.

EL

The name of the
California Clapper Rail
has been changed to

Revise text on page 3-11
and in Table EL-1 SpecialStatus Animal and Plant

California Clapper Rail

California Clapper Rail California Ridgway’s
Rail
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California Ridgway’s
Rail.

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

Species to reflect the name
change.

EL

The description of the
Edits proposed.
acquisition of the Rush
Creek Preserve (page 314) is inaccurate. Marin
Audubon actually
acquired the property
and donated it to Marin
County Open Space
District and the
California Department
of Fish and Wildlife.

The Rush Creek Open Space preserve was
acquired by the Open Space District, with
significant help from the Marin Audubon
Society, specifically as bird habitat.

EL

Modify Policy EL 3
Wildlife Habitat by
eliminating words
“Endeavor to” and add
“and control human use
of these areas to
protect them.” Apply
this policy also to
wetlands, the Bay and
upland habitats.

No changes recommended.
Qualifying language is
suggested to make this a
policy statement, not a
mandate requiring a
General Plan amendment if
development proposals do
not “enhance” wildlife
areas. Policy EL 14
addresses public access to
open space areas. Finally,
this policy addresses
habitat in watercourses.
Other policies (EL 7, EL 11)
address protection of other
habitat areas.

Policy EL 3 Wildlife Habitat: Endeavor to
preserve and enhance wildlife habitat areas
in watercourse areas and control human use
of these areas as necessary to protect them.

EL

Add a separate policy
addressing protection
of endangered and
other special status

No changes recommended.
Policy EL 11 Species
Diversity and Habitat (page
3-27) addresses habitat

Policy EL 11 Species Diversity and Habitat:
Protect biological resources, including
migratory birds, anadromous fish, and
threatened and endangered species, that are

The Rush Creek Open Space preserve was
acquired by the Marin Audubon Society and
donated to the Marin County Open Space
District and California Department of Fish
and Wildlife , with significant help from the
Marin Audubon Society, specifically as bird
habitat.
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Chapter Comment

EL

Staff Response

species.

protection for threatened
and endangered species.

Modify Policy EL 6
Wetlands Ecology
(page 3-26) to retitle it
“Wetland Protection”
and to clearly state the
preferred alternative
for any proposed
development is to avoid
the wetlands. The
zoning code should be
modified to allow only
uses in wetlands that
are water dependent or
essential for public
safety. If the property
is too small to develop
without filling wetlands,
a biological assessment
should be required
beforehand to
determine the
functions and values of
the wetlands that
would be lost,
determine whether
avoidance is possible
and, if not, to identify
the least damaging area
to be impacted.

No changes recommended.
The title of the policy is
appropriate, and the
implementing program is
titled “Wetlands
Protection.” The Zoning
Code’s Wetland Protection
and Restoration Ordinance
includes the following text
re: preservation which staff
believes is sufficient to
protect wetlands unless the
decision-making authority
decides an encroachment is
warranted based on a
biological assessment of
the wetland function and
quality:
19.36.060a: “Development
shall be designed and
constructed to avoid
wetlands to the maximum
extent feasible” and
19.36.070a: “Wetland
Buffer. A buffer area of a
minimum of 50 feet in
width shall be established
to provide for undisturbed
habitat adjacent to the
wetland and to maintain
sufficient watershed to
support the wetland. The

Proposed Edits
Existing text
necessary to maintain a diversity of plant and
animal species.

Proposed Text

Policy EL 6 Wetlands Ecology: Preserve and
enhance wetlands ecology.
Program EL 6a Wetlands Protection: Ensure
that new development complies with the
requirements of the Wetland Protection and
Restoration ordinance in the Zoning Code.
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Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

Review Authority may
require additional width to
protect high habitat values
and/or provide adequate
watershed area and
hydrology.
The Review Authority may
reduce the wetland buffer if
a finding is made that:
1. The proposed buffer
provides adequate
watershed hydrology to
support the wetland and
protects the resource
value of the wetland; or
2. The strict application
of the buffer
requirement would result
in a taking of the
property without just
compensation.”
The ordinance also contains
additional requirements for
approval of a Wetland
Management Plan and
other area protections.

EL

Modify Policy EL 7
Bayland Area
Protection to define
baylands as all lands
that are or were
historically subject to
tidal action as well as
adjacent uplands 100
feet landward of the

No changes recommended
by staff. Expansion of the
Bayland Overlay Zone to
include previously diked
baylands and a 100’ upland
buffer would be a City
Council policy direction.

Policy EL 7 Bayland Area Protection
Regulate development in the Bayland
Overlay Zone so that it does not encroach
into wetlands or sensitive wildlife habitats,
provided that this regulation does not
prevent all use of a property. Discourage
human activity that damages fisheries or
habitat for birds, fish or other wildlife.
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Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

wetlands.
Recommends a
stronger word than
“discourage” human
activity…
EL

EL

Modify Policy EL 8 Tidal
Areas (page 3-27) to
call for the City to
regulate wetlands, not
just rely on other
agencies, rather than
approve development
that cannot
subsequently get
regulatory permits.

Edits proposed. As part of
the CEQA process, staff
involves regulatory
agencies in reviewing
environmental documents
and studies and in defining
mitigation measures. Staff
agrees that this can be
explicitly stated, but it
should apply to all habitat
areas, so modification of
Policy EL 16 Coordination
(page 3-26) is proposed.

Policy EL 8 Tidal Areas Cooperate with State
and Federal agencies to ensure that areas
subject to tidal action remain in their natural
state.

Policy EL 11 Species
and Habitat Diversity
(page 3-27) is
commendable. As
stated above, the City
should take a proactive
role in protecting
species, not just rely on
other agencies.
Program EL 11a Agency
Cooperation should be
modified to eliminate
the word
“substantially” – any
adverse effects to
endangered special

Edits proposed. As
suggested above, Policy 16
is proposed to articulate
the City’s active role with
regulatory agencies
through the CEQA process.
The word “substantially” in
Program EL 11a is included
since all development has
the potential to contribute
to impacts which
cumulatively adversely
affect species, such as
adding greenhouse gases
or roadway runoff, or
reduce the amount of

Policy EL 11 Species and Habitat Diversity.
Protect biological resources, including
migratory birds, anadromous fish, and
threatened and endangered species, that are
necessary to maintain a diversity of plant and
animal species.
Program EL 11a Agency Cooperation.
Cooperate with state and federal agencies to
ensure that development does not
substantially adversely affect special status
species appearing on the state or federal list
for any rare, endangered, or threatened
species.

Policy 16 Coordination. Work with local,
regional, state, and federal agencies on
environmental protection efforts.

Policy 16 Coordination. Work with local,
regional, state, and federal agencies on
environmental protection efforts. Involve
regulatory agencies in the environmental
review process and in developing mitigation
measures.

Policy 16 Coordination. Work with local,
regional, state, and federal agencies on
environmental protection efforts. Involve
regulatory agencies in the environmental
review process and in developing mitigation
measures.
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Chapter Comment
status species should
be avoided whenever
possible.

Proposed Edits

Staff Response

Existing text

Proposed Text

undeveloped land
accessible to such species.

EL

Policy EL 14 Access to
No edits proposed.
Public Open Space
(page 3-27) is
beneficial. Public
access should only be
provided where
impacts can be avoided.

Policy EL 14 Access to Public Open Space.
Protect publicly-owned open space areas in
their natural state consistent with public
access as appropriate, while minimizing
adverse environmental impacts. Encourage
public access to publically-owned open space
and shorelines where appropriate in a
manner compatible with the preservation
and enhancement of the natural
environment. Secure access to open space
through review of development proposals
where appropriate and legal.

EL

Modify Policy EL 21
Trees on Public Land
(page 3-28) to state a
goal of “avoiding
removal of native trees
whenever possible.”
The text sounds like
cutting native trees is
fine as long as
additional trees are
planted.

Edits proposed.

Policy EL 21 Trees on Public Land. Protect
native woodlands and significant trees on
public lands by planting additional trees
needed to maintain age and species
diversity, ensuring the proper and timely
pruning of trees, and removing non-native
species, particularly if they are invasive.

EL

Modify Program EL21a
Tree Management
Program (page 3-28)
from “Consider
adopting” to “Adopt”
and expand to apply to
any natural lands the

No changes proposed. The
use of “Consider” is
intentional, since
implementing this
expensive program is
contingent upon the City
Council approving future

Program EL21a Tree Management Program.
Consider adopting a Tree Management
Program for trees on City-owned land and
the right of way, establishing varieties, size
and spacing requirements, and priority
planting schedules. Said program should
include standards for both the City and

Policy EL 21 Trees on Public Land. Protect
native woodlands and significant trees on
public lands. Enhance the urban forest and
wildlands by planting additional trees needed
to maintain age and species diversity,
ensuring the proper and timely pruning of
trees, and removing non-native species,
particularly if they are invasive.
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Chapter Comment

Staff Response

Proposed Edits
Existing text
adjacent property owners in accordance with
Chapter 15 of the Novato Municipal Code.

City owns.

funding. The program
would include creating a
management plan for trees
in open space areas.

EL

Modify Policy EL 22
Trees on Private
Property (page 3-29) to
include a program
calling for a tree
preservation ordinance
that restricts the
removal of native trees
over a certain diameter.

No edits proposed. The
City already has an
ordinance and permit
process for removal of any
tree over 6” in diameter on
undeveloped sites and over
24” elsewhere.

Policy EL 22 Trees on Private Property.
Encourage and, where appropriate, require
actions by private property owners to
protect the health of native woodlands and
trees.

EL

Modify Policy 23 Trees
in New Development
(page 3-29) to require
retention of native
trees and stating a
preference for planting
native trees in new
development.

No edits proposed. The
policy states the intent to
retain native vegetation to
the “maximum extent
feasible.” Requiring
retention is not always
possible depending on site
conditions, including the
extent and location of
native trees. The City’s
water efficient landscape
ordinance requires the
planting of natives and
Mediterranean-acclimated
plants.

Policy 23 Trees in New Development.
Require that the site planning, construction
and maintenance of development preserve
existing healthy trees and native vegetation
on site to the maximum extent feasible.
Replace trees and vegetation not able to be
saved.

Proposed Text
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Chapter Staff Edits

Explanation

n/a

Acknowledgements
page

Add a caption for the
cover photo.

n/a

Table of Contents,
pages 1-11 and 1-13,
Chapter 6 heading, and
Appendix A
Implementation Plan
heading (page A-25)

Change “City That
Works” to “A City That
Works” to be consistent
with the City’s Strategic
Plan.

GP

Delete Figure GP-3
(page 2-14)

Historical and projected
jobs were quantified
using different
methodologies.

GP

Table GP-2 General
Plan Land Use Acreage
(page 2-15 and 2-16)

Revise acreage to reflect
the change in land use
designation for a portion
of the Hamilton Hospital
parcel (APN 157-690-52)
from Parkland to Mixed
Use and proposed
changes to land use
designations for focus
area parcels and the
Rosalia Water Tank site.

Existing Text

Proposed Text
Cover photo: View of Novato from Mt. Burdell.

City That Works

A City That Works

Remove figure.

566
4,384
375
6,023 37.4%
63
41
384

0.3%

319

2.0%

277

1.7%
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Chapter Staff Edits

Explanation

Existing Text

Proposed Text

797

4.9%

341

GP

Map GP-1 Land Use
Designations (page 217)

Revise map to reflect the
change in land use
designation for a portion
of the Hamilton Hospital
parcel (APN 157-690-52)
from Parkland to Mixed
Use, and a portion of the
North Marin Water
District’s Rosalia Tank
site (APN 153-111-15)
from Business and
Professional Office to
Very Low Density
Residential.

GP

Table GP-3: General
Commercial Land Use
Category (page 2-19),

Correct grammatical
error and clarify
residential use.

Revised map attached.

The General Commercial land use designation
is applied to areas appropriate for a broad
range of retail, service, manufacturing,
warehousing, research and development,
office, recreation, assembly, education,
residential and utility uses may be allowed.

The General Commercial land use designation
is applied to areas appropriate for a broad
range of retail, service, manufacturing,
warehousing, research and development,
office, recreation, assembly, education,
residential live/work and utility uses may be
allowed.
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Chapter Staff Edits

Explanation

GP

Table GP-3: Downtown
Core Land Use Category
(page 2-19)

Correct grammatical
error.

GP

Table GP-4:
Development
Projections (page 2-21)

Revise table to reflect
updated commercial and
office square footage
projections.

GP

New Program LU 1c:
North Marin Water
District’s Water Tank
Sites (Page 2-24)

Add a program calling for
redesignation and
rezoning of the North
Marin Water District’s
water tank sites as
agreed by the City
Council at their
November 10, 2015
meeting.

GP

Policy LU 5: Urban
Growth Boundary (page
2-25)

Correct typos and
grammatical error.

Existing Text
The Downtown Core land use designation is
applied to the downtown area suitable for a
mix of retail, service, office, recreation,
assembly, education, residential and utility
uses may be allowed.

Proposed Text
The Downtown Core land use designation is
applied to the downtown area suitable for a
mix of retail, service, office, recreation,
assembly, education, residential and utility
uses may be allowed.

688,509 sq. ft.

4,445,469 sq. ft.

646,353 sq. ft.

4,074,271 sq. ft.

Lu 1c: North Marin Water District’s Water
Tank Sites. Consider redesignating the Rosalia
Water Tank site parcel (APN 153-11-15) from
Business and Professional Office to Very Low
Density Residential, and rezoning the Rosalia
and San Marin water tank sites to zoning
districts compatible with their residential land
use designations.
LU 5: Urban Growth Boundary. An Urban
Growth Boundary (UGB) as shown on the
Land Use Map (Figure GP 6) was approved by

LU 5: Urban Growth Boundary. An Urban
Growth Boundary (UGB) as shown on the Land
Use Map (Figure GP 6) Figure GP-5 was
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Chapter Staff Edits

Explanation

GP

Figure GP-6: General
Plan Focus Areas (page
2-27) and text on page
2-27

Enlarge and renumber
numbers in circles and
revise train station
symbol to be legible.

GP

Figure GP-7: Downtown
(page 2-30)

Revise train station
symbol to be legible.

GP

North Redwood
Corridor vision
statement on page 2-32

Revise to refer to both
the San Marin and
Downtown SMART
stations.

GP

Figure GP-8: North
Redwood Corridor
(page 2-35)

Revise train station
symbol to be legible.

Existing Text

Proposed Text

the citizens of Novato in 1987 and remains in
effect until November 4, 2017. The full text
of the voter-approved Urban Growth
Boundary provisions are contained in
Appendix D.

approved by the citizens of Novato in 1987
1997 and remains in effect until November 4,
2017. The full text of the voter-approved
Urban Growth Boundary provisions are is
contained in Appendix D.

The General Plan includes four focus areas as
shown in GP-6: the Downtown; the North
Redwood Corridor; the North, North
Redwood Corridor; and the Northwest
Quadrant Neighborhood.

The General Plan includes four focus areas as
shown in GP-6: 1) the Downtown; 2) the North
Redwood Corridor; 3) the North, North
Redwood Corridor; and 4) the Northwest
Quadrant neighborhood.

The North Redwood Corridor provides an
opportunity for the City to address its historic
retail sales leakage and address community
needs by creating a vibrant retail area with a
unique sense of place, featuring inviting
gathering places with restaurants and
entertainment. New commercial
development should be pedestrian-oriented
with an active street frontage and convenient
pedestrian and bicycle connections to the
Downtown and the SMART station. New
residences are encouraged, both on the
remaining Atherton Ranch site and on the
vacant site east of Trader Joe’s. Redwood
Boulevard should be enhanced with
improvements such as landscaping,
pedestrian/bicycle paths and wide sidewalks.

The North Redwood Corridor provides an
opportunity for the City to address its historic
retail sales leakage and address community
needs by creating a vibrant retail area with a
unique sense of place, featuring inviting
gathering places with restaurants and
entertainment. New commercial development
should be pedestrian-oriented with an active
street frontage and convenient pedestrian and
bicycle connections to the Downtown and the
nearby SMART stations. New residences are
encouraged, both on the remaining Atherton
Ranch site and on the vacant site east of
Trader Joe’s. Redwood Boulevard should be
enhanced with improvements such as
landscaping, pedestrian/bicycle paths and
wide sidewalks.
Final map version will be modified.
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Chapter Staff Edits

Explanation

LW

SMART/Northwest
Pacific Railroad
paragraph on page 4-12

Update information on
SMART service.

LW

Revise Table LW-1 City
Parks to update
amenities in the listed
parks.

See attached edit sheet.

LW

Existing Text

Proposed Text

SMART has begun reconstruction of the rail
line to support their future passenger service
which is expected to begin in 2016.

SMART has begun reconstruction of the rail
line to support their future passenger service
which is expected to begin passenger service
in 2016 2017.

Revise description of
the functions of the
Downtown Recreation
Center (page 4-5).

The Downtown Recreation Center is a
multipurpose community center offering a
comprehensive recreation program serving
all ages, from preschool to senior.
Programmed activities include card games,
sports, tournaments, video games, pool
tables and foosball. Events held at the Center
include middle school dances serving
hundreds of Novato’s young people each
year.

The Downtown Recreation Center is a
multipurpose community center offering a
comprehensive recreation program serving all
ages, from preschool to senior. Programmed
activities include card games, sports,
tournaments, video games, pool tables and
foosball. Events held at the Center include
middle school dances school recreation nights
serving hundreds of Novato’s young people
each year.

LW

Revise description of
the functions of the
Hamilton Community
Center (page 4-5).

The recreation amenities in the Hamilton
area offer a variety of indoor and outdoor
recreational facilities. The Community Center
includes an arts and crafts room, a dance
studio, an auditorium, multipurpose rooms,
and a recreation room. The Recreation Area
has a pool, a baseball field, a multi-use turf
area, a gymnasium with a full-length
basketball court, racquetball courts, an
amphitheater with a stage and a picnic area,
plus lighted tennis courts and basketball and
roller hockey court.

The recreation amenities in the Hamilton area
offer a variety of indoor and outdoor
recreational facilities. The Hamilton
Community Center includes a preschool an
arts and crafts room, a dance studio, an
auditorium, multipurpose rooms, and a
recreation room. The Recreation Area has a
pool, a baseball field, a multi-use turf area, a
gymnasium with a full-length basketball court,
racquetball courts (closed), an amphitheater
with a stage and a picnic area, plus lighted
tennis courts and basketball and roller hockey
court.

LW

Revise description of
the functions of the

The History Museum provides a look into
Novato’s early days, with historic photos,
46

The History Museum provides a look into
Novato’s early days, with historic photos,
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Chapter Staff Edits

Explanation

Hamilton Field History
Museum (page 4-6).

Existing Text

Proposed Text

documents and books, featuring in-depth
accounts of social and ranch life from
Novato’s past. The Museum is operated by
the City with support from Historical Guild
volunteers.

documents and books, featuring in-depth
accounts of social and ranch life from Novato’s
past. The Museum is operated by the City with
support from Novato Historical Guild
volunteers.

LW

Section 4.4 Healthy
Eating, Active Living
(page 4-8)

Revise text to reflect in
improvements currently
under construction at
Bahia Mini Parks

Novato has 17 City parks or indoor facilities
and 13 schools that provide active recreation
opportunities. All areas of Novato are within
a half-mile walking and a one-mile biking
distance from these facilities, with the
exception of the Bahia and Partridge Knolls
neighborhoods, although these
neighborhoods are adjacent to public open
space and trails. The Bahia neighborhood also
has several small pocket parks and access to
water recreation facilities along the Petaluma
River.

Novato has 17 18 City parks or indoor facilities
and 13 schools that provide active recreation
opportunities. All areas of Novato are within a
half-mile walking and a one-mile biking
distance from these facilities, with the
exception of the Bahia and Partridge Knolls
neighborhoods, although these this
neighborhoods are is adjacent to public open
space and trails. The Bahia neighborhood also
has several small pocket parks and access to
water recreation facilities along the Petaluma
River.

CW

SMART paragraph on
page 6-16

Update information on
SMART service.

SMART passenger service is expected to
begin in late 2016. Once operational, SMART
will provide service to Novato residents and
businesses at two stops, a Novato North –San
Marin Station located on Redwood
Boulevard, and a Novato South—Hamilton
Station located just north of Main Gate
Road. A Downtown Novato Station adjacent
to the Depot lot on Grant Avenue is planned
with the first phase of construction beginning
in 2016.

SMART passenger service is expected to begin
in late 2016 2017. Once operational, SMART
will provide service to Novato residents and
businesses at two stops, a Novato North –San
Marin Station located on Redwood Boulevard,
and a Novato South—Hamilton Station located
just north of Main Gate Road. A Downtown
Novato Station adjacent to the Depot lot on
Grant Avenue is planned with the first phase
of construction beginning in 2016.

AP

Appendix A:
Implementation Table
heading

Correct typo

Ordinance or Other Legistation

Ordinance or Other Legistation Legislation
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Chapter Staff Edits
AP

Modify cost estimate
for Program EL 25e:
Public Outreach in
Appendix A
Implementation Plan

Explanation

Existing Text

Proposed Text

Cost estimate is already
included in preceding
program.

Included in
Program EL 25d
AP

AP

Modify cost estimate
for Program EL 25f:
Energy Conservation
Programs in Appendix A
Implementation Plan

Cost estimate is already
included in preceding
program.

Modify cost estimate
for Program EL 25g:
PACE Financing in
Appendix A
Implementation Plan

Cost estimate is already
included in preceding
program.

Included in
Program EL 25d

Included in
Program EL 25d
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Chapter Staff Edits

Explanation

AP

Add Housing Element
implementation table

AP

Appendix C, Housing
Remove “n” in front of
Element (pages C-131 to each program ID.
C-160)

AP

Appendix F, GHG
Emissions Reduction
Summary (pages F-1
and F-2) and Measure
29 (page F-46)

Revise GHG reduction
calculated for 2035 as
per revision to Policy EL
27 (to be determined).

AP

Appendix F, Public
Outreach Reduction
Measure 5 (page F-8)

Revise Program
Description to include a
reference to the Resilient
Neighborhoods program

Existing Text

While the Housing
Element isn’t being
updated, the
Implementation Table in
Appendix A should list all
General Plan programs to
facilitate implementation
tracking and reporting.

Proposed Text
Staff will being updating Appendix A to include
Housing Element programs.

Implement a communitywide public outreach
and education campaign to inform residents,
businesses, and consumers about the way
that individuals can reduce their energy costs
and GHG emissions. This includes informing
the public about the benefits of installing
energy efficient indoor and outdoor lighting
and alerting them to the availability of free or
reduced cost energy audit programs, rebates,
and other incentives that are available to
assist residential and commercial energy
audits and retrofits. Utilize the City's website,
newsletters, social media, energy bill inserts,

Implement a communitywide public outreach
and education campaign to inform residents,
businesses, and consumers about the way that
individuals can reduce their energy costs and
GHG emissions. This includes informing the
public about the benefits of installing energy
efficient indoor and outdoor lighting and
alerting them to the availability of free or
reduced cost energy audit programs, rebates,
and other incentives that are available to
assist residential and commercial energy
audits and retrofits. Utilize the City's website,
newsletters, social media, energy bill inserts,
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Chapter Staff Edits

Explanation

Existing Text
public service announcements, recognition
programs, and other forms of public
outreach.

public service announcements, recognition
programs, and other forms of public outreach.
Work with community-based outreach
organizations, such as Resilient
Neighborhoods, to educate and motivate
community members on ways to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions in their homes,
businesses, transportation modes, and other
activities.
Marin Clean Energy
Community Action 1-6 Reduction Measure 6
Action Program Description: Encourage Marin
Clean Energy to reach its goal to provide Light
Green power content that is 95 percent GHGfree by 2025. Encourage homeowners and
businesses to purchase Marin Clean Energy’s
Deep Green 100 percent renewable electricity.

AP

Appendix F, Marin Clean Correct title and program
Energy Measure 1-6
description to reflect
(page F-9)
Council’s vote on March
15, 2015.

Marin Clean Energy
Community Action 1-6
Action: Encourage Marin Clean Energy to
reach its goal to provide Light Green power
content that is 95 percent GHG-free by 2025.
Encourage homeowners and businesses to
purchase Marin Clean Energy’s Deep Green
100 percent renewable electricity.

AP

Appendix F, Increase
Tree Cover Reduction
Measure 11 (page F-15)

year

Correct formatting error
in second line of
calculation table and
clarify calculation
assumption for number
of trees planted in the
inventory period.

Proposed Text

Number of trees planted between 2015 and 2020 or 2035 target years in
active growing stage (average 500 trees per year)
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Chapter Staff Edits
AP

Appendix F, Zero Waste,
Measure 29

Explanation

Existing Text

Add an action to the
Program Description to
consider updating the
City’s Environmentally
Preferable Purchasing
and Contracting Policy.

Proposed Text
k. Consider updating the City’s
Environmentally Preferable Purchasing and
Contracting Policy adopted in 2008 to
incorporate the latest standards and best
practices.
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Revisions to Maps and Figures
Figure GP-1 Novato Areas

Map GP-1 Land Use Designations
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Map GP-1 Land Use Designations
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Playground, lawn area, picnic tables, benches
Benches, synthetic turf area, picnic tables

Picnic table, lawn area
Benches, synthetic turf area, picnic tables

rea
Lighted ballfields and bleachers,
______________
picnic area, and restrooms
Benches, synthetic turf area, picnic tables
, walking path
_________________________________________
*

Benches, synthetic turf area, picnic tables

rea
, no amenities
, lawn area

_____ Park
Pathway with no amenities
Benches,
synthetic
turf area,
Benches,
synthetic
turfpicnic
area,tables
picnic tables
rea

rea

, benches
, seating

*
Benches, synthetic turf area, picnic tables

, basketball hoop
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Benches, synthetic turf area, picnic tables
* Properties owned by other entities but maintained and managed by the City
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I-6
9.

INTRODUCTION – Proposed Edits/Responses to Council Suggestions
Page

Proposed Edits

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Existing Text

Proposed Text

1-3

“The State of California requires
every city and county to have a
general plan to guide future
development, conserve resources,
and provide for public welfare and
safety.”

“The State of California requires
every city and county to have a
general plan to guide future
development, parks, and recreation;
preserve open space and the
environment; conserve resources;
and provide for public health, safety
and welfare.”

1-4

“The new highway bypassed the
City center, leaving the vestiges of
the old Redwood Highway behind
in the guise of Redwood
Boulevard.”

“The new highway bypassed the City
center, leaving the vestiges of the
old Redwood Highway behind, in the
guise of now known as Redwood
Boulevard.”

1-4

“In that same year, the Hamilton
Air Force Base was closed,
transferred to the United States
Army and other federal entities,
and renamed Hamilton Army Air
Field.”

“In that same year, portions of the
Hamilton Air Force Base was closed,
were transferred to the United
States Army and other federal
entities, and renamed Hamilton
Army Air Field. The U.S. Coast
Guard and the Pacific Strike Team
continue to call Hamilton Field their
home.”

Councilmember Eklund suggests adding the following text due to the huge
influence Hamilton has on our history. Staff recommends against the
additional detail in an effort to retain the brevity of the entire document,
and notes that there is more detailed information about Hamilton on page
2-11. “The National Pacific Strike Team of the US Coast Guard took up
residence in 2 of the historical hangars and the housing was transferred to
the US Navy. A 411 acre parcel of the base was transferred to the General
Services Administration for public sale. In 1995, the acreage held by the
Army was transferred to the New Hamilton Partnership and public/private
redevelopment of the former air base commenced; the name was soon
changed back to its original “Hamilton Field. In 1996, the US Navy vacated
its presence in the SF Bay Area which resulted in the US Navy vacating the
Hamilton Housing and many historic buildings and pool.”

1-6

“Commercial uses are concentrated
downtown along Grant Avenue,
along Redwood Boulevard, in
pockets along Highway 101, and in
various small clusters and

“Commercial uses are concentrated
downtown along Grant Avenue,
along or Redwood Boulevard, in
pockets along Highway 101, and in
various small clusters and

Councilmember Eklund has offered the following text to describe the 1997
UGB ballot measure history. Staff has proposed a briefer version. “With
the continued development in the City and of Hamilton Field, the
environmental organizations and community worked with the City of
Novato placing a ballot measure establishing an Urban Growth Boundary
1
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Page

Proposed Edits
Existing Text
convenience centers.”
“Novato Industrial Park contains
the bulk of the City’s warehousing,
distribution, and manufacturing
uses.”

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
Proposed Text
convenience centers near residential for the next 20 years that won handily by the voters that kept urban
areas.”
development within city limits.”
“Novato Industrial Park, also known
as the Bel Marin Keys Industrial
Parks, contains the bulk of the City’s
warehousing, distribution, and
manufacturing uses.”

“A network of open space
surrounds the City. The Loma
Verde, Pacheco Valley, and Ignacio
Valley preserves bound the City on
the south and the Indian Valley and
Indian Tree preserves lie to the
west. Mt. Burdell and Rush Creek
open space form the northern
edge, and the Petaluma River and
San Pablo Bay bound the City on
the east. Agricultural activities
continue primarily outside the City
limits.”

“A network of open space surrounds
the City. The Loma Verde, Pacheco
Valley, and Ignacio Valley preserves
bound the City on the south and the
Indian Valley and Indian Tree
preserves lie to the west. Mt.
Burdell and Rush Creek open space
form the northern edge, and the
Petaluma River and San Pablo Bay
bound the City on the east.
Agricultural activities continue
primarily outside the City limits. In
1997 Novato voters approved a
ballot measure establishing an
Urban Growth Boundary to keep
urban development from extending
into rural and natural areas.”

“In 2015, Novato is home to nearly
53,000 people and provides
approximately 22,500 jobs. With
an abundance of natural beauty, a
rich history, comfortable
neighborhoods, a diversified
economy, and a promising life
sciences industry, the City is well-

“In 2015, Novato is was home to
nearly 53,000 people and provides
approximately 22,500 jobs. With an
abundance of natural beauty, a rich
history, comfortable neighborhoods,
a diversified economy, and a
promising health and life sciences
industry, the City is well-positioned
2
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Proposed Edits
Existing Text
positioned to continue to thrive
into the into the 21st century.”

Proposed Text
to continue to thrive into the into
the 21st century.”

“We, the citizens of Novato, love
our community: its natural beauty,
quaint downtown and small town
character, safe, quiet
neighborhoods, excellent schools
and parks, and above all, our
friendly, caring people. We envision
a sustainable community that fits
naturally into the environment and
provides our basic needs so that all
can continue to enjoy the benefits
of living in this very special place.”

“We, the citizens of Novato, love our
community: its natural beauty,
quaint downtown and small town
character, safe, quiet
neighborhoods, excellent schools
and parks, and above all, our
friendly, caring people. We envision
a sustainable community that fits
naturally into the environment and
provides for our basic needs so that
all can continue to enjoy the benefits
of living in this very special place.”

 the open space, hillsides,

 the open space, hillsides,

ridgelines, creeks, wetlands and
other natural features that give
our City its scenic beauty and
define our borders;

ridgelines, creeks, wetlands and
other natural features that give
our City its scenic beauty, quality
of life and define our borders;

 creation of venues to enrich the
cultural and performing arts
venues to enrich cultural and
performing arts

 creation of venues to enrich the
cultural visual and performing arts
venues to enrich cultural and
performing arts

 commercial development that
sustains our tax base to meet the
needs of our residents and
supports quality public services;

 commercial development with a
focus on increasing high-paying
jobs that sustains our tax base to
meet the needs of our residents
and supports quality public
services;

 establishment of diverse

 establishment and enhancement

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Councilmember Drew asks where the Guiding Principles came from.

The following are proposed edits that staff does not recommend since
they are more substantive changes to the vision statement. Specific staff
comments are noted in brackets [ ].
Councilmember Drew suggests:
 commercial development that sustains our tax base without drastic
alteration of our environment or reduction of our quality of life to meet
the needs of our residents and supports quality public services;
 establishment and enhancement of diverse interconnected modes of
local transportation, including bicycle and pedestrian paths and trails,
shuttles, busses, and paratransit that will facilitate mobility;
Councilmember Eklund suggests:
 the small town character of our community, downtown and our
historical heritage; [“small town character” is in the first sentence of
the vision statement. Also, this phrase isn’t defined and means different
things to different people.]
 the financial integrity of our City local governments and non-profits so
that it may continue to serve the civic needs of all of our residents. [The
City’s General Plan should relate to the City’s financial integrity, not that
of other districts or non-profits that the City cannot control.]
 creation of public gathering places, parks, recreational facilities and
community gardens and small farms that provide a sense of community,
and allow enjoyment of our natural amenities; [The City does not have
or has not planned a small public farm to date.]

3
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Proposed Edits
Existing Text
interconnected modes of local
transportation, including bicycle
and pedestrian paths and trails,
shuttles, busses, and paratransit
that will facilitate mobility;

Proposed Text
of diverse interconnected modes
of local transportation, including
bicycle and pedestrian paths and
trails, shuttles, busses, and
paratransit that will facilitate
mobility;

“Our vision is to maintain what we
love about our City while providing
for a future that is better than the
present.”

“Our vision is to maintain what we
love about our City while providing
for a future that is better than
improves upon the present while
providing a secure future for coming
generations.”

“The built environment has
changed dramatically since 1996.
The reuse of the Hamilton Army Air
Field, which closed in 1988 and left
many shuttered homes in its wake,
added over 2,100 new homes to
Novato on the east and west side
of Highway 101. Several of the
historic Spanish Revival style
buildings were restored and
converted into community facilities
and senior housing, and old aircraft
hangars were converted to
commercial uses. Redevelopment
also brought new open space lands
and trails to southern Novato as
well as a 2,600-acre wetland
restoration project that will return
a portion of the vast tracks of San
Francisco Bay marshland lost to
development over the past century
and provide critical habitat for

“The built environment has changed
dramatically since 1996. The reuse
of the Hamilton Army Air Field,
which closed in 1988 and left many
shuttered homes in its wake, added
over 2,100 new homes to Novato on
the east and west side of Highway
101, over 600 of which are
affordable. Several of the historic
Spanish Revival style buildings were
restored and converted into
community facilities and senior
housing, and old aircraft hangars
were converted to commercial uses.
Redevelopment also brought new
open space lands and trails to
southern Novato as well as a 2,600acre wetland restoration project.
that The project will return a portion
of the vast tracks of San Francisco
Bay marshland lost to development
over the past century and provide

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Councilmember Eklund has offered the following edits as well:
“The built environment has changed dramatically since 1996 primarily due
to the reuse of the Hamilton Army Air Field, which is the only base in the
country that has closed three time, but remains open for use by the US
Coast Guard. The reuse of the Hamilton Army Air Field, which closed in
1988 and left many shuttered homes in its wake, added over 2,100 new
homes to Novato on the east and west side of Highway 101, over 600 of
which are affordable.”
“Redevelopment also brought new open space lands and trails to southern
Novato as well as a and restored 2,600 acres 2,600-acre wetland
restoration project that will return a portion of the vast tracks of San
Francisco Bay mashland lost to development over the past century and
provide to salt and fresh water wetlands providing critical habitat for
plants, wildlife and waterfowl while improving San Francisco Bay and
Novato’s quality of life.”
“Novato’s Downtown has been and remains the historic heart of Novato
since the railroad first came to the City in 1879. A major goal of the 1996
Plan was to revitalize the Downtown…” [While the added text is true, the
paragraph is discussing the past, not the present condition.]

4
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Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Existing Text
plants, wildlife and waterfowl.”

Proposed Text
critical habitat for plants, wildlife
and waterfowl.”

1-10

“The North Redwood Boulevard
Corridor planning workshops
addressed the area bounded by
Olive Avenue to the south and San
Marin Drive to the north. The
community’s ultimate vision for the
area includes a vibrant, pedestrianoriented retail development with
gathering places, restaurants and
entertainment in place of the
existing commercial and industrial
uses.”

“The North Redwood Boulevard
Corridor planning workshops
addressed the area bounded by
Olive Avenue to the south and San
Marin Drive to the north. The
community’s ultimate vision for the
area includes a vibrant lively,
pedestrian-oriented retail
development with gathering places,
restaurants and entertainment in
place of the existing commercial and
industrial uses.”

Councilmember Drew prefers the term “lively” to “vibrant’.”

1-10

“The third focus area concerns the
Northwest Quadrant
Neighborhood, one of the historic
neighborhoods of Downtown
Novato. The community’s vision for
the area is to increase
reinvestment and revitalization of
the neighborhood through the
development of carefully designed
housing types, including single
family and small-scale multi-family
housing that complements the
existing scale and architecture.

“The third focus area concerns the
Northwest Quadrant
Neighborhood, one of the historic
neighborhoods of Downtown
Novato. The community’s vision for
the area is to retain existing single
family homes where desired by
owners and to increase
reinvestment and revitalization of
the neighborhood through the
development of carefully designed
housing types, including single
family and small-scale multi-family
housing that complements the
existing scale and architecture.

Staff would note that this paragraph is attempting to summarize the NW
Quad focus area. The detailed language of the neighborhood objectives is
found on pages 2-41 through 2-43.
Councilmember Drew has offered the following edits as well:
“The third focus area concerns the Northwest Quadrant Neighborhood,
one of the historic neighborhoods of Downtown Novato. The community’s
vision for the area is to increase reinvestment and revitalization of the
neighborhood through the development of carefully designed housing
types, including single family and small-scale multi-family housing that
complements the existing scale and architecture, carving out a community
part at the same time. The City held two workshops in March 2015 to
explore community concerns and identify ways to revitalize the
neighborhood. A community concern voiced at the March 2015 cityhosted workshops was existing need for more parking and concern that
infill development would magnify this need.”
Councilmember Eklund offers the following edits:
“The third focus area concerns the Northwest Quadrant Neighborhood,
5
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Proposed Edits

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
one of the historic neighborhoods of Downtown Novato. The community’s
vision for the area is for a park, maintain single family homes and to
increase reinvestment and revitalization of the neighborhood through the
development of carefully designed housing types, including single family
and small-scale multi-family housing that complements the existing scale
and architecture with adequate parking for the neighborhood.”

Existing Text

Proposed Text

1-11

“Much has changed in 20 years,
and as the City looks forward to the
next two decades, two themes
emerge as guiding principles for the
2035 General Plan and underpin
the goals, policies and programs of
several chapters.”

“Much has changed in 20 years, and
as the City looks forward to the next
two decades, two themes the
obesity epidemic and the urgency of
addressing climate change emerge
as critical issues for the continued
health of the community as guiding
principles for the 2035 General Plan
and underpin the goals, policies and
programs of several chapters.”

Councilmember Eklund suggests not having the identified themes.
Councilmember Councilmembers Drew suggests changing the title of the
General Plan Themes. Councilmember Drew calls the obesity epidemic
and climate change Emergent Challenges or Areas of Concern, NOT
General Plan Themes.
Councilmembers Drew and Eklund also mention that the process graphic
to the right of the page doesn’t relate to the adjacent text. Staff has
attempted to incorporate interesting photos, graphs or call-out boxes on
most pages to improve the appearance of the document. Page 1-10
contains much of the text on the update process, but the photos of
community participation are located in that page margin. Staff proposes
to add the following notation to the text on page 1-11 to refer to the
process graphic:
“Each step of the General Plan Update process (see graphic) was
supported by…

1-12

“Overarching strategies to create a
sustainable community include:”

“Overarching Sstrategies to create a
sustainable community include:”

Councilmember Eklund suggests deleting the Sustainability section.

1-13

Economic Vitality addresses the
economic needs of the City.

Economic Vitality addresses the
economic needs of the City
community.

“The Environmental Impact Report
determines the type and extent of
environmental impacts that would
result from implementation of the
General Plan.”

“The Environmental Impact Report
determines the type and extent of
some of the environmental impacts
that would result from
implementation of the General Plan
and explores possible mitigations.

Councilmember Eklund suggests the following edits:
Living Well covers parks, recreational and cultural facilities, services and
programs, visual and performing arts, healthy eating and active living, and
noise, caring and connected community that is safe and secure. [Staff
would note that these descriptions of the chapters are composed of the
section headings in each chapter, and would recommend using that
convention to retain consistency and brevity.]
Councilmembers Eklund and Drew do not like the “A City that Works”
chapter title. [Staff would note that these utilize the titles from the
Strategic Plan, not because the documents must have similar structure,
6
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Proposed Text

1-14

“Importantly, the General Plan
empowers the City, public agencies
that work with the City, and private
developers to invest in and plan for
a future in accordance with the
Plan’s goals and policies.”

“Importantly, the General Plan
empowers the City, residents,
businesses, non-profits, public
agencies that work with the City,
and private developers to invest in
and plan for a future in accordance
with the Plan’s goals and policies.”

1-15

“For this reason, the City will
review the growth projections at
least every five years”

“For this reason, the City will review
the growth projections at least
every five years, or in concert with
the production of regional growth
projections.”

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
but because staff believed the titles were more interesting and
aspirational than typical general plan element titles from state law and
provide a convenient means of combining related elements into chapters.
This structure to the General Plan was discussed in prior check-ins with the
City Council prior to structuring the document in this manner.]

Councilmembers Drew and Eklund suggest changing the required review
period from four to five years in line with ABAG projections. [Since the
regional projection production schedule may change, and since the City
Attorney does not wish the City to be out of compliance with a mandatory
action date, staff recommends leaving the five years maximum, but adding
reference to coordination with the regional projection.]

7
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Proposed Edits
Existing Text

Proposed Text
“Known for its scenic Marin County
location, agricultural roots, historic
Downtown, parks and open space
and family-oriented
neighborhoods, Novato seeks
continues to protect its small-town
character through a coordinated
approach to growth management
and land use planning.”

I-6
10.

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

2-3

“Known for its scenic Marin County
location, agricultural roots, historic
Downtown, and family-oriented
neighborhoods, Novato seeks to
protect its small-town character
through a coordinated approach to
growth management and land use
planning.”

2-3

“This chapter presents a framework
for governing future decisions
about context-appropriate land use
and desirable development
patterns to maintain and enhance
the character of Novato.”

“This chapter presents a
framework for governing future
decisions about contextappropriate land use and desirable
development patterns to maintain
and enhance the character of
Novato.”

Councilmember Eklund suggests the following additional edits:
“This chapter presents a framework for governing future decisions about
context-appropriate land use and desirable development patterns to
maintain small town feeling and enhance the character of Novato”
Councilmember Eklund notes that ‘context-appropriate’ land use is
unclear, not defined. Councilmember Drew also asks for a definition and
to understand who decides?
[The intent of ‘context-appropriate’ is that the appropriateness of uses
or building scale depends upon its location. A car mechanic is
appropriate in a service commercial area, not amidst residential. A 4story building might be appropriate in the downtown, but not a
neighborhood commercial site. That is why the Plan contains a detailed
land use map and defines the density/intensity and allowable land uses
for each land use designation. The decision-making body on a design
review application makes the determination about design compatibility.]

2-3

“Discusses urban design and the
neighborhoods and retail and office
areas that make up Novato’s
community character.”

“Discusses urban design and the
neighborhoods, and retail, office
and industrial areas that make up
Novato’s community character.”

Councilmember Drew suggests listing “lab and manufacturing” uses.
[Staff proposes “industrial” to keep the description at broader use
categories.]

Revised Figure GP-1 attached

Planning Commission recommended revising Figure GP-1 Novato Areas

2-6

Councilmember Eklund suggests the following additional edits:
“Known for its scenic Marin County location, agricultural roots, historic
Downtown, strong commitment to parks and preserving open space and
family-oriented and involved community, Novato continues to seek to
protect its small-town character through controlling growth and land use
planning that is compatible with the small town character.”
Councilmember Drew suggests the following change:
“protect its small-town character through controlling growth and
through character compatible land use planning.”

1
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Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
(page 2-6) to include area north of Novato Blvd. into North (San Marin)
neighborhood.

Existing Text

Proposed Text
showing boundary change
between Areas 1 and 2 along
Novato Blvd.
Also, since the map change moves
Miwok Park from Area 1 to 2, move
the park description to the North
subarea text (page 2-7).

2-7

The North area includes the North,
North Redwood Boulevard
Corridor, which extends north of
San Marin Drive to the City’s
northerly boundary with Olompali
State Park. The-mile long corridor
contains most of the City’s
remaining vacant commerciallyzoned land as well as the new
SMART rail station located just
north of San Marin Drive.

The North area includes the North,
North Redwood Boulevard
Corridor, which extends north of
San Marin Drive to the City’s
northerly boundary with Olompali
State Park. The mile-long corridor
contains most of the City’s
remaining vacant commercially
[delete hyphen] zoned land as well
as the new SMART rail station
located just north of San Marin
Drive.

2-8

“The Fireman’s Fund office campus
consists of three four story
buildings oriented around a manmade pond.”

“The Fireman’s Fund office campus
consists of three four story
buildings oriented around a manmade an artificially created pond.”

2-9

“South of Novato Boulevard,
housing types are mixed and
include detached single family
homes, apartment buildings and
condominiums.”

“South of Novato Boulevard,
housing types are mixed and
include detached single family
homes, apartment buildings,
townhomes and condominiums.”

2-11

“Redevelopment of the former
Hamilton Army Airfield in the
southeast section of Novato
created the larger Hamilton
neighborhood.”

“Redevelopment of the former
Hamilton Field was the original base name, but was changed to Hamilton
Hamilton Army Airfield Air Force
Air Force Base in 1947, which was the name when the base was
Base in the southeast section of
decommissioned in 1974.
Novato created the larger Hamilton
neighborhood.”
2
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Proposed Text

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

2-12

“Five other properties are on the
California Register and have been
determined to be eligible for the
National Register.”

“Five other properties are on the
California Register and have been
determined to be eligible for the
National Register (see Table B-5 in
Appendix B).”

Councilmember Eklund asks what the five properties are. [They are
listed on Table B-5 of Appendix B and include two prehistoric sites, the
Sweetser Mansion, the Stephen Porcella House and Fashion Shop (now
Dr. Insomnia’s), the Villas at Hamilton (senior apartments) and 162 San
Jose Dr. (family housing at Hamilton).]

2-13

The City is not expected to grow
much over the next twenty years,
adding about 3,200 residents
between 2015 and 2035 according
to the Association for Bay Area
Governments (ABAG) latest
forecasts. ABAG is a regional
planning agency comprising the
counties, cities and towns of the
nine-county San Francisco Bay
Area. ABAG uses the 2010 US
Census count as a starting point for
population and the number of
households, and then projects
growth in five-year increments as
shown in Table GP-1. For
employment statistics, ABAG draws
on a number of sources, including
the US Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, US
Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, and California
Department of Finance.
ABAG’s forecasts have been
controversial in the past,
particularly because they are used
in developing the Regional Housing
Needs Assessment, which identifies
the number of housing units, by
income level, for which a city must

The City is not expected to grow
much over the next twenty years,
adding about 3,200 2,800 residents
and 620 households between 2015
and 2035, as shown in Table GP-1.
The City developed these estimates
using U.S. Census data for
population and number of
households in 2010, and Plan Bay
Area estimates for households in
2040 and jobs in 2010 and 2040.
according to the Association for
Bay Area Governments (ABAG)
latest forecasts. ABAG is a
regional planning agency
comprising the counties, cities and
towns of the nine-county San
Francisco Bay Area. ABAG uses the
2010 US Census count as a starting
point for population and the
number of households, and then
projects growth in five-year
increments as shown in Table GP-1.
For employment statistics, ABAG
draws on a number of sources,
including the US Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
US Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, and California
Department of Finance.

Councilmember Eklund asks why we are using a different projection than
ABAG especially since the PBA and future RHNA will use ABAG’s
projections?
[The proposed edited numbers are consistent with the latest projections
from ABAG and MTC. Novato’s General Plan horizon year is 2035, while
PBA 2017 projections are to the year 2040. At this time, the only
updated forecasts that are available are for households and employment
for the year 2040. Full forecasts including population, the number of
employed residents, and jobs by sector are expected to be released by
the end of 2017. When the fully detailed forecasts are provided by
ABAG, staff will modify Table GP-1’s 5-year incremental data to be
consistent.]

3
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Proposed Edits
Existing Text
plan over an eight-year period.
ABAG updates its projections about
every two years taking into account
changes in labor force demand, age
and ethnicity. Economic cycles are
impossible to predict, but they
have had a significant impact on
the Bay Area’s technology sectordriven economy since the dot-com
bubble of the early 2000s.
Projections are also informed by
local land use, growth policies and
expected infrastructure
investments.

Proposed Text
ABAG’s forecasts have been
controversial in the past,
particularly because they are used
in developing the Regional Housing
Needs Assessment, which
identifies the number of housing
units, by income level, for which a
city must plan over an eight-year
period. ABAG updates its
projections about every two years
taking into account changes in
labor force demand, age and
ethnicity. Economic cycles are
impossible to predict, but they
have had a significant impact on
the Bay Area’s technology sectordriven economy since the dot-com
bubble of the early 2000s.
Projections are also informed by
local land use, growth policies and
expected infrastructure
investments.

Table GP-1 Population and Job Growth Forecasts
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

Change
20152035

Population

51,904

Households

20,279

Employed
Residents
Jobs

23,890

52,500
52,400
20,470
20,430
25,090

53,200
53,000
20,680
20,590
26,380

53,900
53,500
20,880
20,740
26,270

54,700
54,200
21,070
20,890
26,140

55,700
55,200
21,250
21,050
26,340

3,200
2,800
780
620
1,250

%
Change
20152035
6%
5%
4%
3%
5%

20,890
26,380

21,770
26,700

22,710
27,020

23,040
27,340

23,410
27,660

23,870
27,980

2,100
1,280

10%
5%

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

As noted above, the proposed revisions to Table GP-1 are based on the
latest Plan Bay Area 2017 projections to the year 2040, and use linear
extrapolation to determine 5-year increments to the year 2035. When
the fully detailed forecasts are provided by ABAG, staff will modify Table
GP-1’s 5-year incremental data to be consistent.

Source: U.S. Census; Association for Bay Area Governments for Plan Bay
Area 2013 2040; City of Novato
Delete Figure GP-3 Jobs (Past and

Historical job numbers (from past decades) and projected jobs were
quantified by ABAG using different methodologies and should not be
4
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Existing Text

Proposed Text
Forecast)

2-15

2-16

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
compared. Recommend deleting this chart.
Revise acreage in Table GP-2 General Plan Land Use Acreage to reflect
the change in land use designation for a portion of the Hamilton Hospital
parcel (APN 157-690-52) from Parkland to Mixed Use and proposed
changes to land use designations for focus area parcels and the Rosalia
Water Tank site.

“Residential land use designations
are applied to areas appropriate for
single family, two-family, multifamily, and accessory dwelling
housing options. The City’s
neighborhoods support a range of
lifestyles and a broad range of
household income levels. Densities
are generally higher Downtown
and in neighborhoods close to
Highway 101, where there are
opportunities for mixed use and
multi-family housing served by

“Residential land use designations
are applied to areas appropriate
for single family, two-family, multifamily, and accessory dwelling
housing options. The City’s
neighborhoods support a range of
lifestyles and a broad range of
household income levels.
Allowable General Plan dDensities
are generally higher Downtown
and in neighborhoods close to
Highway 101, where there are
opportunities for mixed use and
multi-family housing served by

Councilmember Drew asks if it’s accurate to say that densities are higher
Downtown, etc. Are we referring to zoning rather than the present
density?
[The reference in the description of Residential land use categories is to
allowable General Plan density levels.]

5
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Existing Text
public transit.”

2-17

Proposed Text
public transit.”
Revised Map GP-1 Land Use
Designations attached.

2-18

2-18

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
Revised Land Use Map showing correction to reflect the change in land
use designation for a portion of the Hamilton Hospital parcel (APN 157690-52) from Parkland to Mixed Use, and a portion of the North Marin
Water District’s Rosalia Tank site (APN 153-111-15) from Business and
Professional Office to Very Low Density Residential.
Councilmembers Eklund and Drew request preparation of a table that
lists the current building density and intensity by land use designation
with the proposed on pages 2-18 through 2-20.
[There have been no changes made to densities or FARs in any of the
land use categories, with the exception that the previous General Plan
did not provide a maximum FAR for non-residential uses in residential
districts (such as churches, day care centers, etc.), which is required by
state law. Staff has proposed maximum FARs in residential districts
which are equal to the allowable lot coverage, thereby allowing the
equivalent FAR of a single-story building.]
Councilmember Eklund asks if staff is proposing to add additional
allowable uses in the land use category descriptions compared with the
current General Plan.
[The staff, including the Asst. City Attorney, rewrote the land use
category descriptions to assure consistency and reduce ambiguity with
the categories of uses allowed in the Zoning Code, which must be in
sync. The descriptions in the 1996 General Plan were overly specific,
calling out certain individual uses, but not others that were listed in the
corresponding zoning district in the Zoning Code. No new uses are
allowed that are not allowed by code today.]

“For non-residential designations,
building intensity is defined by
Floor Area Ratio (FAR), which is the
ratio between the amount of gross
floor area and the gross site area.
For example, an FAR of 0.5 would
allow one-story building over half

“For non-residential designations,
building intensity is defined by
Floor Area Ratio (FAR), which is the
ratio between the amount of gross
building floor area, excluding
structured parking, and the gross
site area. For example, an FAR of

Councilmember Eklund believes that, for transparency, there should be
clarity that the FAR excludes structured parking.
Councilmember Drew suggests the following added text: “For mixed use
designations building intensity omits structured parking in the
calculation, resulting in a mismatch between the expected size and the
actual size of the building. Calculations including structured parking are
necessary to provide consistency re expected size.”
6
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2-19

Proposed Edits

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Existing Text
of a site, or a two-story building
over one quarter of a site.”

Proposed Text
0.5 would allow one-story building
over half of a site, or a two-story
building over one quarter of a
site.”

The General Commercial land use
designation is applied to areas
appropriate for a broad range of
retail, service, manufacturing,
warehousing, research and
development, office, recreation,
assembly, education, residential
and utility uses may be allowed.

The General Commercial land use
designation is applied to areas
appropriate for a broad range of
retail, service, manufacturing,
warehousing, research and
development, office, recreation,
assembly, education, residential
live-work and utility uses may be
allowed.

Staff edits.

The Downtown Core land use
designation is applied to the
downtown area suitable for a mix
of retail, service, office, recreation,
assembly, education, residential
and utility uses may be allowed.

The Downtown Core land use
designation is applied to the
downtown area suitable for a mix
of retail, service, office, recreation,
assembly, education, residential
and utility uses may be allowed.

Staff edit.

2-20

Research/Education
Institutional (REI)

2-20

“Light Industrial/Office (LIO):
Maximum FAR is 0.4, except for the
Novato Industrial Park and the
Hamilton hangar areas, where the

Councilmember Eklund asks if this land use Category only apply to the
Buck Center and suggests a footnote so if a future Council uses this land
use designation in a different area, they are aware that this was in the
ballot measure. Also, need to discuss the “up to 1.0 dwelling unit/acre”
[The REI designation only applies to the Buck Center. It could be applied
to other sites, but any change to the Buck Center zoning allowances
would require public approval since the zoning for the site was
established by public ballot. That would not be the case if applied to
other sites. The 1 dwelling unit/acre repeats the existing density
allowed in the 1996 General Plan.]
“Light Industrial/Office (LIO):
The accurate term from the Specific Plan. All references in the General
Maximum FAR is 0.4, except for the Plan are consistent.
Novato Industrial Park Bel Marin
Keys Industrial Parks and the
Hamilton Landing hangar areas,
7
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Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Existing Text
maximum FAR is 0.6.”

Proposed Text
where the maximum FAR is 0.6.”

2-20

Open Space: The Open Space land
use designation applies to publiclyowned land that is largely
unimproved and devoted to the
preservation of natural resources,
agriculture, and outdoor
recreation. Additionally, caretaker
quarters and utility uses may be
allowed.

Open Space: The Open Space land
use designation applies to publiclyowned land and privately-owned
land subject to conservation
easements that is largely
unimproved and devoted to the
preservation of natural resources,
agriculture, and outdoor
recreation. Additionally, caretaker
quarters and utility uses may be
allowed.

Marin Audubon requests that its properties have a General Plan Land
Use Designation which precludes all development potential. The only
land use category that precludes almost all development is Open Space,
which is defined (page 2-20) as applying only to publically owned lands.
This definition could be broadened to apply to private property upon
request of the property owner as well. In addition, Map GP-1 Land Use
Designations (page 2-17), Table GP-2 General Plan Land Use Acreage and
Appendix E Open Space Inventory would have to be revised for the
Audubon-owned properties.

2-21

“Development projections for the
General Plan are determined by
analyzing vacant and underutilized
parcels within the City and the
development potential that is
allowed under the applicable land
use designation. Development
projections for residential units and
commercial, industrial and office
use square footage are shown in
Table GP-4. The development
projections include the
development potential of the
General Plan focus areas, as well as
the housing development potential
in the available land inventory of
the Housing Element in Appendix
C.”

Development projections for the
General Plan are determined by
analyzing vacant and underutilized
parcels within the City and the
development potential that is
allowed under the applicable land
use designation. Development
projections for residential units
and commercial, industrial and
office use square footage are
shown in Table GP-4. The
development projections include
the development potential of the
General Plan focus areas, as well as
the housing development potential
in the available land inventory of
the Housing Element in Appendix
C. Development projections do not
imply a cap on development.

This proposed edit was recommended by the Economic Development
Advisory Commission. Councilmembers Eklund and Drew do not agree
with the proposed edit based on a recommendation from the Economic
Development Advisory Commission. Councilmember Eklund suggests:
“Development projections are simply projections that are subject to
change.”

8
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Existing Text

Proposed Text

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
Staff edits: Revise table to reflect updated commercial and office square
footage projections.

2-24

[Add new footnote to Table GP-4:]
“Industrial” is negative due to the
projected conversion of existing
industrial buildings on North
Redwood Boulevard, including the
Birkenstock warehouse.

Councilmember Eklund asks if the proposed elimination of the
Birkenstock warehouse from ‘Industrial” preclude Birkenstock or
another user from using the warehouse for warehouse or
manufacturing. What designation has staff proposed for the Birkenstock
warehouse? What land use designation is being proposed for the
current offices? Does that preclude Birkenstocks from using the offices
as offices?
[The Council endorsed the North, North Redwood Corridor Study in 2014
and unanimously supported changing the land use designation for the
Birkenstock site from LIO to BPO to preclude many of the industrial uses
allowed in LIO and focus development on offices and R&D. The change
would preclude reuse of the former warehouse building for warehouse
or manufacturing, unless these were associated with an R&D use.]

[Add new program]:
LU 1c: North Marin Water
District’s Water Tank Sites.
Consider redesignating the Rosalia
Water Tank site parcel (APN 15311-15) from Business and
Professional Office to Very Low
Density Residential, and rezoning
the Rosalia and San Marin water
tank sites to zoning districts
compatible with their residential
land use designations.

Staff edit to add a program calling for redesignation and rezoning of the
North Marin Water District’s water tank sites as agreed by the City
Council at their November 10, 2015 meeting.

9
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Proposed Text

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

2-24

LU 2: Growth Management
Objectives. The City shall seek to
manage its growth so that:
A. The natural environment will be
protected to the extent feasible.
B. The relatively high level of
services and infrastructure enjoyed
by City residents is maintained or
enhanced.
C. The City’s small town character is
retained.

Councilmember Eklund suggests the following edits:
LU 2: Growth Management Objectives. The City shall seek to manage its
growth so that:
A. The natural environment will be protected and/or enhanced.
B. The relatively high level of services and infrastructure enjoyed by City
residents is maintained or enhanced.
C. The City’s small town character is retained and/or enhanced.
[Staff does not recommend these changes which would require new
development to enhance the natural environment, which may not
always be possible. Protection is mandatory as required by City
ordinances. Similarly, enhancement of small town character may not be
possible in some individual’s impressions if the scale of a project
otherwise allowed is not consistent with their sense of the term.]

2-24

LU 3c: Impacts of New
Development on Infrastructure
and Services. Analyze project
impacts on infrastructure capacity
and services as part of CEQA
review, and require design and
mitigation measures in
consultation with provider
agencies.
If CEQA review or other analysis of
development projects concludes
that a proposed project would
result in a significant deterioration
of service or would cause available
capacity to be exceeded, respond
in one or more of the following
ways as permitted by state law:
a. Require project redesign in order
to prevent service from
deteriorating or capacities being

Councilmember Eklund asks what about projects that are exempt from
CEQA? Consider adding an additional program that reads:
“LU XX: Impacts of New Development on Infrastructure, Environment
and Services. Analyze project impacts on infrastructure capacity,
environment and services as part of CEQA the project review, and
require design and mitigation measures in consultation with provider
agencies.”
[The proposed language above would duplicate Program LU 3c that was
written to call for coordinating infrastructure needs (including sewer,
water and fire which are provided by other agencies). The reference to
CEQA is appropriate since only larger projects would have effects on
infrastructure that the City and service agencies would be concerned
about. Projects which are exempt under CEQA should not have
significant infrastructure impacts beyond the capacities anticipated in
the General Plan. The proposed program language is identical to that
contained in the 1996 General Plan.]
Councilmember Drew asks if state legislation allows higher densities or
automatically confers higher densities within Transit Priority Areas
(within a half-mile of rail stations or high-frequency bus stops). She
recommends deleting subsection (c) in the text.
10
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Existing Text
exceeded, provided that all
economic use of the property is not
prevented;
b. Condition the project on
developer funding of
improvements needed to maintain
services and/or provide additional
infrastructure capacity;
c. The project may be approved if it
can be found that the project will
do one or more of the following:
i. generate substantial overriding
public benefits,
ii. be in compliance with all of
the other goals and policies of
the General Plan, and
iii. benefit the public health,
safety, and general welfare of
the community.
d. Deny the project.

Proposed Text

2-25

LU 5: Urban Growth Boundary.
An Urban Growth Boundary (UGB)
as shown on the Land Use Map
(Figure GP 6) was approved by the
citizens of Novato in 1987 and
remains in effect until November 4,
2017. The full text of the voterapproved Urban Growth Boundary
provisions are contained in
Appendix D.

LU 5: Urban Growth Boundary.
An Urban Growth Boundary (UGB)
as shown on the Land Use Map
(Figure GP 6) Figure GP-5 was
approved by the citizens of Novato
in 1987 1997 and remains in effect
until November 4, 2017. The full
text of the voter-approved Urban
Growth Boundary provisions are is
contained in Appendix D.

2-25

LU 6: Annexations. Consistent with
the application of state law,
consider support of annexations
that meet the following guidelines:

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
[State law only affects the level of CEQA analysis in Transit Priority Areas,
but has no effect on allowable densities or FARs. These would apply in
Novato only to the SMART stations. The downtown bus facility does not
currently have any individual route with headways of 15 minutes or less
to qualify it as a transit priority facility. Staff does not recommend
eliminating subsection (c). This language is identical to that contained in
the 1996 General Plan. Subsection (c) is just a restatement of existing
state law by which the Council can grant overrides to CEQA-identified
and unmitigated significant impacts.]

Staff edits.

Councilmember Eklund suggests deleting this policy.
[The policy text is almost identical to that contained in the 1996 General
Plan, with the exception of small edits made by the Asst. City Attorney.
11
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Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
Staff believes this is good guidance for staff and decision-makers in
responding to annexation proposals.]
Councilmember Drew comments that if Loma Verde wanted to be in
Novato, I would like to consider it. Doesn’t the UGB prohibit most
annexations, so are we setting up criteria for annexations of land already
inside the UGB? Would that apply to, say, Indian Valley or Blackpoint?
[The areas described (Loma Verde, Indian Valley and Blackpoint) are all
outside the UGB. The voter-approved UGB ordinance is included in the
General Plan as Appendix D. To allow for an annexation of currently
developed area, the Council would have to approve the exemption listed
as subsection (d) in the ordinance. LAFCO is going to be preparing a
Sphere of Influence study beginning this summer, and issues of
annexation of pockets of unincorporated developed areas will be
assessed.]

Existing Text

Proposed Text

2-26

LU 7: Sphere of Influence. Request
that Marin LAFCO (Local Agency
Formation Commission) evaluate
the spheres of influence of the City
and the Sanitary District to consider
better coordinating these
boundaries in a manner supporting
the effective implementation of the
Urban Growth Boundary.

[add new program]:
LU7a: Marin Valley Mobile
Country Club. Work with Novato
Sanitary District and Marin LAFCO
to evaluate annexation of the
Marin Valley Mobile Country Club
into the boundaries of the Sanitary
District.

Councilmember suggested edit.

2-26

LU 8: Area of Interest. Monitor
proposed development and other
land use issues within a defined
Area of Interest beyond the City
boundaries for their effect on
Novato.

LU 8: Area of Interest. Monitor
proposed development and other
land use issues within a defined
Area of Interest beyond the City
boundaries and existing Sphere of
Influence for their effect on
Novato.

Councilmember suggested edit.

Figure GP-6: Enlarge and renumber
numbers in circles and revise train
station symbol to be legible.

Public request.

2-27

12
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Proposed Text

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

2-29

LU 13: Retail Environment.
Encourage retail uses on the
ground floor to create a continuous
and vibrant streetscape for
pedestrians, particularly along
Grant Avenue and Redwood
Boulevard. New buildings should be
oriented towards the sidewalk with
large display windows and
highlighted pedestrian entries.
Continue to limit ground floor uses
along portions of Grant Avenue and
Redwood Boulevard to create a
continuous pedestrian-oriented
experience with retail shops,
personal services, restaurants and
entertainment venues.

LU 13: Retail Environment.
Councilmember Drew prefers “lively” to “vibrant.”
Encourage retail uses on the
ground floor to create a continuous
and vibrant lively streetscape for
pedestrians, particularly along
Grant Avenue and Redwood
Boulevard. New buildings should
be oriented towards the sidewalk
with large display windows and
highlighted pedestrian entries.
Continue to limit ground floor uses
along portions of Grant Avenue
and Redwood Boulevard to create
a continuous pedestrian-oriented
experience with retail shops,
personal services, restaurants and
entertainment venues.

2-29

LU 13a: Zoning Regulations.
Consider an update to ground floor
use regulations to include a
provision for uses or buildings that
warrant an exception.

LU 13a: Zoning Regulations.
Consider an update to ground floor
use regulations to include a
provision for uses or buildings that
warrant an exception establish
limits to avoid overconcentration
of certain personal service uses
and eliminate tobacco product
shops as an allowed use.

[Staff edit. The Council, at their meeting of 9/1/15, voted 2-2 to call for
creation of an exception process for ground floor use limitations, but a
Council majority did support concentration limits on some personal
services and eliminate tobacco retail shops.]

2-29

LU 15: Civic Center. Retain
government functions Downtown
in a compact civic center. Consider
expansion of the City Green into a
more usable space, and
improvement of Sherman Avenue
to function on occasion as a
continuation of civic space.

LU 15: Civic Center. Retain
government functions Downtown
in a compact civic center. Consider
expansion of the City Green into a
more usable space, and
improvement of Sherman Avenue
to function on occasion as a
continuation of civic space, and

Councilmember Eklund proposes edits of LU 15 to delete ‘into a more
usable space’ which is a value statement. It currently is usable and
unsure whether expanding it will be worth the cost of moving and/or
demolishing a historic building.
Add 2 specific programs to prioritize work on these 2 historic structures:
“LU 15a: Consider relocating the Downtown History Museum to the
Simmons House to provide for an expanded museum that is more
accessible and complies with ADA.
13
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2-29

2-29

LU 17: Gathering Places. The
Downtown should be comfortable
and festive for a wide variety of
public gatherings. New
development should attempt to
incorporate outdoor dining or small
seating areas, alcoves and other
inviting public spaces. The City
should provide a larger community
green, either by expanding the
existing City Green in the Civic
Center, possibly utilizing a portion
of the very wide North Redwood

Proposed Text
repurposing of viable historic
structures owned by the City.

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
LU 15b: Consider renovating the Community House.”
Currently, the Novato History Museum is in a building that is not in
compliance with ADA creating a public safety issue and increased
liabilities for the City of Novato; and, has had the parking reduced due to
the re-design of DeLong Avenue and the construction of an access road
to an adjacent residence. Three to four years ago, the Council discussed
and agreed to allowing the museum to relocate to the Simmons House
on Sherman Avenue.
Currently, the Community House has been closed for 13+ years and is
deteriorating and we face increased costs to renovate the building every
day it remains closed.
[Staff recommends a less specific edit as proposed until such time as the
Council has established direction based on an evaluation of costs and
demand.]

[Add new:]
Program LU 16a: Drive-through
Facilities. Consider modifications
to the Zoning Code to prohibit new
drive-through windows and
automated tellers in the
Downtown Retail Core District.

Proposed by the Planning Commission.

LU 17: Gathering Places. The
Downtown should be comfortable
and sometimes festive for a wide
variety of public gatherings. New
development should attempt to
incorporate outdoor dining or
small seating areas, alcoves and
other inviting public spaces. The
City should provide a larger
community gathering places green,
either by expanding the existing
City Green in the Civic Center,
possibly utilizing a portion of the

Councilmember Eklund proposes deleting reference to expanding the
City Green and adding “LU17a. Consider use of North Redwood
Boulevard right-of-way and/or median and/or other appropriate
locations for outdoor use including, but not limited to pedestrian paths,
location of amenities (described in LU 18), kiosks, drink carts, etc..”
[Since redevelopment of the Redwood Blvd. right-of-way is to be studied
in greater detail and will likely be a very expensive project to redesign
the median for public use, staff recommends more flexible wording to
achieve an increase in downtown recreational space.]

14
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Existing Text
Boulevard right-of-way, or other
appropriate locations.

Proposed Text
very wide North Redwood
Boulevard right-of-way (including
median), or identifying other
appropriate locations.

2-29

LU 18: Pedestrian Amenities.
Install pedestrian-oriented street
improvements, particularly along
Grant Avenue, including benches,
planters, drinking fountains and
large canopy street trees. Require
where appropriate that new
development provide public art,
particularly interactive pieces, to
lend identity and charm to
Downtown.

LU 18: Pedestrian Amenities.
Install pedestrian-oriented street
improvements, particularly along
Grant Avenue, including benches,
planters, street furniture, drinking
fountains and large canopy street
trees. Require where appropriate
that new development provide
public art, particularly interactive
pieces, to lend identity and charm
to Downtown.

2-29

LU 19: Mixed Use. Allow second
and third story residential units
above ground floor commercial
space in areas designated with
Downtown Core zoning where
appropriate. Attempt to minimize
conflicts between residential and
commercial land uses through
careful design, acknowledging that
the downtown is a more active and
dynamic living environment.

2-29

LU 20: Gateway Treatment. Install
gateway design elements at the
intersections of Grant/Redwood,
DeLong/Redwood, Redwood/Olive,
7th/Grant, and Sherman/DeLong to
highlight the sense of entry into
Downtown.

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Councilmember Eklund suggests the following additional program:
[Staff would support adding a program under LU 20 Gateway Treatment
regarding a new fountain at Redwood/Grant, but recommends against
identifying a specific community group for partnership.]

Councilmember Eklund asks if this means that residential could be on
the 2nd floor as well? Is this a change from the existing DT Specific Plan?
[The existing Downtown Core zoning allows up to 45’ building height
which can accommodate three or four story buildings with residential
mixed use, and only requires commercial uses on the ground floor.]

[Add new program}:
LU 20a. Consider renovating or
replacing the existing fountain at
Redwood Blvd and Grant Avenue.

Councilmember suggested edit.
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Existing Text

Proposed Text

LU 21: Scale of Development.
Buildings should be broken into
and vary in modules with multiple
pedestrian entries that reinforce
the traditional storefront character
of Downtown.

LU 21: Scale of Development.
Buildings should be broken up into
and vary in modules with multiple
pedestrian entries that reinforce
the traditional storefront character
of Downtown.

2-30

2-31

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
Councilmember suggested edit.

Figure GP-7 Downtown:
Revise train station symbol to be
legible.
Add a legend:
1 – Site referenced in Program LU
19a
LU 22: SMART Corridor. Encourage
installation of the planned
pedestrian/bicycle path along the
SMART corridor, connecting the
Downtown with the North Novato
train station.

LU 22: SMART Corridor.
Encourage installation of the
planned pedestrian/bicycle path
along the SMART corridor,
connecting the Downtown with the
North Novato and Downtown train
stations.

Councilmember Eklund asks why just focus on the 2 stations .. isn’t the
pathway intended to connect all of the SMART stations?
[This policy relates to the North Redwood Boulevard focus area, so
completion of this portion of the SMART bike/ped. path is encouraged.
Since it is anticipated that SMART’s construction of the path may be
long-delayed, the policy is generic so that developers of the subject
properties may be inclined or persuaded to construction this portion of
the path linking the San Marin station and the downtown.]

LU 23: Shuttle Connection.
Support the operation of
convenient shuttle service between
the North Novato SMART station
and Downtown.

LU 23: Shuttle Connection.
Support Encourage the operation
of convenient shuttle service
between the North Novato SMART
stations and employment centers
Downtown.

Councilmember Drew suggests edits which would support the
establishment of shuttle service by merchants and employers.
[The policy statement intentionally does not call out specific entities to
fund a shuttle. It may be an employer, Marin Transit, TAM (such as their
proposed subsidy of Lyft service), a business association or even the
City.]

LU 24: Redwood Boulevard.
Improve the appearance and multimodal function of Redwood
Boulevard through median
improvements, wider sidewalks,
improved bicycle lanes, and large

Councilmember Eklund suggests that the new Council should consider
opportunity to widen median for use; also, the community workshops
emphasized the desire for a meandering pedestrian path and/or bike
path through the North Redwood Blvd development.
The following edits are suggested:
LU 24: Redwood Boulevard. Improve the appearance and multi-modal
16
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canopy street trees.

2-31

LU 25: Parking. Facilitate the
provision of adequate parking,
emphasizing a combination of
public and private parking facilities.
Parking should generally be located
out of or screened from public
view, but convenient to find via
appropriate signage.

2-31

LU 26: Railroad Depot. Restore and
reuse the former depot building if
feasible. In the interim, improve
the site for public parking.

2-31

LU 27: Former Mission Lodge site.
Development should address the

Proposed Text

LU 25: Parking. Facilitate the
provision of adequate parking,
emphasizing a combination of
public, and private and shared
parking facilities. Parking should
generally be accessed from side
streets and located out of or
screened from public view where
feasible, but convenient to find via
appropriate signage. Driveways
crossing the public sidewalk along
Grant Avenue and Redwood
Boulevard are discouraged; access
to parking is encouraged from side
streets where feasible.

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
function of Redwood Boulevard through median improvements and/or
widening of the media, wider sidewalks and pathways, improved bicycle
lanes and/or paths, and large canopy street trees.
[A project is in the CIP to refine the Redwood Blvd. design options and
estimate costs. Staff believes the proposed edits re: median pathways
are covered in the “median improvements” of the original text.]
Councilmember Drew suggests adding the following: “Consider this only
after all of the adjustments to the Novato Bus Hub expansion and
increases in headway have been made.”
[Construction of major improvements to the Redwood Boulevard will
take many years to design and fund. The new Downtown Bus Facility
will be operating for many years before a streetscape project occurs.]
Recommendations from the Planning Commission.

Councilmember Eklund proposes a new Program LU 26a: “Consider
deciding the proposed uses for the old depot and freight building area;
and, process for restoration and/or rebuilding for use.”
LU 27: Former Mission Lodge site.
Development should address the

The proposed edit is based on input from the Marin Conservation
League.
17
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street frontage and sidewalk with
windows and entries, and visibility
of parking should be minimized.
Building scale and height should be
compatible with its location as a
gateway site, but should be
considerate of the adjacent singlefamily homes. Retain mature trees
to the maximum extent feasible,
acknowledging the need for
visibility of tenants. Protect the
adjacent residential neighborhood
from potential impacts such as
noise from a potential drivethrough and loading/refuse areas,
and screen parking and loading
areas. Consider vacating and
possible sale of portions of Front
Street for a desired development as
appropriate.

Proposed Text
street frontage and sidewalk with
windows and entries, and visibility
of parking should be minimized.
Building scale and height should be
compatible with its location as a
gateway site, but should be
considerate of the adjacent singlefamily homes. Retain mature trees
to the maximum extent feasible,
acknowledging the need for
visibility of tenants. Protect the
adjacent residential neighborhood
from potential impacts such as
noise from a potential drivethrough and loading/refuse areas,
and screen parking and loading
areas. Carefully evaluate any
grading proposal to assure that no
appreciable increase in flood water
levels would occur in the
surrounding area. Consider
vacating and possible sale of
portions of Front Street for a
desired development as
appropriate.

2-31

LU 28: Scown Lane. Encourage
pedestrian improvements such as
connections to Grant Avenue
between buildings, and consider
making Scown Lane one-way with a
striped or elevated pedestrian
walkway and improved lighting.

LU 28: Scown Lane. Encourage
pedestrian improvements such as
connections to Grant Avenue
between buildings, and consider
making Scown Lane one-way with a
striped or elevated pedestrian
walkway and improved lighting.

2-31

LU 29: Nugent Lane. Consider
vacation and sale or an
encroachment agreement for the

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
Councilmember Eklund suggests the following edits:
LU 27: Former Mission Lodge site. Retain existing zoning and/or
consider accepting property as donation and/or acquiring for park
and/or gathering place. Consider possible sale of portions of Front
Street for a desired development as appropriate or including as part of
the future park and/or gathering place.
Property owner offered to donate property to city; however, Council
was never informed nor were there public discussions on the offer. The
adjacent residential area does not want a large building especially one
with a drive through. Drive through’s should be prohibited.
[Staff notes that the property owner never formally offered to donate
the site to the City. Staff also questions the suitability of the site at the
busiest car-dominated intersection in the City as a park. The City Council
would have to allocate funds for acquisition, improvements and
maintenance. The Council may wish to consider a ban on drive-through
windows, although it may be feasible to design one facing Redwood
Blvd. and screened by the building from the neighborhood to the rear.]

Planning Commission recommendation, believing the Specific Plan vision
of pedestrian improvements in the alleyway is inconsistent with the
current and anticipated service commercial/industrial uses which require
truck deliveries. The existing Specific Plan includes the original language.

Councilmember Eklund asks how is this different that the current DT
Specific Plan/General Plan?
18
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portion of Nugent Lane between
Machin and Redwood to the
adjacent property owner to
improve dining or retail
opportunities.

Proposed Text

2-31

LU 31: Downtown Business
Improvement District. The City, in
partnership with the Downtown
Novato Business Association, will
continue to guide the management
of the Downtown Business
Improvement District (DBID) to
encourage economic vitality and
community connection in our city
center through promotion, events,
and beautification.

LU 31: Downtown Business
Improvement District. The City,
will continue to work in
partnership with the Downtown
Novato Business Association will
continue to guide the management
of to manage the Downtown
Business Improvement District
(DBID) to encourage economic
vitality and community connection
in our city center through
promotion, events, and
beautification.

2-32

North Redwood Corridor Vision:
The North Redwood Corridor
provides an opportunity for the
City to address its historic retail
sales leakage and address
community needs by creating a
vibrant retail area with a unique
sense of place, featuring inviting
gathering places with restaurants
and entertainment. New
commercial development should
be pedestrian-oriented with an
active street frontage and
convenient pedestrian and bicycle
connections to the Downtown and

North Redwood Corridor Vision:
The North Redwood Corridor
provides an opportunity for the
City to address its historic retail
sales leakage and address
community needs by createing a
vibrant lively retail area with a
unique sense of place, featuring
inviting gathering places with
restaurants and entertainment,
along with walking paths that
meander through the area. New
commercial development should
be pedestrian-oriented with an
active street frontage and

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
[The current Specific Plan states: “Vacate the section of Nugent Lane
between Machin Avenue and Redwood Boulevard as part of the
improvements to the block between Vallejo and Sweetser. The portion
of Nugent Lane at Redwood Blvd. could be conveyed to the adjacent
property owner to increase the dining or retail opportunities fronting on
Redwood Blvd.”]

Councilmember Eklund comments that the North Redwood Corridor
improvements were never considered to address ‘retail leakage’. Big
box does not belong on Redwood Blvd; it belongs in Vintage Oaks. The
development along Redwood Blvd was to NOT compete with the
downtown; but encourage the public to use the downtown area.
[This vision wording was endorsed by the Council on 1/7/14. The
specific land use concepts would allow medium-sized retailers of up to
20,000-40,000 sq. ft. on the Redwood frontage (big boxes are typically
100,000+ sq. ft.).]
Councilmember Drew prefers “lively” to “vibrant.”
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Proposed Edits
Existing Text
the SMART station. New residences
are encouraged, both on the
remaining Atherton Ranch site and
on the vacant site east of Trader
Joe’s. Redwood Boulevard should
be enhanced with improvements
such as landscaping,
pedestrian/bicycle paths and wide
sidewalks.

Proposed Text
convenient pedestrian and bicycle
connections to the Downtown and
the nearby SMART stations. New
residences are encouraged, both
on the remaining Atherton Ranch
site and on the vacant site east of
Trader Joe’s. Redwood Boulevard
should be enhanced with
improvements such as landscaping;
pedestrian/bicycle paths, and
wider sidewalks to create a
destination area.

LU 32: North Redwood Corridor.
Site 1
Preferred Land Use Concept
• Allow for either residential
development or for residential with
ground floor commercial space.
Design Guidelines
• Residential units along the
Redwood Boulevard frontage
should have individual unit entries
facing the street, such as individual
row houses with balconies or
stoops at the ground floor level
unless commercial space is located
on the ground floor.
• Incorporate a landscaped view
corridor through the new
development to the linear park
behind.
• Housing units adjacent to the
linear park should have unit entries
facing the park.
• Minimize the visibility of parking

Site 1
Preferred Land Use Concept
• Allow for either residential
development or for residential
with ground floor commercial
space.
Design Guidelines
• Residential units along the
Redwood Boulevard frontage
should have individual unit entries
facing the street, such as individual
row houses with balconies with
stoops at the ground floor level
unless commercial space is located
on the ground floor.
• Incorporate a landscaped view
corridor through the new
development to the existing linear
park behind.
• Housing units adjacent to the
existing park should have unit
entries facing the park.
• Minimize the visibility of parking

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
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Existing Text
from Redwood Boulevard and from
existing housing which surrounds
the site.
• New development should provide
on-site outdoor areas

Proposed Text
from Redwood Boulevard and from
existing housing which surrounds
the site.
• New development should
provide on-site outdoor areas,
ideally by expanding the size of the
existing park and participating in
the funding to maintain the
combined park.

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

2-33

Site 2
Preferred Land Use Concept
• Allow for continued motel/hotel
use or retail or residential.

Councilmember Eklund suggests that residential is not appropriate for
the site; also, concerned about the existing property owner converting
to apartments.
[The proposed land use concept was developed from community
charrettes and endorsed by the Council on 1/7/14. Staff agrees that
residential is not necessarily likely given the industrial surroundings that
exist today and the area noise levels, but does not necessarily believe
that long term tenancy of residential use would be worse than the
current motel use.]

2-33

Site 4
Preferred Land Use Concept
• Allow for larger retail or
recreational development in
addition to light industrial/service
commercial uses.

Councilmember Eklund recommends retaining the existing zoning. If
current owners vacate the property consider recreational uses including
but not limited to a recreational facility and outdoor uses. Larger retail
does not belong on Redwood Blvd. Community expressed the desire for
big box to be located at Vintage Oaks.
[There is no recommendation to rezone the properties which are
currently zoned Light Industrial/Office, which allows retail and active
recreational uses.]
Councilmember Drew suggests eliminating the term “larger” retail.

2-34

Sites 5a and 5b
Preferred Land Use Concept
• Create a retail development
composed of smaller shops and
medium-sized retailers of 20,00030,000 square feet each along with

Sites 5a and 5b
Preferred Land Use Concept
• Create a retail development
composed of smaller shops and
medium-sized retailers of 20,00030,000 square feet each along with

Councilmember Eklund expresses concern about 2nd story development
and impact on FAR given the size of the retail. Do not support third story
since these retail buildings are bigger and taller.
She suggests allowing for expansion of Trader Joes.
Also, if SMART is building the pedestrian/bike path along with SMART
right of way, why is it also in here? If this is to replace SMART’s
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restaurants and entertainment
facilities.
• Allow for second and/or third
story office or recreational space, if
practical and if a minimum 0.3
Floor Area Ratio of retail space is
provided in this subarea.
Design Guidelines
• Provide for public gathering
places and ample outdoor seating
throughout the area.
• Incorporate extensive
landscaping with shade trees.
• Provide pedestrian and bicycle
connections between retailers and
public spaces to the
bicycle/pedestrian facilities along
the SMART corridor and along
Redwood Blvd.
• Explore incorporating portions or
design features of the Dairymen’s
Milling building into the retail
development.
• Create wide pedestrian sidewalks
and a bicycle path along the
Redwood Blvd. frontage.
• Locate buildings near the
Redwood Boulevard frontage, with
shop entries and/or display
windows facing the street and
gathering places.
• Minimize views of parking areas
from Redwood Boulevard, typically
by locating parking behind
buildings.

Proposed Text
restaurants and entertainment
facilities.
• Allow for second and/or third
story office or recreational space, if
practical and if a minimum 0.3
Floor Area Ratio of retail space is
provided in this subarea.
Design Guidelines
• Provide for public gathering
places and ample outdoor seating
throughout the area.
• Incorporate extensive
landscaping with shade trees.
• Provide pedestrian and bicycle
connections between retailers and
public spaces to the
bicycle/pedestrian facilities along
the SMART corridor and along
Redwood Blvd.
• Explore incorporating portions or
design features or portions of the
Dairymen’s Milling building into
the retail development.
• Create wide pedestrian sidewalks
and a bicycle path along the
Redwood Blvd. frontage.
• Locate buildings near the
Redwood Boulevard frontage, with
shop entries and/or display
windows facing the street and
gathering places.
• Minimize views of parking areas
from Redwood Boulevard, typically
by locating parking behind
buildings.

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
commitment, then SMART should pay. May not need a bike lane along
Redwood Blvd on the east side if there is a bike lane/path through the
development.
[The proposed text was endorsed by the City Council on 1/7/14. The
existing General Commercial zoning allows two and three-story buildings
currently. Trader Joes has the ability to expand, and staff would not
recommend citing a specific tenant in a General Plan policy since these
change over time. The desire to create the pedestrian/bicycle path
along the rail right-of-way is a hope that developers of the site might see
the benefits of installing the path connection since SMART may not have
funds to do such for many years.]
Councilmember Eklund also suggests the following edits:
 Incorporate extensive landscaping with shade trees; along with
benches and outdoor seating.
 Explore reuse of and/or incorporating portions of the Dairymen’s
Milling building into the retail development, if possible. If not, then,
incorporate design features of Dairymen’s Milling building into the
retail development.
 Create wide pedestrian walking paths, sidewalks and a bicycle path
along the West side Redwood Blvd. frontage.
• Minimize views of parking from Olive Avenue by planting trees and
landscaping the adjacent area.
• Minimize parking along Redwood Blvd by planting trees and
landscaping.
Councilmember Drew asks about the location of the proposed SMART
bike/ped. path.
[It is planned to extend from the San Marin Station to an underpass at
Highway 101 near Franklin Avenue.]
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Proposed Edits
Existing Text

Proposed Text

Site 6
Preferred Land Use Concept
• Create a retail development
composed of smaller shops and/or
larger retailers of 20,000-40,000
square feet each.
• Allow for second and/or third
story office or recreational space, if
practical.
Design Guidelines
• Incorporate extensive
landscaping with shade trees.
• Provide pedestrian and bicycle
connections between retailers, to
development on the E. Redwood
South subarea to the south, to
bicycle/pedestrian facilities along
the SMART corridor and along
Redwood Blvd.
• Create wide pedestrian sidewalks
and a bicycle path along the
Redwood Blvd. frontage.

Site 6
Preferred Land Use Concept
• Create a retail development
composed of smaller shops and/or
larger medium-sized retailers of
20,000-40,000 square feet each, as
well as allowing restaurants and
entertainment facilities.
• Allow for second and/or third
story office or recreational space, if
practical.
Design Guidelines
• Incorporate extensive
landscaping with shade trees.
• Provide pedestrian and bicycle
connections between retailers, to
development on the E. Redwood
South subarea to the south, to
bicycle/pedestrian facilities along
the SMART corridor and along
Redwood Blvd.
• Create wide pedestrian sidewalks
and a bicycle path along the
Redwood Blvd. frontage.

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
Councilmember Eklund states that the community did not want large
retailers or big box on Redwood Blvd. Concerned about 2nd story
development and impact on FAR given the size of the retail. Do not
support third story since these retail buildings are bigger and taller.
[See staff comments above.]

[Add new legend to Figure GP-8:]
1 - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
2 - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
3 - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
4 - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
5a - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
5b - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
and Program LU 32a
6 - Site referenced in Policy LU 32
and Program LU 32a
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2-36

Proposed Text
And revise train station symbol to
be legible.

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

[Add text]:
Circulation
Improve the appearance and multimodal function of Redwood
Boulevard through median
improvements, wider sidewalks,
improved bicycle lanes, and large
canopy street trees.

Councilmember Eklund requests similar verbiage related to
improvements to Redwood Boulevard in this focus area as is proposed
for the Downtown portion of Redwood Boulevard in (Policy LU 24).

2-36

LU 32a: North Redwood Corridor
Sites 5b and 6. Consider
redesignation of North Redwood
Corridor Sites 5b and 6, as
identified in Figure GP-8, from Light
Industrial/Office to General
Commercial and rezoning to a
consistent zoning district.

LU 32a: North Redwood Corridor
Sites 5b and 6. Consider
redesignation of North Redwood
Corridor Sites 5b and 6, as
identified in Figure GP-8, from
Light Industrial/Office
Commercial/Industrial to General
Commercial and rezoning to a
consistent zoning district.

Councilmember Eklund recommends deleting this program, stating that
this rezoning has not been discussed with the public. Staff has had
discussions with a developer who has an option to purchase this site for
a 4-story hotel.
Before this is included, specific workshops should be conducted by the
applicant. I vehemently am opposed to the City paying for the
environmental review for this option which will only benefit the
developer.
[The proposed redesignation of these sites was discussed at the
community charrettes. The existing Commercial/Industrial General Plan
designation and zoning allows mostly very heavy industrial and service
commercial uses and precludes the mix of retail, restaurant and
entertainment uses desired by the public at the charrettes and described
in the White Paper. Hotels are currently an allowed use in both the CI
and GC districts.]

2-37

“The North, North Redwood
Corridor provides an opportunity
for the City to address its economic
development objective of creating
new high-wage jobs through
development and redevelopment
of properties located between the
scenic slopes of Mount Burdell and

“The North, North Redwood
Corridor provides an opportunity
for the City to address its economic
development objective of to
createing new high-wage jobs
through development and
redevelopment of properties
located between the scenic slopes

Councilmember Drew suggests the following edit:
“New development should maximize the use of the new SMART railway
station in terms of site design, on and off-site bicycle and pedestrian
access and through innovative employee trip reduction measures while
retaining parking capacity as public space should future changes require
it.”
[Staff believes the proposed language is too prescriptive and that any
parking reduction below City standards would have to be analyzed and
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Existing Text
U.S. 101.”
“New development should
maximize the use of the new
SMART railway station in terms of
site design, on and off-site bicycle
and pedestrian access and through
innovative employee trip reduction
measures.”

2-38

LU 33: North, North Redwood
Corridor
Site 2
Preferred Land Use Concept
• Allow a bus storage facility if
appropriately screened from offsite views and if noise impacts on
the adjacent motel are mitigated
to the maximum extent feasible.

2-38

Site 4
Design Guidelines
 Respect existing wetlands and
oak trees in project design.
 Take into account slope
stability and the presence of
gas transmission pipelines in
project design and siting of
buildings.
Site 5

Proposed Text
of Mount Burdell and U.S. 101.”

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
approved by the City Council as part of development review.]

Councilmember Eklund recommends deleting this program, stating that
this rezoning has not been discussed with the public. All of the
discussions have been behind closed doors which fail to pass the open
and transparency threshold.
Before this is included, specific workshops should be conducted by the
applicant. I vehemently am opposed to the City paying for the
environmental review for this option.
[The proposed redesignation of this site was discussed extensively at the
community charrettes. The White Paper reviewed by the Council on
9/9/14 included a description of the proposed redesignation from LIO to
BPO and the proposed text for the land use concept.
Given the course of events over the past two years, the Golden Gate
Bridge District is no longer considering this site for bus storage. The
Council may wish to consider eliminating the reference to bus storage
and refer to uses allowed in the BPO land use category.]
Add:
Site 3
Preferred Land Use Concept
 Research and development use
and office buildings.
Site 4
Preferred Land Use Concept
 Research and development use
and office buildings.

The proposed edits would add descriptions of proposed land use change
for Sites 3, 4, 5 and 6 at the suggestion of a member of the public.
Councilmember Drew asks if Site 4 is the only one where there are
appreciable wetlands.
[Staff is aware of wetlands on Sites 4, 6 and 7.]
Councilmember Drew indicates a preference on Site 6 for access from
Redwood Boulevard than from Wood Hollow.
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Design Guidelines
 Respect existing oak trees in
project design.
Site 6
Design Guidelines
 Take vehicular access to the
site from Redwood Boulevard.
 Respect existing wetlands and
oak trees in project design.
 Take into account slope
stability and the presence of
gas transmission pipelines in
project design and siting of
buildings.

2-38

2-39

Proposed Text
Design Guidelines
 Respect existing wetlands and
oak trees in project design.

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
[The proposed Design Guidelines call for vehicular access from
Redwood.]

Site 5
Preferred Land Use Concept
 Research and development use
and office buildings.
Site 6
Preferred Land Use Concept


Research and development use
and office buildings.

Site 7
Preferred Land Use Concept
• Allow conversion of existing
office space to research and
development.
• Allow addition of up to 30,000
square feet of small locally-serving
retail/personal service space in a
location near the new SMART
station.
• Consider a mixed use
redevelopment if proposed by the
property owner to benefit from
proximity to the new SMART
station.

Councilmember Eklund indicates that the Council needs to discuss this
site (the Fireman’s Fund/American Assets site). She does not support
higher intensity use (bullets 2-3).
[This wording was developed through the public charrette process, and
was included in the 9/9/14 White Paper text endorsed by the Council.]
Councilmember Drew states that, although Burdell Commons was
proposed, she doesn’t believe there have been discussions or concensus
that mixed use development should be the ongoing preferred land use
concept.
[At the North, North Redwood charrettes staff described the challenges
of reoccupying all 700,000 square feet of office space with large
floorplates and relatively low ceiling height. The audience was told the
City will not assume redevelopment of the site in the General Plan EIR,
but that the policy statement would indicate a willingness to consider a
mixed use proposal in the future. This text was included in the published
focus area study and endorsed by the Council on 9/9/14.]
[Add new legend to Figure GP-9
North, North Redwood Corridor:]
1 – Site referenced in Policy LU 33

The proposed edits would add a legend to Figure GP-9 at the suggestion
of a member of the public.
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Proposed Edits
Existing Text

Circulation
Evaluate, consider, and implement,
where appropriate and feasible,
the following circulation
improvements:
• Identified improvements to the
San Marin Drive/Redwood
Boulevard intersection, freeway
ramps and Atherton
Avenue/Binford Road intersection
to assure continued traffic
operations which meet the City’s
level-of-service standards.
• The need for an additional
southbound lane on Redwood
Boulevard between Wood Hollow
Drive and San Marin Drive.
• In conjunction with
redevelopment of Site 2,
connection of East
Campus Drive to the Rush Creek
Landing Road/Redwood Boulevard
intersection, including pedestrian
and bicycle facilities to promote
access by office employees to the
SMART station and to create a

Proposed Text
and Program LU 33a
2 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33
and Program LU 33b
3 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33
and Program LU 33c
4 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33
5 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33
6 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33
7 - Site referenced in Policy LU 33
Circulation
Evaluate, consider, and implement,
where appropriate and feasible,
the following circulation
improvements:
• Identified improvements to the
San Marin Drive/Redwood
Boulevard intersection, freeway
ramps and Atherton
Avenue/Binford Road intersection
to assure continued traffic
operations which meet the City’s
level-of-service standards.
• The need for an additional
southbound lane on Redwood
Boulevard between Wood Hollow
Drive and San Marin Drive.
• In conjunction with
redevelopment of Site 27,
connection of East
Campus Drive to the Rush Creek
Landing Road/Redwood Boulevard
intersection, including pedestrian
and bicycle facilities to promote
access by office employees to the
SMART station and to create a

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Councilmember Eklund asks why circulation improvements are in “Great
Places” instead of the circulation chapter. Also, these proposed changes
have not been discussed with the community. Before this is included,
specific workshops should be conducted. The implications of some of
these proposed changes have not been made public.
[Again, these circulation options were discussed at the community
charrettes and the proposed language was included in the 9/9/14 White
Paper text endorsed by the Council. The circulation improvements are
included here to relate the improvements to the intended land use
changes. The list of needed circulation improvements will be added to
the circulation element when the EIR is prepared, and will include these
proposed improvements.]
Councilmember Drew asks what “rezoning to a consistent zoning
district” means?
[Rezoning the site to Business/Professional Office, the same as the
proposed land use designation in the General Plan.]
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location for the retail/personal
service uses described above, while
respecting existing wetlands in
making the roadway connection.
• Improvements to bicycle,
pedestrian and transit facilities
along the corridor through City
investments or in conjunction with
private development.
• Preparation and implementation
by new development of an
employee trip reduction plan.
• A funding plan for required
roadway improvements in the area,
including a determination if an
additional area impact fee is
necessary for full funding.

Proposed Text
location for the retail/personal
service uses described above, while
respecting existing wetlands in
making the roadway connection.
• Improvements to bicycle,
pedestrian and transit facilities
along the corridor through City
investments or in conjunction with
private development.
• Preparation and implementation
by new development of an
employee trip reduction plan.
• A funding plan for required
roadway improvements in the
area,
including a determination if an
additional area impact fee is
necessary for full funding.

2-41

“The Northwest Quadrant
neighborhood is an historic,
walkable neighborhood that has
the potential to see increased
reinvestment and revitalization
through development of carefully
designed housing types that ensure
compatibility with the scale and
diversity of residences (both singlefamily and small scale multi-family
housing types) while preserving
and enhancing the sense of
community.”

“The Northwest Quadrant
neighborhood is an historic,
walkable neighborhood that has
the potential for a park and for to
see increased reinvestment and
revitalization through development
of carefully designed housing types
that ensure compatibility with the
scale and diversity of residences
(both single-family and small scale
multi-family housing types) while
preserving and enhancing the
sense of community.”

2-42

Prioritize Code Enforcement
“Enforce as appropriate and
feasible existing property use and

Prioritize Code Enforcement
“Enforce as appropriate and
feasible existing traffic and parking

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Councilmember Drew suggests adding: “enforce traffic and parking
regulations also codes re: dumping, accessory structures, etc.”
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Proposed Edits
Existing Text
maintenance standards to address
vehicle storage, landscape upkeep
and illegal commercial uses.”

Proposed Text
regulations and property use and
maintenance standards to address
vehicle storage, landscape upkeep
and illegal commercial uses.”

LU 34a: Redevelopment of Parcels
with Single Family Dwellings.
Consider elimination or revision of
the current policy which precludes
redevelopment of properties that
contain a “sound” single-family
dwelling.

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Councilmember Eklund suggests that the Council should discuss this
proposal. The Neighborhood did not support eliminating or revising the
current policy with regards to single family homes.
Councilmember Drew recommends deleting this program.
[The text is the same as was discussed and endorsed by the Planning
Commission on 6/1/15 and City Council on 6/16/15. As has been
pointed out, the White Paper contains the actual written feedback from
workshop participants, about 75% of which is supportive of considering
zoning changes to allow some carefully scaled and designed multi-family
units.]
Councilmember Eklund suggests that a program should be added for the
Northwest Quadrant to explore options to address parking needs
especially with the multi-family housing by consideration of parking
permit program; forming a parking assessment district; etc.
[This is a concept that was not discussed at the neighborhood
workshops. A parking permit program is costly to implement, with the
costs passed onto residents, and commonly addresses effects of
commercial spill-over parking into a neighborhood, which is not the
parking problem affecting the neighborhood, where apartment
complexes that are 40 years old did not provide sufficient parking to
meet today’s demands. The formation of an assessment district, which
would be intended to purchase properties and create parking lots, would
require a majority vote of the property owners.]

2-43

[Add new legend to Figure GP-10:]
1 – Site referenced in Program LU
34d
2 – Site referenced in Program LU
34e

The proposed edits would add a legend to Figure GP-10 at the
suggestion of a member of the public.
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Proposed Text

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

2-44

COMMUNITY CHARACTER

Councilmember Eklund asks if the COMMUNITY CHARACTER section of
the chapter applies to the entire town or just the NW Quadrant.
[This is a section heading with separate goals and policies/programs that
apply citywide.]
Councilmember Drew asks if this section relates to the section in the
previous General Plan labeled as CL? Is it a goal, policy or program? Or
is it just a hodgepodge? It looks like a planners’ list of best practices or a
planners’ primer for 2017. Where does this list come from?
[Most of the policies and programs were previously contained in the
Community Identify element of the 1996 General Plan or the Downtown
Specific Plan. A comparison of each policy/program in the new GP with
the 1996 Plan and other sources was provided to the Council and posted
on the website at: http://novato.org/home/showdocument?id=20066.
The intent is to collect all the design-related policies/programs in one
location, following the listing of land use policies.

2-44

CC 5: Clustering of Development.
Encourage clustering of
development on sites with
environmental constraints in order
to achieve environmental goals and
attain densities within the range of
the land use designation. Clustering
of development may result in
densities on some portions of a site
exceeding the maximum densities
or intensities in Table GP-3. Ensure
that clustered development is
compatible with the surrounding
neighborhoods.

Councilmember Eklund proposes deletion of the second sentences
indicating that clustered development might exceed the maximum
density/FAR on portions of the site with the clustered development. This
is not something that the community supports.
[This is the identical language contained in the 1996 General Plan. It’s
important legal language since, in situations where the Council approves
clustered development to avoid environmentally sensitive areas, the
area where the development is clustered would potentially exceed the
density/FAR on that portion of the property, but not on the property
acreage as a whole.]

2-45

CC 9: New Commercial
Development. Encourage new
commercial developments to
provide the following to enhance

CC 9: New Commercial
Development. Encourage new
commercial developments to
provide the following to enhance
the pedestrian experience:

Edit proposed by the Planning Commission.
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the pedestrian experience:
a. physical separation of vehicular
and pedestrian movement
wherever possible;
b. street trees to create a safer and
more pleasant environment for
walkers,
c. pedestrian-oriented lighting to
improve security and the sense
of safety,
d. convenient, secure pedestrian
access from parking lots and
entrances to commercial uses,
e. pedestrian walkways and street
furniture at street level adjacent
to buildings, public transit and
parking facilities,
f. landscaped open areas, outdoor
furniture and public art in areas
to be provided as gathering
places for employees and
customers in commercial office
and industrial areas, and
g. clustering of commercial
buildings to create pedestrian
zones and avoid wide expanses
of parking between building
entrances.
CC 10: New Development in
Residential Neighborhoods.
Preserve, enhance and maintain
the residential character of
neighborhoods to make them
desirable places to live. New

Proposed Text
a. physical separation of vehicular
and pedestrian movement
wherever possible;
b. street trees to create a safer and
more pleasant environment for
walkers,
c. pedestrian-oriented lighting to
improve security and the sense
of safety,
d. convenient, secure pedestrian
access from adjacent public
streets, parking lots and building
entrances to commercial uses,
e. pedestrian walkways and street
furniture at street level adjacent
to buildings, public transit and
parking facilities,
f. landscaped open areas, outdoor
furniture and public art in areas
to be provided as gathering
places for employees and
customers in commercial, office
and industrial areas, and
g. clustering of commercial
buildings to create pedestrian
zones and avoid wide expanses
of parking between building
entrances.
CC 10: New Development in
Residential Neighborhoods.
Preserve, enhance and maintain
the residential character of
neighborhoods to make them
desirable places to live. New

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Edit proposed by the Planning Commission.
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Proposed Edits
Existing Text
development should:
• Enhance neighborhood image
and quality of life,
• Incorporate sensitive transitions
in height and setbacks from
adjacent properties to respect
adjacent development character
and privacy,
• Preserve historic and
architecturally significant
structures,
• Respect existing landforms and
natural features,
• Maintain acceptable
infrastructure service levels, and
• Provide adequate parking.
Program CC 12a: Design
Guidelines. Prepare design
guidelines to be applied as part of
the Design Review process. Focus
on guidelines for multifamily and
commercial development.
Guidelines should promote design
features that contribute to a
pedestrian-friendly environment
and encourage active recreation.

Proposed Text
development should:
• Enhance neighborhood image
and quality of life,
• Incorporate sensitive transitions
in height and setbacks from
adjacent properties to respect
adjacent development character
and privacy,
• Preserve historic and
architecturally significant
structures,
• Respect existing landforms and
natural features,
• Maintain acceptable
infrastructure service levels, and
• Provide adequate sufficient
parking.

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]

Councilmember Eklund proposes the following edits:
CC 12a: Design Guidelines. Prepare design guidelines to be applied as
part of the Design Review process. Focus on guidelines for multifamily
and commercial development. Guidelines should promote design
features that contribute to a pedestrian-friendly environment and
encourage active recreation.
CC 12a: Design Guidelines. Prepare design guidelines to be applied as
part of the Design Review process. Focus on guidelines for multifamily
and commercial development to ensure development is compatible with
adjacent areas. Guidelines should promote design features that
contribute to a pedestrian-friendly environment and encourage active
recreation.
ADD: Guidelines should encourage greater use of building setbacks from
the right of way and setbacks of 2nd and 3rd stories to reduce building
mass.
[The issue of compatibility of scale with surrounding properties is
already expressed in the text of Policy CC 12. The issues of compatible
scale and building stepbacks is addressed in the Draft Downtown Design
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Proposed Text

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
Guidelines (see III A 2a&c).]

2-46

Program CC 12b: Lighting Design
Guidelines. Include standards for
exterior lighting in design
guidelines, addressing issues such
as security, appearance, intensity
and light spillage.

Councilmember Eklund suggests replacing the program text with the
following:
CC 12b: Lighting Design. Establish exterior lighting standards in design
guidelines that supports the Dark Sky Initiative while providing for a safe
and secure community. Specifically, the outdoor lighting should:
a. Allows the use of outdoor lighting that does not exceed the minimum
levels specified in IES recommended practices for night-time safety,
utility, security, productivity, enjoyment, and commerce.
b. Minimizes adverse offsite impacts of lighting such as light trespass,
and obtrusive light.
c. Curtail light pollution, reduce skyglow and improve the nighttime
environment for astronomy.
d. Helps protect the natural environment from the adverse effects of
night lighting from gas or electric sources.
e. Conserve energy and resources to the greatest extent possible.
[This program is a substantive policy consideration that should be
considered by Council after consideration of what Dark Sky requirements
entail for applicants, security and staff review. If interested, this should
be a follow up action and should include language such as “consider
establishing…”]

2-46

CC 14: Traditional Site Design.
Explore the use of traditional site
design and architectural principles
in areas with established patterns
or sufficiently large development

Councilmember Eklund suggests that some communities do not want
the traditional site design of curbs, etc. Why not allow for more
innovative design like what the City did in Hamilton and in other areas?
Why not allow for varying site design if compatible with the area?
[The language in CC 14 under question is identical to that in the 1996
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Proposed Edits
Existing Text
areas to use those principles
successfully. Elements of traditional
site design and architecture
include:
a. sidewalks with curbs, gutters,
and a planting strip between the
sidewalk and the roadway
b. traditional home designs with
porches and verandas
c. trees planted adjacent to arterial
streets and highways
d. garages in the rear or sides of
properties.

Proposed Text

CC 18: Parking Standards. Reduce
the visibility of parking facilities and
the amount of land necessary for
them to the maximum extent
feasible.

CC 18: Parking Standards. Reduce
the visibility of parking facilities
and the amount of land necessary
for them to the maximum extent
feasible. Encourage shared parking
facilities where practical.

Miscellaneous

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
General Plan. The policy statement includes introductory language
applying these features “in areas with established patterns.” Also,
Hamilton development does have sidewalks with curbs, gutters and a
planting strip generally between the sidewalk and street. Also, Program
MO 6b (page 6-46) includes an exemption process to allow for rural
street design where warranted.]

Edit proposed by the Planning Commission.

Councilmember Lucan has asked if the Council would reconsider its
previous direction regarding expansion of existing non-conforming
recreational uses in the Bel Marin Keys Industrial Parks. On 3/18/14 the
Council voted 3-2 to not include this direction to staff in preparing
Master Plan amendments for adoption with the General Plan. If the
Council chooses to direct staff to do so, this will be added to the other
Master Plan modifications to allow for some ancillary retail use and to
allow automotive uses as a permitted use in the Hamilton Industrial
Park.
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Revised Maps and Figures:
Figure GP-1 Novato Areas
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Map GP-1 Land Use Designations
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I-6
DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES – Proposed Edits/Responses to Council Suggestions11.
Page
2

Proposed Edits
Existing Text

Proposed Text

Question/Comment/Suggestion
[Staff responses in brackets]
Councilmember Drew asks: The Guidelines appear well done to me. What's not to like?
Councilmember Eklund asks:
1. To what extent has the DRC and other architects reviewed these guidelines? Have
we hired an architect to (not associated with DRC) review and provide
suggestions?
[The DRC reviewed the draft design guidelines on November 16, 2016 and
recommended adoption with a few edits, which are listed in this table. We have not
spent funds to hire an architect to review the draft guidelines. They were prepared by
two very experienced volunteer architects from the DRC with assistance from staff.]
2. Will these Downtown Design Guidelines provide guidance to development in the
DT Specific Area or will the guidelines be used for North Redwood Blvd?
[The map on page 5 of the guidelines show the area covered, which includes N.
Redwood Blvd. from DeLong to San Marin Drive.]
3. I suggest that the DRC and CC have a public discussion about these guidelines and
get the public engaged in the discussion.
[The DRC has provided its input, but if the City Council would like to meet with the
DRC, staff will coordinate such a meeting.]
4. Does staff intend to have these DDG adopted as part of the General Plan? If so,
how can they be kept current without changing the General Plan?
[The design guidelines would be adopted at the same time as adoption of the General
Plan, but would not be part of the General Plan, so it could be amended by Council
resolution without amending the General Plan.]
5. Use photos and graphics that show buildings that are more in character with
Novato and specifically buildings that are three stories and less. If portions of that
architecture cannot be found on buildings 3 stories and less, then consider
reducing the size of the photo or putting a disclaimer that the size of the building
does not reflect the desired height for Novato.
[Changing photos and graphics in the draft design guidelines would require substantial
staff or consultant time. The City Council would have to add this to its Strategic Plan or
as a follow-up program in the General Plan for future funding.]
6. Generally, I find the design guidelines to be missing the connection with the
existing architecture and emphasizing that we want to maintain the historic
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structures; and, that new buildings should look like they ‘fit in’. One of the
comments I get all the time, is that the City’s Administrative Building looks like it
belongs there – that it is in keeping with the surrounding civic center area. That is
what I would like to see in our downtown – newer buildings appearing as though,
they fit into the existing architecture. HOW and WHERE can this go?
[There are several references to compatibility with surrounding structures and historic
preservation: III A 1a: “The mass and form of new buildings shall provide a
coordinated and unassuming transition with adjacent and/or surrounding buildings.”
III A 2a: “The proportions and scale of existing adjacent and/or surrounding buildings
shall be respected in the design of new buildings.” III A 4: “Please note that new
buildings, building renovations and building additions within the Downtown Historic
Overlay District shall comply with the provisions of the Novato Zoning Ordinance,
Chapter 19 of the Novato Municipal Code.” III B 1: “Preserve Original Features and
Decoration: The value of preserving existing design elements including building
proportions, finish materials, trim, doors, windows, and fixtures should be considered
when undertaking building renovations and/or additions.” III B 2: “Removal of
Elements Inconsistent with Original Facade: If a building’s original design elements are
determined to be of historic and/or architectural significance, subsequently applied
features that are incompatible should be removed.”]
3

General Design Objectives
1. Provide the business
and/or development
community with a clear
and comprehensive set of
architectural design
criteria applicable to the
Downtown.
2. Create a very attractive
and vibrant downtown
through the physical
design of structures and
space, and maximum
pedestrian access to and
use of commercial and
public spaces.

Councilmember Eklund suggests adding a new objective before #1: “Maintain and
enhance the small town charm of the downtown by preserving the historical structures
and ensuring that new buildings ‘fit’ into the adjacent buildings and give the
appearance that the new building has been there all along.”
[Staff would note that the design guidelines deal with new development or building
modifications. Historic preservation policies are contained in the General Plan (Policy
CC-1 and CC-10) and changes effecting historic structures are evaluated under CEQA.]
Councilmember Eklund suggests the following edit: “Maintain an attractive and quaint
downtown with Create a very attractive and vibrant downtown through the physical
design of structures and space, and maximum pedestrian access to and use of
commercial and public spaces.”
Councilmember Eklund also suggests that the definition of ‘vibrant’ downtown doesn’t
fit into this context .. the adjective should reflect the architectural attributes.

4

3. Facilitate pedestrian
friendly spaces through
appropriate site and

Councilmember Eklund suggests the following edit: “Ensure that all new buildings,
additions and renovations continue to reflect the historical character of downtown by
incorporating aspects of architectural design and detailing that complement the
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architectural design
including measures to
mitigate negative impacts
associated with
automobile circulation,
loading/unloading and
parking.
4. Preserve and invigorate
structures that are
distinctive due to their
age, historical or cultural
importance or
architectural character.
5. Ensure that all new
buildings, additions and
renovations incorporate
outstanding architectural
design and detailing that
includes high quality finish
materials.

existing downtown character incorporate outstanding architectural design and
detailing that includes high quality finish materials.”
[There are several references to compatibility with surrounding structures and historic
preservation: III A 1a: “The mass and form of new buildings shall provide a
coordinated and unassuming transition with adjacent and/or surrounding buildings.”
III A 2a: “The proportions and scale of existing adjacent and/or surrounding buildings
shall be respected in the design of new buildings.” III A 4: “Please note that new
buildings, building renovations and building additions within the Downtown Historic
Overlay District shall comply with the provisions of the Novato Zoning Ordinance,
Chapter 19 of the Novato Municipal Code.” III B 1: “Preserve Original Features and
Decoration: The value of preserving existing design elements including building
proportions, finish materials, trim, doors, windows, and fixtures should be considered
when undertaking building renovations and/or additions.” III B 2: “Removal of
Elements Inconsistent with Original Facade: If a building’s original design elements are
determined to be of historic and/or architectural significance, subsequently applied
features that are incompatible should be removed.”]

6

II C: Continuity of
Streetscape/Parking Behind
Buildings. The continuity of
pedestrian oriented facilities
and space along street
frontages shall be
maintained. Avoid, and
where feasible, eliminate
parking lots fronting the
street(s).

II C: Continuity of
Streetscape/Parking Behind
Buildings. The continuity of
pedestrian oriented facilities
and space along street
frontages shall be
maintained. Avoid, and
where feasible, eliminate
parking lots fronting the
street(s) and driveways
across the public sidewalk
along Grant Avenue and
Redwood Boulevard.

Planning Commission edit.

6

II B: Street Frontage. Siting
of buildings at the street
frontages is strongly
encouraged. Building designs
that achieve no setback or

II B: Street Frontage. Siting
of buildings at the street
frontages is strongly
encouraged to create an
attractive pedestrian

Councilmember Eklund suggests the following edit: “Siting of buildings at the street
frontages is strongly encouraged, however, setback are encouraged to provide for
some differences and to reduce massing. Building designs with minimal setback or
outdoor gathering areas in front of the building that achieve no setback or minimal
building setback from the street should be pursued.
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minimal building setback
from the street should be
pursued.

6

II C: Continuity of
Streetscape/Parking Behind
Buildings.
The continuity of pedestrian
oriented facilities and space
along street frontages shall
be maintained. Avoid and,
where feasible, eliminate
parking lots fronting the
street(s).

9

III A 1: Building Mass and
Form.
The mass and form of new
buildings shall employ the
following design principals:
a. The mass and form of new
buildings shall provide a
coordinated and unassuming
transition with adjacent
and/or surrounding buildings.
b. The wider a building is, the
taller it may be. Tall narrow
buildings are discouraged.
c. The mass and form of new
buildings and additions
should be proportional to the
street width i.e. the wider
the street, the greater the
opportunity is to increase the

environment of shop
windows. Building designs
that achieve no setback or
minimal building setback
from the street should be
pursued, except for outdoor
gathering places and building
offsets to achieve design
interest.

Councilmember Drew asks what the rationale is for zero setbacks? Is it to promote
uniformity of the sidewalk and the passage along the sidewalk to keep a pedestrian
walking along?
[Yes, to have shop restaurant windows near the sidewalk to create an interesting
pedestrian experience.]

Councilmember Eklund suggests that the guideline should avoid, but do not eliminate
parking lots fronting the street. Possibly use landscaping to screen the parking to
reduce their impact (e.g. 4th street in Berkeley).
[The guideline text uses the word “avoid” which indicates a preference, but not a
prohibition of having parking lots fronting on Grant Avenue. It is best to maintain a
continuous pedestrian-oriented building frontage along the street when possible.]

III A 1: Building Mass and
Form.
The mass and form of new
buildings shall employ the
following design principals:
a. The mass and form of new
buildings shall provide a
coordinated and unassuming
transition with adjacent
and/or surrounding buildings.
b. To maintain a pleasing
proportion, wider buildings
can handle more height. The
wider a building is, the taller
it may be. Tall narrow
buildings are discouraged.
c. The mass and form of new
buildings and additions
should be proportional to the

Councilmember edit.
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mass, including height, of a
building(s).

street width i.e. the wider
the street, the greater the
opportunity is to increase the
mass, including height, of a
building(s).

10

III 5: Visual Interest. Building
facades, particularly facades
that face public spaces, shall
include high quality design
elements that provide visual
interest from the ground
level to the roof or cornice.

III 5: Visual Interest. Building Design Review Commission edit.
facades, particularly facades
that face public spaces, shall
include high quality design
elements that provide visual
interest from the ground
level to the roof or cornice. A
sense of depth and visual
relief shall be provided
through design elements
such as recessed doors,
cornices, awnings and inset
windows to avoid a “flat”
elevation.

11

III A 2 c: Proportion and
Scale. Where a more
massive/taller building(s) is
proposed, it may be
accommodated through the
use of gradated and/or
regressive upper levels or
stories at the front, sides
and/or rear.

III A 2 c: Proportion and
Scale. Where a more
massive/taller building(s)
than its surrounding buildings
is proposed, it may be
accommodated through the
use of setbacks, balconies,
gradated and/or regressive
upper levels or stories at the
front, sides and/or rear.

14

III A 4: Architectural Style.
A range of architectural
styles are acceptable in the
Downtown. However, new
buildings or individual
storefronts shall employ,
consistently, from ground
level to roof, one style of
architecture for all visible

Councilmember suggested edit.

Councilmember Eklund suggests the following edit: “A range of architectural styles are
acceptable in the Downtown. However, new buildings should be compatible with the
surrounding buildings and promote a historical context to appear like the building ‘fits’
in. New buildings or individual storefronts shall employ, consistently, from ground
level to roof, one style of architecture for all visible elevations (front, side, rear).
Examples of acceptable architectural styles include Gothic Revival(s), Queen Anne,
Mission, Streamline Modern, Italianate, Spanish Colonial Revival, etc. An eclectic mix of
architectural styles (two or more) within a building or storefront facade is not
appropriate. “
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elevations (front, side, rear).
Examples of acceptable
architectural styles include
Gothic Revival(s), Queen
Anne, Mission, Streamline
Modern, Italianate, Spanish
Colonial Revival, etc. An
eclectic mix of architectural
styles (two or more) within a
building or storefront facade
is not appropriate.

She also states she’s not sure these examples are appropriate .. need to have some
discussion.

16

III A 9a: Building Base. The
base of buildings should
address the following design
considerations:
a. The base should serve to
raise the interior display
area up to view and
protect the building and
display windows from
damage.

III A 9a: Building Base. The
base of buildings should
address the following design
considerations:
a. The base should serve to
raise the interior display
area up to view and
protect the building and
display windows from
damage.

Design Review Commission edit.

25

III A 21: Consideration of
Adjoining Residential
Neighborhoods.
Care shall be taken to avoid
locating trash enclosures
near the boundary of
residential properties. In
general, trash enclosures
shall be consolidated, yet
located so as to equalize the
distances from the buildings
served. Enclosures shall be
positioned with direct access
for collection trucks. Parking
shall be prohibited within the
enclosure access area.
Concrete pads shall be

Care shall be taken to Aavoid
locating trash and/or
recycling facilities enclosures
near the boundary of
residential properties where
feasible. In general, trash
enclosures shall be
consolidated, yet located so
as to equalize the distances
from the buildings served.
Enclosures shall be
positioned with direct access
for collection trucks. Parking
shall be prohibited within the
enclosure access area.
Concrete pads shall be
provided within the

Councilmember Eklund suggests the following additional edits: “Avoid locating trash
and/or recycling facilities near the boundary of residential properties where feasible.
In general, trash enclosures shall be kept locks (after hours), consolidated, yet located
so as to equalize the distances from the buildings served. Enclosures shall be
positioned with direct access for collection trucks. All trash and/or recycling containers
and enclosures shall be kept clean and free of trash and/or recycling materials at all
times. Parking shall be prohibited within the enclosure access area. Concrete pads
shall be provided within the enclosures, and the access area shall be reinforced to
avoid damage by collection trucks. Gates and doors shall be made to withstand heavy
use and abuse.”
[Staff recommends against including maintenance standards in design guidelines.]
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provided within the
enclosures, and the access
area shall be reinforced to
avoid damage by collection
trucks. Gates and doors shall
be made to withstand heavy
use and abuse.

enclosures, and the access
area shall be reinforced to
avoid damage by collection
trucks. Gates and doors shall
be made to withstand heavy
use and abuse.

26

III B 3: Storefront
Renovation.
When it is determined that
a building facade is
historically significant due
to its contribution to the
Downtown’s architectural
heritage any alteration shall
retain or incorporate the
essential elements and
details of the original
facade.

Councilmember Eklund indicates that ‘contemporary interpretations’ is not defined.
I would rather have the buildings fit into the historic character rather than be
‘contemporary’ and stick out and suggests the following edit: “Contemporary
interpretations and Rreplications of original building elements (windows, plaster
trim work, wood, details, etc.) may be considered provided they offer an
equivalent visual quality and improved durability.”

29

V B 2: Wall Signs. Interior
illuminated channel lettering
and sign boxes with
illuminated backgrounds are
strongly discouraged.

Councilmember Eklund suggests the following edit: “Interior illuminated channel
lettering and sign boxes with illuminated backgrounds are strongly discouraged
prohibited.”

V D 4: Window Signs. Neon
signs are discouraged.

Councilmember Eklund suggests the following edit: “Neon signs are discouraged
prohibited.”

30

[This is inconsistent with the Sign Ordinance.]

[This is inconsistent with the Sign Ordinance.]
33

Add a 2017
Acknowledgements list to
include current City Council,
DRC and staff
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